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The plot
thickens ...
at Portland Performing
Arts Center, where the
stage is set for high drama
as local arts enthusiasts and
developers vie to purchase the recently
repossessed building.
See page 4

The secret wars of

I
'- " ~

itizen
How a liberal Portland schoolgirl
became a right-wing millionaire, and
wound up contributing to a secret
war against the people of Nicaragua
• Story by Garry BeIlusoletJ, Bob Young and Monte Paulsen.
Photos by Tonee Harbert. Copyright @ 1992 by Casco Bay Weekly, Inc.

During the 1960s, Linda Bean was a liberal Democrat. And as late
as the early '70s, she relied on government handouts to feed her
children.
Then she inherited a fortune from her grandfather, L.L. Bean, and
married a sharp-tongued Yankee farmer full of right-wing notions.
And almost overnight, Linda Bean was born again as an archconservative.
Her conversion was all-consuming and she put her money where
her mouth was. She founded a conservative statewide newspaper.
She led the drive to defeat Maine's proposed Equal Rights Amendment. And she contributed hundreds of thousands of dollars to rightwing political projects across the country.
As a result of her activism and generosity, she was welcomed to
the inner circle of the conservative groundswell that swept Washington, D.C., in the '80s. From the vanguard of the Reagan revolution,
Bean trekked to the front lines of Reagan's "War on Communism,"
places such as Grenada and Central America. She met personally
with leaders of the "contra" rebels, who were attempting to overthrow the legal but leftist government of Nicaragua.
In 1985, Bean gave $20,000 to a political action committee, which,
among other business, was raising money for the contra effort.
Money from that PAC made its way to a maze of offshore corporations, which in tum purchased weapons for the contra rebels. Those
purchases later came to light as part of the Iran-Contra affair, and
this fund-raising scheme in particular appeared to violate a congressional ban on such aid.
In giving her time and money to the contra cause, Linda Bean
contributed to an effort to subvert the will of the United States.
Congress _ the very same authority to which she now seeks office.
During her first run for Congress in 1988, Bean backed off from her
support for the contras. And during this year's campaign, which Bean
calls the "Fight for Maine," she avoids discussing foreign policy.
But the contra connection lives on in Linda Bean's "Fight for
Maine": in her various campaign consultants and in Bean's nasty TV
spots, which are produced by the same Washington-area ad agency
that spent more than a million dollars promoting the contras.
OIsco Bay Weekly has spent the past month uncovering Linda
Bean's contra connections. What follows is the bizarre saga of how a
well-liked local girl was transformed into a right-wing firebrand and the story of how a woman who would represent Maine in the
U.S. Congress wound up entangled in the Iran-Contra affair.

Turn to page 8
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RWS takes credit
for trash bust

SllEn .lAM Learn the
freshest, funkiest new street
moves and get a great
work·out at the same time!
'Hip-hop' and 'house' music
keep things moving. A
challenging and exciting class
for participants of all levels.
Let's get busy!

Union
Station
~

~~.&t.
~

SU.EI alCUIl Get it all
with Union Station's newest:
Basic step movements and
weight training exercises set
up at 6O-second 'stations'
provide for a no·nonsense,
killer work-out! Each
participants rotates the circuit
ofl5 stations a total of3 times
during the class.
Recommended for those
participant familiar with the
Step and basic aspects or
weight training.

Fitness

Union Station Plaza,
Portland • 879-9114

IS THE FA, .URNS..• A6O-minute
work·out featuring a long-duration cardia
segment for optimum fat-burning. This
combo impact class emphasizes lower body
·sculpting" exercises for thighs and glutes,
and features a funky cool-down. Floor
segment includes intense abdominal
conditioning. Appropriate for all
participants.

POWEI CIUNCH A 15-minute class of
intense abdominal exercise, designed to tone
and condition the abdominal muscles.
Strong abs help support a strong back,
improve posture and physical appearance.

A review of the top news stories affecting
Greder Portl .... d: Sept. JO through Oct. 6, 1992.

Sparks flew during two gay rights debates
in Portland. During the first debate Sept. 30, attorney Richard
Slosberg decried the gay rights ordinance that would, he said,
encourage "oral and anal sex" as well as bestiality. Slosberg got
even hotter under the collar the next night, verbally mixing it
up with Portland City Councilor Peter O'Donnell and law
student (and CBW contributor) Don Kreis, both gay rights
supporters. A third debate is scheduled for Oct. 15 at City Hall
Auditorium.

Portland hit a home run when a committee of minor
league baseball officials recommended Oct. 3 that the city.
receive a franchise in 1994. The unanimous recommendation
came just two days after Portlanders pulled out all the stops for
the committee's visit here, sprucing up Hadlock Field and
wining and dining committee members.
Portland's City Council postponed making
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waterfront zoning changes at its Oct. 5 meeting. Councilor Ted
Rand withdrew his earlier proposal to allow more flexible
zoning immediately on the waterfront. "I do it in the hope that
we complete zoning amendments by the end of the calendar
year," Rand said. The council aims to hold workshops and
public hearings on the package of zoning changes the Planning
Board approved Sept. 29.
.'

Portland extended Its ban on new bars in the
Old Port for another six months - and made the ban citywide.
The City Council voted unanimously to bar new bars until it
develops a plan to control their proliferation. "We've got to
make sure (bars) don't drive out other businesses," said Councilor Tom Allen.
Voters approved school expansions but -:,ot
a parking lot, for School Administrative District 51. Voters 10
the district, which includes Cumberland and North Yarmouth,
decided they could spend $7 million to expand two local
schools. But they balked at spending an additional $180,000 for
a parking lot that must be built before the expansi~n can ~e
place. Now planners and town officials ar~ scratch 109 their
heads and looking for ways to come up WIth the money.

FROM BABIES TO BIG KIDS
TOMMY'S COVERS THEM ALL
Huge selection of
insulated jackets and
snowsuits. Warm,
waterproof snow/ski
pants. Cozy cotton
turtlenecks, sweats
ngs.
and Iycra

Warm hats and
insulated mittens

A transportation committee endorsed ~ules
that will govern proposed widenings and other ~ad projects.
The steering committee of the state's Transportation Pohcy
Advisory Committee (TPAC) voted unanimously Sept. 30 ~o
forward the rules to the Maine Department of Transportation
(MOOT). Under the new rules, every Significant or controversial
project would trigger an analysis of possible alternatives before
any work could be done.

Polartec@
Jackets and Hats
Baby Bags
and winter
accessories
for infants

Central Maine Power badly wanted its industrial customers to use more electricity after it discovered a glut.
So CMP offered big users volume discounts - and a promotional set of jumper cables - to encourage increased use of
surplus juice. The utility got stuck with the extra power because
it had contracted to buy more than state businesses have been
using during the current recession.

Windham killed a special dlstrld

FUNCTIONAL
AN D
RUGGED
OUTDOOR CLOTHING FOR KI

Insulated waterproof snow
boots with removable liners.
Extra liners available.

tommy-'s
KID

S

273 Congress St., Portland • Maine 772-5357 •

G E A

that would
have permitted new development financed by special taxes. A
vote by the town council put the final stake in th~ 56-acre .
development district, which was created last spnn~ to entice a
proposed wastepaper recycling plant. The same reSidents who
successfully argued against the recycling plant had pushed
councilors to eliminate the industrial district.

Two South Portland residents sued the city over
alleged election fraud . City Councilor Kevin Glynn and. school
board member Julie Conroy claim that election clerks Violated
state election law by failing to use red ink to mark ballots and
failing to announce election results publicly, among other
alleged infractions. They named the city' s attorne~, city. c1e~k
and board clerk in the Superior Court lawsuit, which DistrIct
Attorney Stephanie Anderson is reviewing.

Regional Waste Systems
(RWS) says its private dick
was the one who sniffed out
alleged violations by Portland-area trash haulers.
RWS Executive Director
Charles Foshay said a private
detective hired by the quasi·
municipal waste disposal
company collected dirt on the
trash haulers for more than a
year before Portland police
took up the case in February.
"It got to the point that it
was very difficult to track
with just that one person," he
said.
A Cumberland County
grand jury has subpoenaed
records from RWS and the
Maine Energy Co. incinerator
in Biddeford as part of an investigation into whether
private waste haulers
diverted trash that was
supposed to go to RWS' own
waste-to-energy incinerator.
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~OSEPH'S
The New Fall Season
Fine Clothing for Men & Women
Surprisingly Affordable.

phone
78 Island

(207) 766 3322

Ave , Peaks Island Me. 04108

410 Fore Street Portland, Maine 04101
Men' s Store: 773-1274

Women's Store: 773-4454

Relax
with an
hour long
accupressure
facial massage.

AI

.

25 - 0% ofr ·
suggested retail
JONES NEWYORK
FACTORY STORES

HOURS: 10-7 Daily
31 Main Street
The Mikasa Building
Freeport, ME

865-3158
Mon - Fri . 8 - 6, Sa t. 8 - 5

"Something new is
happening at
Joseph's."

Toxic release
list unveiled
More than 17 million
pounds of toxic chemicals
were released into Maine's
water, air or soil during 1990,
according to a report by the
Maine People's Alliance
(MPA). Nearly one-third of
those chemicals are known or
suspected to cause birth
defects.
Georgia-Pacific's paper
mill in Woodland topped the
list for the third consecutive
year, as ranked by quantities
of chemicals released. The
S.D. Warren paper mill in '
Westbrook placed fifth,
releasing 1.16 million pounds
of toxics in 1990. It also
ranked third in emissions of
chemicals suspected of
causing birth defects, and
seventh in air pollutants. GTE
Sylvania Inc: s electrical
component plant in Standish
drew fire for releasing more
than 5,800 pounds of lead
and 8,500 pounds of other
toxic chemicals.
GTE officials immediately
questioned the study's
validity. Company spokesman Michael Smith noted
that the information contained in MPA's report came
from 1990 numbers. Smith
said the company released
just 26 pounds of lead during
1991. He attributed the
improvement to upgraded
processes, pollution control
systems and training.
But 1991 data obtained
from the Maine Emergency
Management Agency in
Augusta showed GTE's
releases of lead and 1,1,1trichloroethane (a common
industrial solvent) had
increased that year despite
the plant's decreased air
emissions.
"1 am very encouraged
that their lead has gone
down. It's very dangerous to
children, and there are so
many children around here,"
said MPA board member
Michele McCabe, who hosted
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We use only organic cleansers
and plant and flower-based
essential oils to nourish and
calm your senses.
Call for an
appointment nowl
773-4457
We're Maine's

only AVEDA. concept salon .

NOW OPEN MO~'I))AYS%
ON THE CORNER OF MIDDLE & EXCHANGE STREETS
IN THE OLD PORT

,.
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Unexpected \alue
HARRIS TWEED SPORT COAT

The plot thickens, ','

PPAC put on the block,
buyers Jockey for front row

21 PLEASANT ST. PORTLAND

174'0016
LUNCH
EVERY NIGHT

MON-FRI

5-11

11:30 - 2:30

The

Good Egg
BREAKFAST
MON-FRI
SAT &SUN

BE5T BREAKFAST! BEST DINNER!
CBW READERS' POLL
2 VEARS IN A ROW!
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Now Available with New Instant Ad!
To respond to a personal ad or to place
an Instant Ad, call 1-900-370-2041.

To place a personal ad call 775-1234, or
use the coupon in the personals section.
. S1.49/min. 18 yra. or older • TouchTone phone only_ •

c.co Bay ~Iy 201-n5-1234

ThepORTLAND BALLET COMPANY'S
Eugenia L. O'Brien Artistic Director

THE NUTCRACKER
IS MOVING TO PORTLAND
W
Formerly at City Theater in Biddeford

NO at PORTLAND HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
NEW tOoth
~-'lINNIVERSARY PRODUCTION
December 4-20
Early Matinees, Early Evenings Call 772-9671 for tickets.
Order early. Sellouts are traditional.

100 years ago, on December 18.1892, the Nutcracker was
presented at the Maryinsky theater in 51. Petersburg.
Russia. Celebrate on friday, December 18, 1992 with a
special performace followed by a Victorian family
Christmas feast at the Portland Club. In a first time
collaboration, the Portland Ballet's Nutcracker will have
sets designed after the famed Victoria Mansion, with
Christmas Eve party guests portraying actual Portland
historical figures. maldng this the very first Nutcracker
production with an authentic Maine setting.
Pl ....eresa-ve
_ _ adult tickets@Sl6and
_ _ student/senior (65+)
tickets @ SIO for the
_Fri Dee 4 - 7:00pm

_Sat Dee 12 - 7:00pm

_Sat Dee 5 - 1:00pm

_Sun Dec 13 - 1:00pm

porformanence checked alleft

For a spa:ial Dec 18 performance
and dinn .... please reseNe
__ adult lickets@ $50 and

_Sun Dec 6 - 1:00pm

_Fri DeetS - 6:00pm

_Fri Dee II - I :OOpm

_Sat Dec 19 - 700pm

_ _ child (12 & Wlder)@ $25.

_Sal Dec 12-I:OOpm

_SunDec20·I:OOpm

TotalamoUllldue$__

_ Clux;k enclosed
Charge my _ YiSl_ MaSl ... card.
Add $3 postage handling.

ow No. _ _ _ _ _ __
Expinuioo dale_ _ Day Phone _ _
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City, ST, Zip
--------

All performances at Portland High School Auditorium, 284 Cumberland Ave. No refunds or exchanges. Send self-addressed stamped
envelope with your order. Make check or money order payable to: Portland Ballet, 341 Cumberland Ave., Portland, ME 04101
Telephone (207) 772-9671

The building that hosts the Portland Performing Arts Center
(PPAC) has been reclaimed by the bank that held its mortgage,
and one downtown booster has already tried to buy the building. But as arts ad vocates held their collective breath over the
fate of the Forest Avenue property, tenant pressure helpl!<! force
the prospective buyer to pull out of the deal. Now, PP AC is up
for grabs again.
Until recently, the property was owned by a for-profit
general partnership that included PPAC Executive Director
Phyllis O'Neill. But problems ranging from repeated break-ins
to failures to collect rents began taking their toll. Peoples
Heritage Bank re-acquired the building "within the past six
weeks," said bank spokesman Brian Arsenault, because the loan
wasn't being paid off.
"We were lowering people's rents, and still, people weren't
able to pay," said O'Neill. "We did what we could. But it's an
expensive building to keep up. When rents aren't paid, it's
tough to do it."
After the bank took the building back, a non-profit group
including O'Neill formed to buy the building back_ But its
verbal offer to Peoples was rejected out of hand.
"Their offer was not even in the ballpark," commented
Arsenault. The gulf between Peoples' $395,000 asking price and
the group's verbal offer may hinge on disputes over work that
needs to be done to the aging building.
Terry Ingalls, preSident of the non-profit group, said an
engineering consultant estimated it would cost $30,000 to
satisfy the Americans with Disabilities Act, $50,000 to repair
masonry and $25,000 to fix a leaky roof, among other needed
repairs. The total estimated bill for essential repairs was at least
$100,000, he said, and other renovations like paint, carpeting,
new windows and a new stage floor would push the cost above
$200,000.
Peoples Heritage hired its own engineer to assess the
building's condition, concluding those cost estimates were too
high. "We were in significant disagreement," said Arsenault.
As the arts enthusiasts scrambled for funds to bridge the gap,
several parties inquired or were contacted about purchaSing the
building. Congress Street grocer Paul Trusiani was the one who
finally offered the right price. Trusiani, who owns two Paul's
Food Centers and half-a-block of real estate near Congress
Square, signed a purchase agreement sometime around Oct. 1.
But Trusiani couldn't ensure that major PPAC tenants like
Portland Stage Co. would remain at 25A Forest Ave. if he
bougJ:tt the building. Failure to secure those commitments, said
several sources familiar with the negotiations, forced Trusiani to
pull out from his-contract within a week.
That puts the non-profit group - and several developers
said to be interested in PPAC - back in the running.
"I think there will be another opportunity to buy it soon,"
predicted Ingalls. "This is the finest performance space of that
size in New England, if not on the entire Eastern Seaboard. To
lose it would be a tragedy."

Congress approves
passenger rail funds
Congress has approved money that would help fund a
proposed Portland-to-Boston commuter rail line, but New
Hampshire officials are still refusing to help make it happen.
That, said one train advocate, is reason enough to excise stops
in that state from the commuter line.
A federal transportation bill approved Oct. 2 earmarks more
than $25 million for repairing the railroad tracks that run
between the two cities, which have carried only freight since
1965.
But Maine and New Hampshire must first kick in $6 million
to get the project rolling. Maine voters approved $3 million in
bonds for the train in June, but New Hampshire officials have
so far balked.
"It's a pretty big hurdle," said Al Caron of Citizens for
Sensible Transportation, "but that doesn't mean it will stop the
train." Caron has recommended that Maine transportation
officials propose trimming all New Hampshire stops from the
service. "Run it through New Hampshire at 75 miles an hour
and straight to Haverhill," he said. "After a while, they will
discover they just might like to have a train. You have to exert a
little creative pressure. They want to stick the Maine taxpayer
with the cost, so why give them a benefit?"
Paullvm

Continued from page 3
the MPA press conferences at
her home near the GTE plant.
"But I'm discouraged that so
much is being shipped offsite."
MPA obtained the numbers in its report from the
Environmental Protection
Agency, which requires
companies to self-report the
quantities of toxic chemicals
they prod uce, spill, release
and ship off-site.

Special
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A. H.BENOIT&CO .
188 Middle St.. In the Old Port

Books and lyrics by L.
Rose and Douglas Furber
Revised by Stephen Fry
Music by Noel Gray
Directed by David Goulet

October 9. 10. 11.
16,17,23.241992
For tickets and information
799-7337 • 799·7338
420 Conage Rd ., South Portland

FRI & SAT
OQ9& 10
THE UPSETTERS AT
FEDERAL JACK'S
BREW PUB
THE SHIPYARD, ROUTE 9
LOWER VILLAGE
KENNEBUNKPORT
967-4}11
L ____
_____ _

County gov't
to get bigger?
Property tax payers'
contributions to Cumberland
County government will
jump an average of 43
percent in 1993, according to
a draft of the county's
spending plan for next year.
But even that large increase
doesn't factor in a separate
committee's proposal to
enlarge and strengthen
county government.
The county's nine-member
Budget Advisory Committee
is reviewing a proposed
budget that would be $3.66
million larger than the 1992
county budget. The committee wants to hire 43 workers
at the new county jail, slated
to open in December 1993.
In mid-October, the
county commission will also
consider a report suggesting
a Targer, more responsive
county government replete
with a county charter, county
CEO and 12-member county
council.
Nicholas Kirby, chairman
of the panel, said economic
development, transportation
and land-use regulation
should all be looked at from
regional perspecti ves. "These
things are not local issues,"
he said.
South Portland City
Councilor Kevin Glynn
attacked the recommendation. "What we have here,"
he said, "is a group of
spenders who want to see a
fourth layer of government
rise with full taxing authority. The people of
Cumberland County cannot
afford any more taxes."
Voters will select two new
commissioners in November
to replace retiring ones. The
new commission will then
vote on the county budget in
December.

Falmouth wants
free turnpike spur
Falmouth town councilors
have agreed to lobby the
Maine Turnpike Authority to
allow free travel along the
turnpike's Falmouth spur.
But turnpike officials questioned the need for allowing
the spur to be used as a
connector road.

Continued on page 6

Call Today To Order! 775-3431
Public Cable
-3[8
"'1992 Home BOI( O1hce
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H

CHANNEL 14

dIVIS!OIl 01 TUlle Wilmel Entcrtamment Comparw. LP. All fights feserved, HBO IS i repistcrcd sel\'lCl' mar~ 01 Time Worner Entertainment Company. LP
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Brunch so tasty you'll .
want to lick your plate.

HEALING(!2M//

~~:s

erving Sundays 9-2

WITHIN

• Tony's Cornedbeef Hash - Omlenos - ERgs Benedict
-Fruit Filled Crepes -Salmon & Eggs -Cnoese Blintzes
- Usa's Baked Beans -Greek Soul Food - Almond Crusted
-Serving Bloodies & Cea5ars

: The Good Table Restaurant :
•

S(:n illf.t bn'akfa.,t. lum.:h &: dimwr 7 (Ja}S
RI. 77 • ( ape Uil.alx'lh • 79\)·(1001>
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Drs. Stephen J. Kinney
and
Thomas S. Hart

t; \ "A ~
(,,~,~" \ \

ISOMERASE
CHIROPRACTIC

Offering a new concept in healing through Network Chiropractic.
Allows expressIon of life through a clear nervous system.
Please call us at 207-284-7760 In Sacc, Maine. Ask about our
wellness talks and our Pre-care InformatIon Packages.

SATURDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

$3.95

wish to announce the opening
in mid October of

choice of:
• Chicken Pot Pie
• Homemade Beans
& Franks
• Pasta Veggie Casserole

Westside Animal Hospital
located at 176 Gray Rd.
(Rte. 100/26)
Cumberland, Maine

served with salad, bread & butter

Good from 4:30pm
Saturday Nights

ONE MONUMENT WAY • PORTlAND

829-4090·

772-7299 • FAX 772-9662

Why You Should Buy Your
Diamond Engagement Ring From Cross Jewlers
Cross. as Portland's oldest family-owned jewelry store, has a tradition of excellence which spans four generations. The philosophy which guides our store is thatalljewelry
must be made from the best precious metals, designed for beauty. designed to last, set with the finest gems and accurately represented. Our philosophy and commitment
toexccllence is your greatest assurance that anything you buy from Cross will represent true value and provide maximum satisfaction. The benefits of buying your diamond
at Cross include:
Ideal Cutllng: Ideal Cutting issimply the most beautiful way to cuta diamond. Only
one out of every thousand diamonds cut in the world today achieves the exacting
standards of the Cross Ideal Cut diamond. Your choice of a Cro.. Ideal CUI diamond
gives you the optimum combination of brilliancy. dispersion (rainbow colors) and
scintillation (sparlde) ... a lifetime of extraordinary beauty.
DIamond Hallmark: All of Cross' Ultimate Ideal Cut diamonds cane with a unique
form of identification: a laser-inscribed registry number on the girdle (outside edge)
of the gem. which positively identifies the
diamond and authenticates your owner·
ship. This registry number, called a hallmark, is just 4 microns (4-ten thousandths
of an inch) high, and is visible only under
magnification. Registered lothcnew owner
in the permanent records of Cross Jewelers. the quality grades (cut. color and clarity). as well as the carat weight, are also
listed in an international diamond registry
in New York City. Only Cross' Ultimate
Cut diamonds offerthis additional guarantee of quality.
FInest Diamond Mounllng: A Cross
Diamond solitaire mounting starts with the
part which holds the diamond. called the
head. Forged from a single block of 18K
white gold alloyed with platinum. the head
goes through 12 individual die strikings.
using 55 tons of pressure in each step. The
result is the strongest, most durable head
ever made. The part of the ring which
encircles the finger is called the shank. and
is crafted from two rectangular blocks of
18K gold. like the head. the shank sections go through multiple die-strikings, the
55 tons of pressure, which squeezes out all
the air bubbles, densely compacts the atoms of gold. After the head and shank
sections are assembled. the ring mounting
is ready for finishing. The die striking
results in a ring which accepts an extraordinarily high polish. fora beautiful ring which
will hold Cross' most beautiful diamonds.
Cross' Diamond Lab: One of the values of buying your diamond from Cross
Jewelersis the assurance that your diamond has been weighed. and the quality grading
checked and verified by a registered jeweler. By acquiring our diamonds loose. we

can guarantee the quality represented is exactly comcL Each Cross Ideal Cut

diamond has been hand selected from hundreds. to provide the very best quality
and value.
Cross' Diamond Setting Shop: Cross' Diamond Settin& Shop is staffed by
America'sfinestdiamond seuers. and is visible from ourshow room. The first rule
of our diamond setting shop is. "Take wh.teveramount of time is necessary to set
the diamond most securely and most beautifully." Few people realize that, at the
momenta properly weighted prong is pushed
over the edge of a diamond, over 45 pounds
or pressure is exerted 00 that diamond.
Careful preparations are required to ensure
that the precious metal on which the diamond reSlS is perfectly smooth, and properly supports the diamond. Because of their
value. diamonds are never set "while you
wait" at Cross Jewelers. Any time pressure
on a diamond selterincreases the risk 10 the
diamond. For the safety of your diamood.
seuing in our shop is always scheduled
within a block of time. allowing maximum
time for all preparation details. The safety
and security of your diamond depeuds on
the quality of the mounting. the philosophy
of the diamond setting shop, and most importantly. the skills and attention to detail by
the diamond setter. If you would like to
learn more about diamond setting. ask for a
copy of our "Quality of Stone Setting" guide.
written by Cross Jewelers.
Cross Diamond Prices are Real: Forover
three quan.ers of a century I Cross Iewelers
has maintained a consistent, conservative
pricing philosophy that allows you to shop
with the "real price" on every piece of jewelry in ourstore. Itemsare priced according
to their true value - we never have sales or
offer discounts because prices are not inflated to allow for these types of artificial
sales tecnniques. We find that people enjoy snopping in a store where quality is
accurately represented and the values are reaI- 365 days of the year. When nonideal cut discount and sale diamoods are aocurately graded for cut. color and
clarity and aocurately weighed fortheir carat weight, their" savings" often not only
vanish when canpared to an Ideal Cut diamond, but may be priced at a premium
over the ~deal Cut.

Cross I. a Teaching Jewelry Store: We have always found that whenever consumers have the facts, they make infonned decisioos and have the highest level of satisfaction
in their purchase. Our entire staff is commiued to taking any amount of time necessary to answer your questions and give you the background informatioo necessary
concerning gems and jewelry. Cross has just canpleted a 24-page booklet titled. "Cross Guide to the World's Most Beautiful Diamonds." If you have been thinking of
the purchase of a diamond. we invite you to stop and receive your free copy.

Cro~ Jewelers
The Upstairs Jewlery Store
570 Congress Street. Portland. Maine 04101 Tel. 773-3107Q!191

Ope" Monday - Friday 9 a.m. - 4:45 p.m., Thurs, 'til 8:45 pm.

&other

Roger B. Nadeau, B.S., D.C.
Continued from page 5

Stephen Sawyer, an
engineer and member of the
town's Comprehensive Plan
Advisory Committee, said
building off- and on-ramps to
connect the four-mile spur
with a local road or highway
would ease pressure on
Falmouth roads.
"The idea has merit,"
Sawyer said. "It's time to do
some more detailed study."
But MTA director Paul
Violette said that the turnpike
authority's Policy Action
Committees - composed of
representatives from Greater
Portland towns and citieshave already considered
creating a Falmouth spur,
and rejected the idea.
"The communities themselves put this proposal
toward the end of their
priorities," Violette said. "It's
not so much us here opposing it, it's the communities as
a whole that said they'd
rather look at another
interchange, at perhaps the
(Portland International)
Jetport." Violette admitted
that the Falmouth spur was
"a profitable enterprise. It's
one of our busier interchanges, and it doesn't cost
much to keep it up."
Under state law, free
passage isn't allowed along
any stretch of the Maine
Turnpike. It would take a
legislative act to make the
Falmouth spur a free road.
Reported I1y Paul Karr,
Allan Dowd, Simon Varney
and The Associated Press

weird news
An English company
that specializes in genealogical research says presidential
contenders George Bush and
Bill Clinton may be related.
And both certainly came
from families that were
"prominent landowners."
Harold Brooks-Baker, who
publishes Burke's Peerage in
London, claims that both
Clinton and Bush had
ancestors in the tiny village of
Gotham, about 90 miles north
of London. In small-town
England several hundred
years ago, he noted, the
chances were good that the
two's ancestors, well, commingled.
Brooks-Baker has promised to make Clinton's
genealogy public if the
governor gives his company
permission.
r

mistakes
By AI Dillman

Imagine! Your hair!
Thicker; longer; more
beautiful!
The HairBuilders System
can make short hair
long ... thin hair thick. "
sparse hair full. .. .

Writing on the wall
Portland's gay rights debate is getting ugly.
The Guy Gannet Publishing Company building on Congress
Street was spray painted on the night of Sept 28 to protest an
anti-gay rights column by editorial writer M.D. Harmon that
appeared in that day's Press Herald. A group called "the Urban
Guerilla Homos" claimed credit for the vandalism in statements
faxed to the news media.
Harmon's column said gay rights supporters "lack ... concern
for children." He argued Portland's gay rights ordinance will
allow homosexuals to indoctrinate kids, promote gay adoptions
and generally corrupt society,
That prompted the U.G.H. to smear the newspaper building
with graffiti reading "Homo haters bum in hell," "Queers are
bashed here" and "Fire M.D. Harmon now." A Gannett cleanup
squad removed most of the art work before daybreak.
The U.G.H. justified their actions, claiming, "Harmon is ...
escalating people's fear into hysteria, hatred and violence
against the gay community." Their release goes on to say, "The
Urban Guerilla Homos promise future retaliatory attacks
against the Press Herald for any and every gay person that
directly or indirectly is victimized because of the paper's open
encouragement to discriminate against the gay community."
Ironical! y, the Gannet papers have editorialized in support of
the gay rights ordinance which goes before voters on Nov. 3.
The Press Herald did not report on the vandalism, although
several television and radio stations did. The paper's executive
editor, Lou Ureneck, said the lack of coverage "was strictly a
news judgment. It was minor vandalism that didn't rise to the
level of news." What about the press release and the threats it
contained? Ureneck said, "I didn't see the press release, and
don't know what was in it. I focus on the actual event." (Those
planning to send news releases to the Gannett papers should
take note.)
Columnist Harmon said he hoped the incident would not
result in any voter backlash against the gay rights ordinance.
"People shouldn't say, 'Look at what these jerks did. That
changes my mind.'" he said. "Their decisions should be based
on the real issues."
A gay rights activist, who asked not to be named, doubted
the vandalism would hurt the campaign. The reasoning:
"Radical groups tend to make more mainstream groups look
more reasonable."
Bee Bel! of ACT UP/Portland said the spray painting was
understandable. "There's a lot of viciot's rhetoric heading our
way," she said. "People come up with different ways to respond."
But how can a group fighting for civil rights advocate taking
away somebody else's right to free speech? Bell said it's "an
issue of justice. To say 'Fire a hateful bigot' is not to claim
opposition to free speech. Freedom of speech and diversity of
opinion are important, but diversity per se is more important."
It's difficult to figure out what sort of diversity results from
suppressing free speech due to some misguided sense of
political correctness. But it's not hard to imagine the sort of
diversity that results from yielding to threats, such as those of
the "Urban Guerilla Homos."
None.
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more hair permanently!
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This column is always hIlppy to receive press releases, news tips,

questions, comments and critiques. We don't require that submissions be
typed, but we'd prefer they weren't spray painted. Our address is care of
Casco Bay Weekly, 55IA Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.
Or call 775-6601.
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Wear it in any style you
like.
And it's all perfectly
natural!

Would I lie to you?
A group called "Voices for Choice" is sending out mailings
that may give a false impression about Democratic state Senate
candidate Ralph Howard of South Portland. The mailing urges
support for a number of pm-choice legislative candidates, and
claims each race has been "identified ... as having a definite proand anti-choice candidate."
Among those supported by "Voices for Choice" is Howard's
opponent, Republican Jane Amero of Cape Elizabeth. While it's
true Amero is pro-choice, Howard is, too.
Voices for Choice organizer Karen Heck blamed the Dirigo
Alliance for supplying the erroneous information, but Dirigo
executive director David Shiah denied it. "I really don't know
much about those candidates," he said.

..
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The secret wars of

How Waynflete schoolgirl and sporting-goods heiress Linda Bean wound up
contributing to a rebel effort to overthrow the government of Nicaragua
• By Garry Beausoleil, Bob Young and Monte Paulsen.
Copyright © 1992 by Casco Bay Weekly, Inc.
Casco Bay Weekly spent the past month uncovering the steps of Linda Bean's life, and has talked to
dozens of her former friends and associates in the
process. But the one person who never spoke to
CBW was linda Bean. She canceled one interview,
her campaign manager canceled another, and
despite 10 phone calls placed over a two-week
period, Bean steadfastly avoided all contact with
Casco Bay Weekly.

Just another Portland liberal
Linda Lorraine Bean was born in Portland on
April 28, 1941. She was the second daughter of
Charles Warren Bean, the son of Leon L. Bean, the
"L.L." who made the rubber-soled hunting boots
that made Freeport famous.
But in that era when Pearl Harbor was a household word and the South Portland shipyard was
open 24 hours a day, L.L. Bean, Inc., was still just a
local sporting goods store with a good reputation.
And young linda was just another of L.L:s five
grandchildren.
Linda's parents divorced when she was young.
Her sister Diana lived with their father Warren, who
worked in his father's store when he wasn't playing
the piano in local bars.
Linda Bean lived with her mother, Hazel June
Dyer, and attended Waynflete School in Portland.
She studied Spanish and spent a summer living on
an Indian reservation in Arizona. Upon her return,
she regaled her classmates with tales about life on
the frontier, living among the cowboys and Indians.
Her yearbook suggested that classmates would
remember "our irrepressible Bean, and envy all
those Latin Americans who will be sitting around
her, doubled over with laughter."
Bean graduated in 1959 and attended Antioch
College in Ohio, widely regarded as one of the most
progresSive liberal arts colleges in the nation.
Waynflete classmate Margaret Soule recalled that
Bean had originally planned to attend Wellesley, but
switched to Antioch during her senior year: "She
liked it better because of all the Quakers and peace
people she met on her trip to Arizona."
At Antioch, Bean studied accounting and business administration. Afterward she worked in New
York City, at the accounting offices of a major
chemical company. During this time, Bean described
. herself as a "J.F.K. Democrat."
In 1963, she married James R. Clark, a man from
Seattle. They lived in several places around the
country and had three sons: Jason, Nathan and
Kevin. The family moved to Hallowell in 1968.
Friends described Clark as a nice guy who wasn't
very successful at making money. They were
divorced in 1971.
The early '70s were the most difficult years of
linda's life. L.L. the patriarch had died in 1967, but
Linda Clark the single mother would not receive the
bulk of her inheritance for several more years. She
relied on federal surplus food assistance to feed her
sons, and worked briefly as a waitress while studying to become a real estate broker. In 1971, on the
application for her real estate license, she listed three
women as references: a secretary, a retired teacher
and the owner of a local beauty parlor.
During the next few years, Linda Clark bought
several old buildings in downtown Hallowell. She
was active in the small group that ~ot Hallowell's
main street designated as the first historic district in
Maine - and thereby foiled the state's attempt to
run an interstate through the town.
She retreated from activism shortly thereafter,

Waynflete graduate Linda Bean in 1959.

"Years from now ... we'll be
reminded of our irrepressible Bean,
and envy all those Latin Americans
who will be sitting around her,
doubled over with laughter."
The Shield (Waynflete yearbook), 1959

and bought a brick house in rural Windsor, site of
Maine's annual celebration of liberal funkiness, the
Common Ground Fair.
"When I moved to Windsor," Linda told the
Maine Sunday Telegram in 1980, "the things I enjoyed
and believed in were holdovers from my days at
Antioch, which is quite to the left of liberal."
"She was just a good 01' Maine girl back then,"
said a former tenant of one of Linda's buildings.
"When I saw her again a few years later ... I was
shocked at the extreme conservative positions she
was taking."

Born-again as a conservative
"One day this 01' Yankee farmer showed up to
rototill Linda's garden - and he stayed to change
her life." That's how a former neighbor described
Linda's introduction to Yankee farmer - and
Goldwater Republican - Verne Jones.
The two were married in 1975. She was 34. He
was 73.
The new Linda Jones became a registered Republican shortl y thereafter. Her conversion to conservatism was both sudden and all-consuming.
"When I met Verne, I found a grassroots conser- .
vative and I began to realize what it represented,"
she told the Maine Sunday Telegram. What conservatism represented, according to Jones, was freedom
from any government regulation that could in any
way interfere with the rights of property owners.
"He had worked his own land for years," she told
Maine Times in 1988, "but he practically needed a
permit just to turn around."

In what may be the most profound coincidence in
the history of Maine politics, Linda inherited
millions of dollars about the same time she met
Verne. With cousin Leon Gorman at the helm, L.L:s
sporting-goods store had become a wildly successful
international mail order business. When the bulk of
the company's stock was divided equally among
L.L:s five grandchildren, Linda Jones became a very
wealthy woman.
And like many other politically minded millionaires, she wanted her own newspaper. Since none of
the state's existing papers were sufficiently conservative for her newfound taste, she put her
grandfather's money where her husband's mouth
was - and started her own.
The Maine Paper was launched in the fall of 1979.
The weekly tabloid dedicated itself to promoting
free enterprise over government regulation, and
traditional, conservative values over individual
rights. Jones saw her paper as part and parcel of the
Reagan revolution.
"At The Maine Paper we have felt that for years
America had been walking down the wrong road,"
opined a January 1981 editorial. "We've opted for
too much government security within our borders,
and increasingly less of it to protect those borders,"
wrote the woman who only a short time before had
relied on government food handouts to feed her
children. "Our people have become oppressed by
Big Brother ... "
Though the paper's reporting was never hardhitting - mostly it consisted of folksy feature stories
and how-to articles about gardening and home
repair - its editorial pages became a forum for the
opinions and adventures of Verne and linda. (See
"The world according to Linda and Verne," page
11 .) After returning from the mountains of Peru in
1981, Verne observed that the natives had adapted
to the thin mountain air, and suggested that "in a
little more time we can adjust ourselves to a little
automobile smoke and a little acid rain."
As a business, however, The Maine Paper was a
failure. It never attracted a broad base of advertising. Employee morale was low and turnover was
high. Jones sank an estimated half-million dollars
into the venture before pulling the plug in 1982,
promising that she would find "other ways to help
the conservati ve cause."
Within the year, Jones set out to defeat Maine's
proposed Equal Rights Amendment (ERA). Together with Christian Civic League director Jasper
"Jack" Wyman, she assembled a powerful campaign
team that included some of Maine's best pollsters
and ad people. Their winning strategy was to link
the ERA with abortion and gay rights. One of the
campaign's many powerful ads featured a photograph of two men embracing, and cited a 1977 NOW
(National Organization for Women) convention
platform - which expressed support for lesbian
rights - as evidence that passage of the ERA would
pave the way to homosexual marriages.
Jones' own contribution to the effort was as a
fund-raiser. She rounded up nearly $300,000 for the
effort, which enabled her anti-ERA campaign to
outspend its opponents by a margin of 7-to-l. The
money was spent on a flurry of sophisticated directmail and a barrage of no-holds-barred TV ads. In
1984, Maine's proposed constitutional amendment
to guarantee equal rights for women was defeated
by a margin of 3-to-2.
Jones was widely credited for the long-shot
victory. President Reagan himself praised her
victory, and thereby brought her further into the
limelight of the burgeoning conservative revolution.
In order to keep the anti-ERA campaign' s
momentum rolling forward, Jones qUickly founded

a state political action committee (PAC) dedicated to
supporting conservative causes and candidates. The
Maine Impact Coalition opened for business in the
same Hallowell building where she had shuttered
The Maine Paper only a few years before.
Having failed at the business of publishing, linda
Jones believed she had finally found her niche in
supporting the ideal of free enterprise. In a 1988
interview, she told Maine Times: "I found 1 had a
talent for raising money."

Big money
But Linda's talent for raising money was far
exceeded by her talent for giving it away.
Case in point: While serving as chief fund -raiser
for Porter Leighton's unsuccessful 1986 gubernatorial bid, Jones secretly guaranteed a $100,000 loan to
Leighton's primary campaign.
Jones' unlikely-to-be-repaid loan was made in
addition to personal campaign contributions, and
technically put Jones over her legal spending limit.
But the money was allowed because state laws did
not specifically deSignate loan guarantees as
campaign contributions. (The state elections commission closed that loophole immediately following
Leighton's loss.)
But even before her forays into fund raising,
Jones was among the state's largest contributors to
right-wing causes. Linda and Verne Jones gave
away more than $114,000 to conservative candidates, according to reports on file with the Federal
Election Commission (FEC). All of Maine's top
Republicans have benefited from Linda's largesse.
Nor has she restricted her giving to Maine
candidates. Since 1979, Jones has contributed to
right-wing standard bearers across the country,
including North Carolina Sen. Jesse Helms ($4,275),
California Congressman Bob Doman ($3,000),
former U.S. Rep. Jack Kemp ($2,000), former New
Hampshire Sen. Gordon Humphrey ($2,000), Texas
Sen. Phil Gramm ($1,900), and Massacrusetts
businessman Ray shamie ($1,500), who unsuccessfully challenged Ted Kennedy for his Senate seat in
1982.
And to conservative PACs - which are not
subject to the same spending limits placed on
candidates - Jones has given even more. Among
the gifts she and Verne gave to right-wing PACs
registered with the FEC were $5,000 to Phyllis
Schlafly's Eagle Forum, $8,500 to the Mid-America
Conservative PAC, $11,000 to the Conservative
Victory Committee and upwards of $27,800 to the
National Conservative Political Action Committee.
These big-money donations opened big-city
doors for Jones. Before long, the former Portland
liberal was hobnobbing with the best and brightest
of the Reagan revolution.
"She is unusual because most wealthy conservative donors only write checks," said former White
House aide Morton Blackwell. "She will get actively
involved, making phone calls, knocking on doors,
working at the grassroots level." Blackwell, who
spent the early '80s as a special assistant to Ronald
Reagan, told Casco Bay Weekly that Jones was wellknown within Washington's conservative circles.
PhylliS Schlafly also spoke highly of Jones, whom
she described as "a big donor" to Schlafly's Eagle
Forum. Schlafly told CBW that she and Jones had
traveled together to Switzerland in 1985 to support
Reagan during his Geneva summit with Gorbachev.
The two were organizers of a group supporting
Reagan's "Star Wars" defense initiative. Said
schlafly: "We demonstrated until the Swiss government made us stop."
In addition to the Switzerland demonstration,
Jones' political globe-trotting included the above-

mentioned trip to Latin America (to study the effects
of land reform), a three-week "fact-finding" mission
to South Africa and Namibia, and four trips to
Grenada (to study the effects of Soviet occupation).
But the group that received more of Linda Jones'
time and money than any other was NCPAC, the allpowerful National Conservative Political Action
Committee.
NCPAC was formed in the mid-70s to prOVide
financial and technical assistance to right-Wing
candidates for higher office. The tactic NCPAC
made infamous was to target senators and congressmen it considered too liberal, then spend hundreds
of thousands of dollars on television advertising
designed to "expose" those candidates' liberal bias.
NCPAC never mentioned the name of the opposing
candidate - always a conservative - so that the
expensive ads would not be considered campaign
contributions. (Federal law limits the amount that a
PAC can contribute to a campaign.)
"NCPAC is our best bet to stop liberals from
seizing control of Congress," said Ronald Reagan,
an early NCPAC supporter, in 1975. Five years later,
NCPAC spent in excess of $1.7 million on TV ads
that helped Reagan win five key states.
Linda Jones was also an early and strong supporter of NCPAC. She gave her money (at least
$27,800);"her time (a former staffer described Jones
as "a regular" at Washington meetings of the
organization's IS-member Executive Committee);
and while she still published The Maine Paper, her
opinions.
"I am 'guilty' of having contributed to both Moral
Majority and NCPAC," wrote Jones, in November
1980, "and I still feel good about it."

CB W photos/Tonee Harbert
The following month, Jones penned a full-page
account of a Dec. 2 gathering of NCPAC's inner
circle in Washington, D.C. She boasted that NCPAC
had become the third largest political organization
in the United States - second only to the two major
parties - and characterized its television commercials as "short, sweet and deadly."
Jones began that article by recounting the opening remarks of NCPAC's dapper national director of
finance:
"This is a family gathering," Jones quoted the
young man as saying. "[he Policy AdviSOry Council
is purposely restricted to 100 of the nation's conservatives who can be counted on for immediate
response in terms of time and money."
That same slick young fund-raiser would go on to
collect more than $12 million in private donations
from U.S. citizens, all in the name of perpetrating
U.s. involvement in a secret war in Central America.
His name was Carl "Spitz" Channell. And among
those who would give him that money was linda
Jones.

Secret gifts for a covert war
In the summer of 1979, half-a-world away from
the Windsor farm where Linda and Verne Jones
were picking vegetables and raising pigs, a broadbased revolutionary coalition known as the
Sandinista National liberation Front overthrew the
corrupt Somoza dictatorship that had ruled Nicaragua for 42 years.
But the Nicaraguan coalition began to fall apart

Continued on page 10
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quickly. After moderate leaders left the governing council, the
remaining Sandinistas tried to improve the lives of peasant
farmers through socialist-style land reforms. Disgruntled
factional leaders and nervous landowners seized on the clumsy
Marxist rhetoric of leader Daniel Ortega to sell right-wing
ideologues within the Republican party on the notion that the
Sandinistas were a threat to democracy.
By the time Linda and Verne were celebrating Ronald
Reagan's January ]981 inauguration, two separate antiSandinista forces - commonly referred to as "contras" - had
taken up arms against the Sandinistas: one to the south, in Costa
Rica, and another to the north, along the Honduran border. It
was this northern faction,
known as the Nicaraguan
Democratic Force (FDN) and
conSisting largely of former
members of Somoza's national
guard, to which Reagan
directed the covert assistance of
the Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA).
News stories about the CIA's
"secret war" broke in November of 1982. Congress was
outraged over being kept in the
dark. In December, the House
passed an amendment sponsored by Massachusetts
Democrat Edward P. Boland that prohibited the CIA and the
Department of Defense from using any funds "for the purpose of
overthrowing the government of Nicaragua." Two years later,
Congress renewed and strengthened its stand against the contra
cause in another amendment, which came to be known as
Boland II.
Both amendments were attached to defense appropriations
acts, which meant that the restrictions could expire when the
fiscal year did. This left the Reagan White House believing that
all it had to do was hold the contras together through another
election cycle, when NCPAC would complete the job of stacking
Congress with conservatives.
"By the time Boland II was passed, the Reagan administration
had committed itself to the care and feeding - or, as the president put it ... holding together the 'body and soul' - o~ th~
contras at all costs," explains author Theodore Draper In hiS
Iran-Contra book, A Very Thin Line. "The problem for the
administration was how to get around the amendment for the
next 12 months.
"Open defiance was politically unfeasible," continues Draper.
"The only other way was to do it covertly. Two methods were
hitupon ...
"One was to work through the NSC (National Security
Couno)) staff instead of the CIA .. ." Thus was the NSC's unflappable Oliver North thrust upon the stage of world history.
"The other was to use 'private' or 'third-country' funds ... "
Thus were the likes of Linda Jones and the Ayatollah Khomeini
involved .
The man who involved Jones was Carl R. "Spitz" Channell.
Like Jones, Channell had considered himself a liberal in his
youth. When he entered an NCP AC training program in 1976, he
reportedly didn't even know what the initials stood for. But by
the time Reagan took office, he had raised millions for N<:=P AC.
Having alread y established himself as an able fund-raiser,
Channell made the contras his cause. The catalyst that boosted
his career was his discovery that there was big money to be had
in exploiting the anti-Sandinista cause.
..
.
Channel left NCPAC to form his own poiltlcal consulting
organization in 1982. Between 1983 and 1986, he established a
network of PACs and tax-exempt foundations through which he
raised more money for the contra cause than any other private
fund-raiser: a total of $12,071,464, according to the Report of the
Congressional Committees Investigating the Iran-Contra Affair.
Drawing on the technique that had worked so well at
NCPAC, Channell sought to wrap his contributors in an ~ura of
power by appointing them to important-sounding committees.
I~ 1985 and 1986, Channell, together with NSC staffer Lt. Col.
Oliver North, orchestrated a series of two-part events that would
make them both famous.
According to the congreSSional committees' report, the
Channel-North events worked like this: A select group of wellheeled prospects would be given a passionate "briefing" by
North in White House offices. These presentations included a
slide show, and sometimes "drop-bys" by key presidential aides
or even Reagan himself. But North, a federal employee, was
careful not to ask for money. For that, Channel would lead his
flock back across Pennsylvania Avenue to the fashionable HayAdams Hotel, where checks were written to any of Channell's
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The world according
to Linda and Verne

~~
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As publisher and editor of The Maine Paper, Linda Bean (then Unda Jones) had a pulpit from
which she shared her wit, wisdom and world views. Her husband Verne Jones was also a regular
columnist. Below are a few samples of their opinions on subjects ranging from 'the revolutionary
nature of reggae music to the capability of human lungs to breathe polluted air.

Chicken dinner
under five bucks

"From his first kindergarten year, a child Is shaped Into a neutered, amoral,
amorphous creature, free of the bonds of authority and discipline."

A quarter chicken-slow roasted over an open flame-with
homemade mashed potatoes, fresh
vegetables and a roll or cornbread:
with leg & thigh $4.09, or breast $4.59.

Unda Bean on early childhood education in public schools (Sept. 29, 1980)

"When we were In Peru on the mountains
5,000 feet high, we could hardly breathe.
A deep breath did no good. But those
native Indians have larger lungs than we
do. nme adjusted them and they do not
notice the thin air. With these
considerations, I believe In a little more
time we can adjust ourselves to a little
automobile smoke and a little acid rain.
Too many people are saying too much
about what they don't know."
Verne Jones, concluding after a tour of the
Amazon that Americans can adapt to the ravages of
environmental degradation (Feb. 9, 1981)
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music Is to both blacks and whites, there
appears to be a danger In Its ability to
drive a wedge between young people and
their families."
Unda Bean warning of what can happen to those
who listen to reggae music (April 19, 1982)
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"1 guess I can't complain. But sometimes I wish I could sit up In a tree
and spend a few days with the birds."
Linda Bean on the importance of relaxation (April 27, 1981)

"If our schools are not good enough for the children
of migrant workers, send them back home."
Verne Jones on eliminating federal funding for teachers for the children of migrant farm
workers (Feb. 23, 1981)

"OSHA. We can get along without It.
It Is driving private enterprise out of business."
Verne Jones on eliminating the federal program that insures workers' safety (Feb. 23, 1981)

"The macho man, the rugged Individualist,
has always been the American hero
candidate. As men get more macho,
women get more feminine. We here
certainly welcome the aspect of men
looking more manly and women more
traditionally feminine than they have In
recent years. Our fashion leaders will be
Ronald and Nancy. When Nancy showed up
for the Inauguration last week wearing a
full length mink coat, the city was
suddenly full of mink coats."
Linda Bean on how the first phase of the Reagan
Revolution was really a fashion statement
(Feb. 28, 1981)

"Into this vacuum have come activists of
all stripes shouting for the rights of
minorities - women, children,
homosexuals, atheists and anarchists, all
placing their claims to privilege before
those of ordinary citizens."
Linda Bean on legal efforts to make sure minority
rights are protected (Sept. 29, 1980)

"In other good news, I kept from choking three times this week."
Linda Bean on why she gives thanks (Apri127, 1981)

"1 never want to lose my marbles, do you7"
Linda Bean on the importance of keeping things in perspective (March 2, 1981)

GOOD/'{OOKIN'

KATAHDIN
My name is Harris, private dick. I need to tell you about
how I got into trouble. Telling the story will ease my mind
better than a couple shots of the good stuff. Besides, the good
stuff haSIl't been so good for me, if you know what I mean.
About the case - Big Benny hired me to track down an old
girlfriend, name of Sheila. Sheila was a real package. Big,
brassy, blonde. A piranha disguised as a dame. My problem
was that she could fix herself up to look like different people.
You see, before Benny made his money he met her at a beauty
school in Tulsa, where he went to get a cheap haircut. Sheila
should have cut his throat right then and there and saved me a
lot of trouble. They were an item for a couple of years and
then she ran off with half his dough. My job is to bring her
back to Benny alive. More or less.
So I find myself in Portland, Maine. Nice lillie town. Lots
of bricks. Smart of Sheila - the way she's built she'll fit right
in. By this time I know a lot about Sheila. I know she likes to
stuff her pretty mouth, and only at the best places. So I ask
around and come up with a place - Katahdin. Indian word I
guess, but this far North what do I know?
I go to the joint in my own disguise. See, I drive up High
Street like a madman, park on the sidewalk, elbow my way in,
and arrive as a tourist from Massachusetts. Perfect cover for
this time of year in Maine. I do my homework.
I sit down, look around, but I don't see Sheila. Nothing new.
She could be anyone of the dames in here and half the men
by the looks of things. Then I see her. Two tables away.
Laughing her head off with some Joe from an escort service.
I'm hungry so I take my time and order. I'm going to make
this last. Savor it, you might say. Like a cat playing with a
cornered mouse.
I start with the fritters. Tasty. I eat my London Broil. Melts
in my mouth. Then I have the Chocolate Mountain. Big
mistake. I take my first bite and forget about everything else
but chocolate, chocolate, chocolate! I shake my head, come to
my senses, and look over. No Sheila!
To make a long story short, I spent the next year trying to
pick up on her trail. But I'd lost her for good. My problem
now is that Benny's not too happy with me. He has someone
looking for me now. Big Dave. My only hope is to lure him to
Portland and hope he likes chocolate. There's a restaurant I
want him to try.

774,1740 • SPRING AND HIGH STREET
MON-THURS 5PM - IOPM· FRI AND SAT 5PM - llPM

Continued on page 12
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COSY SHERIDAN &
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10, 7:30pm at the Sa co
River Grange Hall, Bar
Mills, ME_ Admission is
$6_00. For more
information call 929-4034

CITIZEN BEAN

Fund-raisers used an elaborate shell
game to get money to the contras

Continued from page 10

Following the contra money chain

various organizations.
As a large donor to previous Channell projects, Linda Jones
would have been a prime candidate for one of the NorthChannell events_But it's not clear whether she ever attended
one. (Bean refused to speak to CBW. Channell died in 1990, after
he was hit by a car. His former associate Dan Conrad hung up
the phone as soon as CB W began asking questions.)
What is clear is that on April 16, 1985, Linda Jones gave
$20,000 to the American Conservative Trust State Election Fund
(ACT-SEF), according to records on file with the Commonwealth of Virginia's Board of Elections.
ACT-SEF, of which Channell was director and chairman
contributed to the contras in
two ways that year, according
to the congressional committees: Some of its money was
passed through a series of
intermediaries and used to
purchase weapons for the
contras (See "Following the
contra money chain," page 13);
the rest was paid to the Robert
Goodman Agency of Baltimore, which began a $1 million
TV ad campaign to elicit
congressional support for the
contra cause. In both cases,
ACT-SEF money was combined with that of other Channell organizations.
And the ACT-SEF check - an unusually large initial donation for Jones - may not have been her only gift to the contras_
Because ACT-SEF is a political action committee, it is required
to register its contributors. But at least one other Channell
organization was a tax-exempt 501 (c)(3) corporation, and
therefore was not required to disclose its donors_
In light of Jones' political beliefs, her track record of giving to
more than one Channell cause and her 1987 trip to Honduras to
visit a contra camp, it would be reasonable to question whether
Jones also gave money to other organizations involved in
waging Ronald Reagan's favorite battle in his "war against
Communism."

From Maine to Nicaragua
In the spring of 1987, Channell pled guilty to conspiring to
defraud the U.S. government by using a tax-exempt foundation
to raise millions for the contras.
Five months later, Linda Jones was aboard a chartered DC-9
on her way to Honduras to visit a contra camp.
The ACT-SEF donation allied two of Jones' favorite activities:
donating money and traveling in support of conservative
causes. In the case of the contras, Jones had the opportunity to
get a first-hand look at what her money might have bought.
Jones was part of a group of "40 state and national leaders of
political action committees" who toured Central America the
week of Sept. 9, 1987, according to a press release prepared by
her own office_The tour was organized by then Republican
presidential candidate Jack Kemp. Jones served on the national
steering committee for Kemp's presidential bid .
With its right wing weighing a bi t more than its left, the DC-9
left Washington's Dulles International Airport for Guatemala, El
Salvador, Honduras and Costa Rica, in that order, according to
Sam Dickens, who made the trip representing the American
Security Council Foundation_Other notables who made the trip
include Howard Phillips of the Conservative Caucus and GOP
consultant Richard Viguerie.
In Honduras, the PAC pack was met by contra leader Adolfo
Calero. A Nicaraguan businessman educated in the United
States and forced out of his homeland in 1983, Calero had
become one of three civilian leaders of the FDN (Nicaraguan
Democratic Force)_By the mid-'8Os, the charismatic Calero was
the contra in charge of keeping U.S. money - both public and
private - flowing to the battlefield.
"This visit was very important," Calero told Casco Bay
Weekly_ 'The support shown by the conservatives helped induce
Congress to provide more contra aid."
Calero arranged for several members of the group to travel
by helicopter to camp Yamales, a contra stronghold in a remote
region of southern Honduras. "Wilderness" was how Calero
described the region_In Yamales, the Americans met with Col.
Enrique Bermudez, the commander of the largest contra army.
Calero said "thousands" of soldiers were based in the camp,
from which the FDN launched frequent raids across the border
into Nicaragua.
Also based in YaD;\ales was much of the contra arsenal_
Among the weapons that were popular with the contras at the
time, which could have been purchased with $20,000, and that

Continued on page 14

Carl R "Spitz" Channell,
the leading fund-raiser for
the contra cause, found it
was relatively easy to get
wealthy Americans to
contribute money to the
contras. But getting the
money to the freedom
fighters was another matter_
To circumvent the congressional ban on lethal aid
to the contras, Channell set
up several organizations
through which money was
collected.
Channell' s organizations
then funneled the private
donations they received from
individuals like Linda Bean
to the contra supply network
through a series of intermedia te en ti ties.
Channell's surrepti tious
network began to take shape
in April 1985, when Channell
contacted White House
Political Affairs Director Ed
Rollins to find out what he
could do to help the contras_
An aide to Rollins, John
Roberts, met with Channell
and suggested he contact
Richard Miller.
Miller had served as
director of broadcast services
in Ronald Reagan' s 1980
presidential campaign_He
was also a longtime associate
of Richard Casey, who was
director of the CIA during
the Iran-Contra scandal.
Roberts told Channell that
Miller's company, international Business Communications (lBC), was "the White
House outside the White
House" on the contra issue_
"Channell and Miller
made elaborate efforts to
conceal the nature of their
fund-raising activities,"
according to the report of the
congreSSional committees'
that investigated the IranContra affair. But congressional investigators managed
to untangle the complex
activities to show how
private contributions supported the contras in 1985,
the year Linda Bean contributed $20,000 to Channell's
group, the American Conservative Trust State Election
Fund (ACT-SEF).
In 1985, two of ACT-SEFs
three largest expenditures
were contra-related: ACTSEF paid $114,000 to the
Robert Goodman Agency of
Baltimore, which b<?gan a $1
million public relations
campaign to elicit congressional support for the
contras; and it paid $17,000
to IBC.
!BC also received $1.4
million from another
Channell group, the National
Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty (NEPL)_
"Everything you see tha t
says IBC is definitely contrarelated," a member of the
congreSSional staff tha t
investigated Iran-Contra told
Casco Bay Weekly_
mc funneled money for

military aid to the contras in
two ways.
First, it sent money $430,000 in 1985 -directly to
Lake Resources, a company
based in Geneva, Switzerland, and run by arms dealer
Richard Secord. Lake
Resources then used the
money to buy weapons for
the contras.
Second, me sent money$2_7 million from September
1985 through May 1986- to
Intel Co_(lC), a company
Miller had set up in the
Cayman Islands_
Because of the Cayman
Island s' banking secrecy
laws, it was virtuall y impossible to trace what was done
with the money me paid to
Ie. But congressional investigators found that money
from IC went directly to
contra leader Adolfo Calero
and to Lake Resources.
Channell and his associates also concocted less
sophisticated plans as their
zeal for helping the contras
moved into high gear in April
1985.
.
Just six days before Linda
Bean gave $20,000 to ACTSEF, Channell and another
director of ACT-SEF, Texas
businessman John Ramsey,
met to discuss arming the
contras. Ramsey suggested
launching a "shotgun drive"
for the contras.
The meeting at which
Ramsey suggested his plan
was tape-recorded by a
Channell associate. An
excerpt of a transcript
reproduced by the congressional committees, quoting
Ramsey, follows:
"1 bet I could get 10,000
people to give' their old
shotguns to this __ _We're
going to call it the Shotgun
Drive_And we're going to get
Remington to put up the amo
[sic) .. . We're going to start on
CBs .. _until we get support or
we have about three semis
going north on Tobacco Road
out of North Carolina full."
On April 29, 1987, just as
the congressional investigation of Iran-Contra was about
to get underway, Channell
pleaded guilty to using NEPL
to purchase military supplies
for the contras_He named
Miller and Lt. Col. Oliver
North as his co-conspirators.
One week later, Miller
pleaded guilty to similar
charges.
Channell was sentenced to
two years' probation. Miller
was sentenced to two years
probation and 120 hours of
community service.
Their penalties paled in
comparison to their profits.
Channell and his associates
kept more than half of the $]2
million they had collected for
the contras for themselves,
according to congressional
investigators.

Garry Beausoleil
and Bob Young
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Jones herself could have inspected in the fall of 1987: One
Blowpipe anti-aircraft missile, or five RPG-7 rocket-propelled
grenade launchers, or 100 Kalashnikov assault rifles - or
100,000 rounds of .762mm ammunition.
On both sides, more than 30,000 troops and civilians were
killed during the decade-long contra struggle.

Middle-of-the-road makeover

TO
October 9 & 10

Tilt WAITt~S
October 16 & 17
Tuesday ... Party Night! Rock In Roll with WIND(J;>WZ
Drink Specials
Wednesday ... Karaoke with DICK RAYMOND
Thursday ... YO! ADRIAN! Comedian-Songster
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A perfect way to end the Weekend.
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FREE PARKING BESIDE BANK

Only five months after returning from the jungles of Central
America, Linda Jones announced that she would seek the
Republican nomination to run against U.s. Rep. Joseph Brennan
in Maine's 1st District.
In addition to heavily
Democratic Portland, the 1st
District includes Maine's midcoast, an increasingly affluent
region populated by politically
sophisticated retirees from out
of state. In order to appeal to
these voters, Jones began to
downplay her arch-conservative past and recast herself as a
moderate.
No one had to bring Linda a
rototiller this time. She lost 40
pounds, changed the color of
her hair and went to court to
change her name - to Linda
Bean-Jones - in order to help voters identify her with her
famous grandfather. But it was her politics that received the
most dramatic makeover.
Bean-Jones resigned from NCPAC, Schlafly's Eagle Forum
and other conservative causes, though her top campaign
officials all carne from those organizations. Commenting on
Bean-Jones' resignation, NCPAC Chairwoman Maiselle
Shortley wrote: "You may resign from our PAC but you can't
resign from the NCPAC family. You will always have a special
place in our hearts."
The newly hyphenated Bean-Jones told her supporters to
ignore political labels. "No label can explain who I am," she
said .
In her own advertising, Bean-Jones labeled herself as a single
mother who had worked as a waitress while raising three sons
and fighting for historic preservation, day care and the environment.
''Thus, the woman who once called the Department of
Environmental Protection's office building 'a monument to the
socialist inspired deprivation of property rights in the state of
Maine: talked on TV about her commitment to the environment," commented Scott Allen in a February '88 edition of
Maine Times. "She portrayed herself as a working mother who
supports subsidized day care for 10w-iElcome women to help
'break the cycle of poverty' when, as publisher of The Maine
Paper, she was archly critical of the poor, 'who seem to have
more rights than the rest of us.'"
So complete was Bean-Jones' timely turnabout that she even
told reporters she would not necessarily endorse u.s. aid to the
contras - although she had returned from Honduras only five
months earlier.
All in all, Bean-Jones spent $639,213 on her 1988 primary
campaign, $520,559 of which was a '10an" from herself, according to the FEe. But even though she outspent opponent Edward
''Ted'' O'Meara by a margin of 10-to-], he won the election.
For the next four years, Bean-Jones worked to further
distance herself from her right-wing past. She gave heavily to
the campaigns of moderate Republicans such as O' Meara and
2nd District Congresswoman Olympia Snowe, and recruited
women to run for the 1990 Legislature through the Maine
Federation of Republican Women.
She was also married for the third time in ]990. (Verne Jones
had passed away in the spring of ]985.) Businessman and
political consultant Donald Lambert Folkers took linda as his
bride in August, at St. Thomas Episcopal Church in Camden.
And though she uses the name Linda Bean-Folkers on legal
documents such as her real estate license, she changed her
public name one more time, in preparation for her 1992 congreSSional bid .
She has become, once again, Linda Bean.
The most noticeable addition to this year' s campaign is
Folkers. He travels almost everywhere with Bean, acting as her
top aide-de-camp. He is usually found at her side during interviews and press conferences, taking notes on everything she is
asked and everything she says. He has been known to slip her
notes during interviews, helping her correct or clarify her
position.
Continued on page 16

The worst TV ads that money can buy
What do Linda Bean, Jesse Helms and the contras have in
common? They've used the same media consultants.
Linda Bean has one of the
best media teams that money
can buy, according to
political experts. And that
team - whose credits
include the Willie Horton ad
and a $1 million pro-rontra
media campaign - kicked
off Bean's media blitz by
using some of its trademark
attack tactics against U.S.
Rep. Tom Andrews. The
freshman congressman
responded in kind, showing
that his New York media
consultant, Joe Slade White,
knows how to wage a backalley fight.
Bean's team includes
Fabrizio, Mclaughlin &<
Associates of Alexandria, Va.
The firm's demo reel, used to
attract clients like Bean,
features the Willie Horton ad
and spots done for such
right-wing candidates as
North Carolina Sen. Jesse
Helms and former Philadelphia Mayor Frank Rizzo. The
firm also produced an ad
called "1-900-GEN -IFER"
[sic] that enabled callers to
listen to private taperecorded conversations
between Bill Clinton and
Gennifer Flowers.
The company's demo reel
also boasts testimonials from
contented clients. ''Tony
Fabrizio is a genius at
confrontational politics,"
reported Floyd Brown,
executive director of Americans for Bush, the group for
whom the Willie Horton ad
was made. "With lightning
speed [Fabrizio, Mclaughlin
&< Associates) are able to act
in any political environment
to quickly change voter
opinion," Brown added.
Bean is employing another
high-profile media firm, the
Robert Goodman Agency of
Baltimore. "Bob Goodman
has probably helped to elect
more U.s. senators and
congressmen than any other
media consultant," according
to John Mclaughlin, Bean's
pollster. Goodman also
received more than $1 million
to create a public relations
campaign for the contras.
As a result of Bean's
wealth, her early ad blitz and
Andrews' retaliatory strikes,
TV viewers in the 1st Congressional District race are
seeing more political ads than
ever before, according to
expert campaign-watcher;.
"We've never had a rich
candidate [like Bean) who
was on the airwaves from
day one. Nobody in the
history of Maine politics has
ever been on TV every week
in the summer," said Chris
Potholm, a pollster and
media strategist who has
worked for U.S. Sen. William
Cohen and former Gov.
Joseph Brennan.
In tum, Andrews was
driven to air spots "so that

the Bean campaign didn't
dominate the airwaves," said
Tony Corrado, a professor of
government at Colby College
who served as national
campaign coordinator for
Nebraska Sen. Bob Kerrey's
presidential bid.
Together, the two campaigns have carpet-bombed
viewers with the most
negative and distorted ads
the district has ever seen.
The Bean camp started the
attack of the killer ads with
three spots featuring constituents accusing Andrews of
being callous to their economic woes. Andrews fired
back with ads harpooning
Bean for spouting radically
insensitive views on health
care and the environment.
His environment ad carne
complete with eerie music, a
Darth Vader-like voice-over
and pictures of a person clad

in a protective suit, apparently wading through some
kind of toxic waste.
''The tone of the advertising is ugly, and we know it's
the most ugly we've ever
seen now that Andrews has
corne back with what I call
the 'toxic avenger' ad," said
Torn Hanrahan, a TV commentator and journalist. ''The
ad basically says if you elect
Linda Bean you'll eat dioxin
and like it. It's as distorted as
anything that Came before or
after it."
Corrado said he was
surprised that both camps
turned negative so early.
Conventional political
wisdom dictates that a
candidate first campaign
positively to build identity
and credibility with voters,
he explained.
"It might be backfiring to
go so negative," Corrado
added. "It creates a profile of
you as a candidate who likes
to attack and condemn but
has no solution."
While voters are angry in
1992, they're looking for
constructive solutions, not
just attacks, Corrado claimed.
''The candidates who seem to
be doing well in national
polls are those, like Clinton,
who the electorate perceive
as having real, constructive
plans."
But Bean's strategy to go
negative from the outset was
savvy, if not brilliant,
Potholm and Hanrahan
argued.
"It's the only chance she
had," said Potholm. "By
going on the attack early, she
is defining the election as an
up or down vote on Torn
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Andrews. She is, in fact,
setting the agenda. He has to
spend all his resources to
answer her.
"She was doomed if she
ran a conventional campaign.
Andrews might have eaten
her for lunch. But now she's
got him playing in her
sandbox. She's not doing
interviews, she's hiding
behind these commercials
and it's working. Everybody
is concentrating on the
commercials."
Hanrahan agreed that
Bean's only shot was to go on
the offensive to destroy the
incumbent's reputation.
''There's no way she can focus
on her policies because any
reputable psychologist would
tell you tha t a district that
elected Mr. Liberality ...
would not turn around and
elect the daughter of John
Birch. The patient just would
not behave that way," he said.
Besides, negative campaigning works, claimed
Hanrahan. "Everything in
American politics proves it
works. That's why Andrews
is doing it too .. . He could
take the high road, but no,
he's afraid of every
politician's nightmare, which
is being unseated."
Becau~ of the intensity
and freqUency of the negative
ads, the press is adding yet
another twist to the 1st
District race. They're covering candidates' commercials
and not their campaign
stump speeches or records.
"No one is covering the
real issues," Potholm complained. '1nstead, the media
is chasing commercials ... It
plays right into Linda Bean's
hands. The more you focus
on ads, instead of her and the
issues, the more Andrews
gets sucked into it."
But Tony Payne - who
lost the GOP primary to Bean
after being blasted by a lastweek Bean ad blitz contended that the print
media is only reporting the
reality in today's political
campaigns.
"The media realizes that
what is said in paid [media)
is what's left with the voters,"
Payne said. '1t's a fix on
voters that isn't particularly
pleasant. But with the war
chests each candidate has
built they can afford to create
their own reality." Or the
reality of their opponent.
The losers in this new
reality: the voters, according
to Potholm. "It's a complete
perversion of what democracy requires, which is that
the print media look at the
issues in-depth, and go into
the background of the
candidates, and provide their
readers with more than can
be gotten from TV," he said.
Bob Young
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CITIZEN BEAN
Continued from page 14
"It's as if he' s there as a safety guard," said one reporter,
who has known Bean for more than a decade. "If she made a
factual error or was getting into a discussion that would not be
positive for her, he was there to help her out of a mess."
But behind Bean's ever-more-moderate image stands the
same stoutly conservative staff and supporters with whom she
has been involved for years.
Schlafly said that she and other national conservatives are
supporting Bean because "feminist liberal women get all the
press attention." Schlafly predicted Bean would be "an articulate, capable spokeswoman for the conservative point of view."
Bean's media team includes Fabrizio, McLaughlin & Associates, the Virginia-based media
consultants who brought
negative campaigning to its
zenith with a 1988 antiDukakis television spot
featuring furloughed murderer
WilIie Horton. Also on board is
the Robert Goodman Agency,
the same Baltimore PR firm
that Channe\I paid to help
boost the contra cause. (See
sidebar. "The worst TV ads
that money can buy," page 15.)
And, as before, though she
continues to campaign as a
fiscal conservative, Bean is
spending record amounts of money - mostly her own - on
this year's campaign. (See sidebars: "The 82 percent solution"
and "See Tom run," page 17.)

Citizen Bean's last words
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There's a photograph of Linda Bean taken aboard the
presidential yacht Sequoia, at a 1983 NCPAC fund-raiser.
Standing next to Bean is aging film star Ginger Rogers.
Nowhere to be seen is Bean's liberal youth, or even the
down-home charm of her life on the Windsor farm.
"We who know Linda," her 1959 Waynflete yearbook reads,
"are rarely shocked at what she utters, although we find it
invariably fascinating and amUSing."
The Portland-born granddaughter of L.L.-the-bootmaker had
come a long way since her days at Waynflete.
She was still fascinated by Latin America and the Wild West.
But instead of living with the Indians, she had become one of
Ronald Reagan's cowboys. And instead of cracking up a bunch
of Latin Americans with her jokes, she was giving money to the
men who were financing a war in which tens of thousands of
Latin Americans were kilIed.
Journalist and sometime political consultant Tom Hanrahan,
who lives near Bean's Windsor home, describes himself as a
friend of Unda Bean's. He offered the fo\Iowing explanation for
her most unusual life:
"She told me once that her father Warren was rea\Iy a
musician, rea\Iy good at playing instruments. But his father, the
cruel L.L. of legend, asked him, 'What are you doing with your
life?' And so Warren went to work for [the company), but his
heart was never in it.
"Her father was a frustrated musician, and she shares that
dark tragedy. She wants to attain something unattainable. It's a
grim melodrama.
"She's got the money," concluded Hanrahan, "but that's not
enough. She wants to be somebody."
If that is true, then perhaps Citizen Bean's "Fight for Maine"
is little more than the latest chapter in the Freeport heiress's
lifelong search for happiness beyond the whispers of: "Bean
boot." •
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This story was reported by freelance reporter Garry Beausoleil, CBW
News Editor Bob Young and former CBW Editor Monte Paulsen .
CB W also wishes to acknowledge research assistance provided by: The
Board of Elections of the Commonwealth of Virginia; Marilyn Canavan of
the Maine Ethics Commission; The Center for Money and Politics; The
Congressional Committees Investigating the Iran-Contra Affair; Holland
Coors, widow of Joseph Coors; Theodore Draper, author of "A Very Thin
Line" (Hill and Wang); Edward Ezell, of the Washington-based Center for
Research on Small Arms and International Security; the Federal Election
Commission; Riloul Fernandez, a former aide to Jack Kemp; Lisa Hagard,
of the Central America Historical Institute of Washington; Maine Times;
Bosco Matamoros, former UNO spokesman; NEXIS; Robert Parry, author
of "Fooling America" (William Morrow); Portland Public Library; the
U.S. Department of Justice; and the staff of Iran-Contra Special
Prosecutor Lawrence E. Walsh .
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The 82 percent solution
linda Bean's formula for campaign financing: Start rich and loan your campaign most of its money.
Like her failed campaign
in the 1988 Republican
primary, Linda Bean's 1992
congresSional campaign has
been bankrolIed largely by
her personal wealth.
In 1988, Bean raised
$63Q,049. She loaned her
campaign $520,559, or 82
percent of that amount. She
received only $3,975 from
political action committees
(PACs), and individuals
donated just over $100,000 to
the campaign.
Through June 30, 1992the last filing period for
which records are available
- Bean had raised $518,910.
She loaned herself $428,360,
or again 82 percent of that
amount.
She reported receiving
$11,950 from PACs. Contributors include PhyIlis Schlafly's
Eagle Forum, The National
Rifle Assod\!ltion, the National and Maine Right to
Life PACs, the Right to Work

PAC and the Conservative
Victory Committee.
Bean coIIected about
$lOB,OOO in contributions
from individuals. Prominent
conservatives who gave
$1,000 - the maximum
allowed by federal election
laws - include U.S. Sen.
Steve Symms (R-Idaho), Ray
Shamie, who mounted an
unsuccessful campaign
against Ted Kennedy in 1982
and HoIland Coors, the
widow of brewing magnate
Joseph Coors, who contributed $65,000 to the contras in
1985.
Other $1,000 contributors
to the Bean campaign include
her husband Don Folkers, her
sons Kevin, Jason and Nathan
(alI L.L. Bean employees at
the time), her cousin and L.L.
Bean President Leon Gorman,
L.L. Bean Vice Presidents
Norman Poole and John
Findlay, and family members
Diana B. Bean, James W.

Gorman, Maureen Gorman
and John T. Gorman Jr.
While the donations from
family, friends and feIlow
conservatives are helpful,
Linda Bean can afford to
carry most of her campaign's
financial burden.
She has a diverse portfolio
of investments and real estate
holdings. but the bulk of her
income comes from one
source: her stock in L.L. Bean.
She received more than $1
million in stock dividends
from her L.L. Bean holdings
in 1991, according to reports
she filed with the Federal
Election Commission (FEC).
And her actual income
from Bean stock might be
much higher. The FEC forms
don't require candidates to
report specific amounts, only
ranges of income. The form's
highest range is $1 miIIion, so
Bean's income goes off the
chart.
In 1991, Bean's next largest

source of income was her real
estate holdings, from which
she made at least $66,000 in
rental fees.
Bean also claimed ownership of real estate that totaled
at least $6.54 million in value.
Her larger properties include:
SewaIl Farm in Manset,
valued at over $1 milIion; a
Rockport subdivision valued
at over $1 million; "Revolutionary Lookout" subdivison
(no location given), valued at
over $1 million; farmland in
Windsor valued at over $1
million; a Rockland. office
building valued at between
$500,000 and $1 miIlion; and
a summer residence in
Camden valued at between
$500,000 and $1 miIlion.
Her other properties
valued at between $250,000
and $500,000 include a
HaIlowell retail building, a
house in Tenants Harbor,
land in Damariscotta and
Back Cove housing in

Portland. Bean owns 12 other
properties whose value totals
at least $540,000.
Rounding out her portfolio,
Bean received at least $4,800
in dividends from investments in a dozen stocks and
bonds in 1991. The value of
those investments: $157,000.
While Bean is known as a
tireless worker for conservative causes, she didn't have to
work very hard for her
money in 1991. In terms of
"earned income," Bean
reported making $4,000 in
"director's fees" from L.L.
Bean and a $2,000 "trustee
fee" from the Diana B. Bean
Trust. That's it. In 1990, Linda
worked a little harder. She
reported making $4,000 in
commissions while working
for Bean-Jones Real Estate
and $2,386 in "fees" for
Capitol Publishing Company.
Garry Beausoleil and Bob Young

See Tom run
Tom Andrews might match Linda Bean in fund raising, but he does it in a different way. .
It's too early to teIl if Tom
Andrews can match Linda
Bean dolIar-for-doIlar in
campaign spending, but the
smart money isn't betting
against him.
Since launching his first
run for Congress in 1990,
Andrews has shown an
ability to raise far more
money than the average
congreSSional candidate,
although he goes about it
differently from Bean.
Andrews set a 1st Congressional District record' for
raising money in his 1990
campaign against Dave
Emery. At the time,
Andrews' personal assets
were almost paltry. He
earned a total of $8,910 as a
state senator and consultant
at USM. He owned a modest
house on Portland's Gray
Street, from which he
coIlected more than $5,000 in
rent. His wife Deborah
earned $31,000 from her job
at the University of Maine.
Yet Andrews managed to
raise and spend $692,000 on
the campaign - nearly three
times as much as the average
congresSional candidate
spent in 1990. Of that
amount, Andrews garnered
$249,000 in PAC (political
action committee) contributions - almost twice the
average amount of PAC
money coIlected by congressional candidates nationaUy
in 1990.
Andrews continued to
build his war chest in 1991,
collecting $41,000 from
individual contributions and

$128,000 from PACs.
Through June 30,1992 - the
latest period for which
records are available Andrews had received
another $77,000 from individuals and $59,000 from
PACs.
Most of his PAC money
came from labor unions. The
list of donors reads like a
who's-who of the AFL-CIO,
ranging from the giant
Teamsters to the more
obscure United Rubber, Cork,
Linoleum & Plastic Workers
of America. The more
progressive unions - the
Service Employees union,
United Mine Workers, the
Machinists union - were
especially generous in giving
to Andrews. He also received
~lthy PAC contributions
from environmental, business
and health care groups.
Andrews defended
accepting such large sums of
PAC money as necessary for
waging campaigns against
his opponents. '1n 1990," he
said, "we were engaged in a
very hotly contested race
against a weIl-financed
campaign and a man who
served eight years in Congress and had connections
with wealthy individuals,
corporations and PACS.
"When you're running
against someone like David
Emery or someone with very
deep pockets like (Bean), it's
critical to get your message
out. You might face day after
day of attack ads distorting
your record. You could sit in
your office and respond with

a speech, or you could go out
and raise-money to help get
your message out."
Andrews also stressed that
"the bulk of our support
comes from smaIl donations"
from individuals.
That's partly true.
In 1990, he coIlected
almost twice as much in
individual contributions as
he did in PAC money. In
1991, a non-election year, the
balance shifted radically and
Andrews' PAC contributions
were three times the amount
he received from individuals.
(Although in the last six
months of 1991, when his reelection bid started to gear
up, Andrews received 795
individual contributions, at
an average of $46 per donation.) In the first six months
of 1992,57 percent of his
contributions came from
people, not PACS - with the
806 donors forking out an
average of $96 per contribution.
Among Portland's political
junkies, questions have
recently surfaced concerning
Andrews' acceptance of PAC
money from defense contractors, though he has vowed to
reduce defense spending. In
1991, for instance, Andrews
received $5,300 in PAC
money from defense contractors such as Raytheon,
General Dynamics and
Grumman.
But Andrews maintains
that the contributions haven't
affected his voting on
defense-related issues. The

Council for a Livable World,
a Washington arms-control
organization, agrees, and
considers Andrews a congressional stalwart on
reducing defense spending.
The council gave Andrews
a perfect 100 percent rating
the last two years for his
votes to reduce arms spending on an array of issues,
from "Star Wars" to the B-2
bomber. "Tom is critical to
the watchdog team. Leaders
like Tom only come along
once a generation," said Suzy
Kerr, the coundl's legislative
director.
"If he can get money out
of (defense PACS) ... I
wouldn't object," Kerr added.
''The facts speak for them,
selves. If he starts backing
down on votes we'I1 jump on
him. But there's absolutely
nothing to do but praise the
guy right now."
Kerr also noted that some
defense contractors are
seeking government aid to
help them convert to nonmilitary products. They want
Andrews' support because
he's a leader in that effort,
she said.
Another liberal group,
Americans for Democratic
Action (ADA), also agreed
that PAC money hasn't
tainted Andrews' voting
record. Based on his votes on
20 key issues in 1991, the
ADA gave Andrews a 100
percent rating.
Despite his success at
raising money without
seeming to betray his beliefs,

Andrews stressed that
campaign finance laws need
to be reformed. "You don't
go through a campaign like
this one without being
committed to campaign
reform. This is ridiculous," he
said.
''The campaign should be
more about ideas and vision
[than fund raising). We need
limits on how much money
can be spent, how much
money can come from PACs,
and we need to put a premium on smaIl donations
and make them the most
valuable donations," he
added.
Andrews vowed "to pick
up where I left off last year"
in supporting campaign
reform legislation. He voted
for legislation - passed by
the House and the Senate that would have put limits on
overaIl spending and PAC
contributions. President Bush
killed the bill with a veto,
however.
Andrews said if Bill
Clinton is elected he hopes to
have another campaign
reform bill passed by the next
round of congressional
elections in 1994.
In the meantime, Andrews
said his campaign team has
been "out there raising
money. We're letting our
friends know this is a very
weIl-financed campaign
we're up against... 'it's
obvious to people what we
need to do."
Bob Young
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Linda Bean can't be trusted
In her latest TV ad, Linda Bean suggests that voters focus on U.s. Rep.
Tom Andrews' record in Congress, not her "old quotes."
No wonder she wants it that way. Neither her old words nor her past
deeds jibe with the opinions - scarce as they are -

that she has issued

publicly as a candidate.

message to what she thought the electorate wanted? Did she recognize
that she was on the wrong side of the issue with 1st District voters?
Bean has refused to answer these questions.
She also softened her views on more than the contras in 1988.
She presented herself as a friend of the environment, although she had

We still don't know the real Linda Bean. Over the years her persona

previously lampooned environmentalists as "the disaster lobby." She

has been as malleable as the rubber sole of a Bean boot. Now, she's

shaped herself into an ally of impoverished people whom she had de-

relying on slick TV ads to define her candidacy - and those ads focus on

1:1 ~ fI (, ] t ~l I

her opponent, not on her. She won't allow Casco Bay Weekly to interview
her. She won't provide her schedule. And she won't respond to our
repeated requests to answer specific questions about whether she went
too far in her support for the contras.

rided. She resigned from the National

Conservative Political Action Committee
- - • - - - - -(NCPAC), although its director said she
would always remain part of the NCP AC fami! y.
Bean's duplicity continues in her current campaign. Using the same
media consultants who helped to produce the infamous Willie Horton ad,

Here's what we know: In 1985, Bean contributed $20,000 - an uncharacteristically large gift for her - to the American Conservative Trust

the theme of Bean's media campaign is 'The Fight for Maine.!' But 'The
Fight Against Tom Andrews" would be a more appropriate title.

State Election Fund (ACT -SEF), one of the groups created by leading
contra fund-raiser Carl "Spitz" Channell. ACT-SEF money was moved
through offshore channels to buy military aid for the contras, violating
the spirit, if not the precise legal boundaries, of a congressional ban on

which he can be judged.
All we know about Linda Bean is a bundle of contradictions, wrapped
in a calculated effort to escape her elastic past and avoid scrutiny of her

such aid.
Thus, in giving money to ACT-SEF, Bean helped to undermine the
authority of Congress -

At least Tom Andrews meets with the press and has a voting record by

the very authority she now seeks.

In 1987, Bean traveled with a delegation of prominent conservatives,
led by then U.S. Rep. Jack Kemp, to visit a contra camp. At the time,

old words and deeds.

•

Bean has a responsibility to let us know where she stands and who she
is by explaining her old quotes, beliefs and alliances.
But maybe Bean can't let us know who she is because she herself

Kemp and North Carolina Sen. Jesse Helms were pushing hard for

doesn't know -

Congress to approve $310 million in immediate military and non-lethal

there's a more cynical reason : She knows exactly who she is but thinks

aid for the contras. The purpose of the trip was clear, according to former

voters would never elect her if they knew her true beliefs.

contra leader Adolfo Calero. It aimed to bolster support for the contras

If Bean is serious about representing the people of the 1st District, she
must come forward and explain why she contributed to undennining the

among prominent conservatives. Then they would return home to
pressure Congress to support the freedom fighters.
Yet five months later, during her first run for Congress, Bean publicly
retreated from her support for the contras. She told Maine Times that she
would not necessarily endorse military aid for the contras.
Suddenly, Linda Bean the activist contra-supporter had become Linda

as evidenced by her incessant mutations. Or maybe

authority she now seeks.
Until then, she cannot be trusted by voters, who are left with this
troubling question: If Linda Bean, as a private citizen, wouldn't respect
Congress, why, as a member of Congress, would she respect the will of
the private citizens she represents?

Bean the equivocal congressional candidate. Why did her public state-

(BY)

ment contradict her actions as a private citizen? Was she tailoring her

Sex, lies and Linda Bean ads in the Year of the Woman
• By Martha McCluskey

It's the Year of the Woman in politics - but
Maine's rendition of that theme shows that gender is
never simple. Unprecedented numbers of smart,
progressive Maine women like Eliza Townsend are
running strong races for the Statehouse and its
leadership positions, and highlighting their gender
as a positive change. But is female better when it
gets us Linda Bean?
One Portland Press Herald letter writer recently
scolded feminists for appearing hypocritical when
we call for more women in power and then denounce anti-feminist conservatives like Bean. After
all, Bean insists that her identity as a "traditionar
Maine woman" means change, too. Do feminists
really want women? Or just a particular "agenda"
that mayor may not have anything to do with many
women's views? And why should political change
be tied to a person's sex?
Because politics is fundamentally about sex. In
the '50s, change was bad and white masculine
al·thority was good (in the prevailing view). Now
change is good, and women - as outsiders - have
a chance at power. But rejecting insider male

p0liticians does not necessarily mean rejecting the
o;d ideas about gendered politics.
For many people, the current yearning for
outsiders does not stem from a sense that traditional
white heterosexual males don't have all the answers.
Instead, they want change - even women because they're afraid politicians aren't acting like
traditional men anymore (instead they're acting like
wimps). Some people suspect that real men don't do
government, they do business.
The connection
between sex and
change in the Bean
campaign shows the
contradictions in the present discussion of women
and politics. Bean emphasizes her sex when she
claims that she will satisfy this year's demand for
reform. But the reforms she wants are ones that will
return us to the old days of real men - and subordinated women.
Bean's ads stress that she'll bring home the bacon
to Maine at the same time as she cuts the pork - by
which she appears to mean taking the crumbs away
from women and children and defending political
pork barrels that primarily fatten the male power

citizen

structure, like the unnecessary out-of-state military
expenditures her opponent Tom Andrews has
challenged. What's more, she criticizes Andrews for
allegedly failing to debate her "like a man."
Still, she has a point (though not the one she's
trying to make). It is a change for the right-wing to
look to a feisty woman like Bean as their leader. I
fear that Linda Bean is sometimes ridiculed as flaky
(from both left and right) not just because of her
pOSitions, which deserve it, but because of her
gender, which d;es not. It's a sign of how important
an Andrews victory is for feminists that Andrews
has not stooped to using anti-women code words for
Bean like "strident" and "silly," and instead takes
her seri:msly.
The Bean campaign in the Year of the Woman
should teach us, while we vote unhesitatingly for
Tom Andrews, that new politics must be not just
about change and not just about women - but
about challenging traditional meanings of both
gender and politics.
Martha McCluskey got her introduction to politics by
working on her mnther's successful campaign for the Maine
Legislature.
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slaves. Many of them were
also content to live on their
masters' estates rather than
take their chances in the then
unknown world of freedom.
The National Federation of
the Blind has set up three
rehabilitation facilities across
the country that truly work
for the betterment of their
clients. I invite Mr. Crouse to
visit those centers at any time
to observe their programs
and speak with the people
they serve. Times are changing, amI agencies such as
Maine Center for the Blind
who refuse to change with
them will no longer be
agencies. Personally, I
wouldn't board my dog

Setting limits
It was surprising to find a
column in your paper taking
the entrenched, establishment
side of the term-limit argument and disappointing to
read the mischaracterization
of our effort ("Stop your local
coup plotters," 9.17.92).
The "No More Than 4"
term-limit initiative will give
Maine people the right to
vote on whether our state
legislators and constitutional
officers should be limited to
four consecutive terms in
office. Why deny Maine
voters this right?
The campaign is bipartisan
at every level because of the
growing gulf between elected
officials and the public,
irrespective of party. Reelection, unfortunately, has
become the dominant
motivation of too many office
holders.
Since we are making the
argument for opening up the
system, involving new people
and introducing fresh ideas,
our plan is to involve as
many concerned people as
possible all over Maine.
Already we have recruited
over 300 volunteers and a
broad-based steering committee - and we are growing
every day. Join us today by
calling 1-800-439-8808.
We do not expect any
support from lobbyists. In
other states special interests
have led the opposition to
term limits, contributing
millions in California. We are
not lobbyists as your columnist implies. In fact, only a
small fraction of our professional work involves politics.
We do feel strongly that
advancing term limits will
begin to restore a balance
between elected officials and
Maine citizens.
Term limits, by themselves, will not produce all
the changes that our system
demands, but we do see this
as an important, catalytic
step. If elected officials feel a
greater sense of urgency and
a heightened need for
priorities, then many more of
the vital issues facing our
state will be addressed from
job development to fundamental education reform to
campaign spendin!t.

?t~~~
1tlYdtFrederick D. Barton
TedO'Meara
Portland

Leaving on
good terms
I found it interesting that
Mr. Kreis should pontificate
on when and who may use
Jerry Brown's name (9.17.92).
He's correct to assert that
Jerry Brown's taken no
position with regard to term
limits in the Maine State
Legislature. He assumes that
association with Brown's
campaign precludes Mary
Regan from taking part in
any effort not specifically
chosen by Brown. Term limits
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theAr /d~
Robert J. Leblond,
President
New England Parents and
Educators of Blind Children

Taking care

If a plano were dropped from a crane Into Back Cove
parking lot, would It be new music or a dull thud?
Those who witnessed the spectacle Oct. 2 as part of
the New Music: Auoss America festival will never have
to wonder again.

at all levels of government
don't harbor the ring of a
"Judas" under the leading cry
of the campaign, "Take it
back, American."
I too was a Jerry Brown
delegate to the Democratic
state convention and I do not
assume that Brown opposes
term limits in state government based on his actions as
California Democratic
Chairman. This is not the first
time Brown has run for
president nor would it be the
first time he's changed his
positions on a variety of
issues.
Mr. Kreis was, "sorely
tempted to accuse" O'Meara
and Barton but resorted
instead to childish name
calling. I have no idea
whether O'Meara or Barton
have a personal agenda save
interest in this issue. That's
not the issue.
It doesn't follow that
individual or political will is
incumbent on long institutional memory as Mr. Kreis
asserts. As Jerry Brown said,
'The Constitution reads, we
the people, not we the

politicians."
The ability to perform
legislation has been exercised
by silversmiths and farmers
alike. Formal training
through corporate lobbyists
and special interest groups
wasn't provided. He claims
that the secret agenda of term
limi ts is to oust the Brennans,
Townsends and Rowes
before they can "get to run
things." Who has stopped
them from "running things"
in the past. Quite probably
that strong minority incumbency currently entrenched in
office.
So if you care about
democracy, put your name
on any petition and let's all
vote on it.

~
Gary Irwin
Yarmouth

MeB: not fit

for a dog?
It was truly amUSing to
read Mr. Robert Crouse's
letter (9.10.92) concerning the
artiele on Maine Center for

seen
CBW{fonee Harbert

the Blind by Mishe
Pietkiewicz. This letter was
almost a word-for-word copy
of his response to a similar
article done by the Portland
Press Herald three years ago.
It seems that whenever he is
plagued by insightful
questions, Mr. Crouse must
resort to the same old tired
rhetoric: "We invite the
public ... ," "we serve a wide
range of persons ...; etc., etc.,
ad nauseam. These comments
are usually followed by
letters from MCB inmates
stating how they love the
place, are not mistreated and
are proud of the center.
I wonder if Mr. Crouse
and the staff at Maine Center
for the Blind are aware of the
numerous examples in our
history of people being
exploited with their consent
- believing that substandard
treatment is what they are
deserving of (or the best they
can achieve). The letters of
the residents stating that they
were happy and satisfied
with conditions at the center
could have been written by
pre-Civil War plantation

Your recent article ("Nursing home probed for neglect"
9.10.92) relied, for the most
part on inaccurate information and baseless claims.
Unfortunately, you can
report only one side of the
story, since patient confidentiality requirements prevent
us from releasing the facts of
a patient's care, or condition,
to you or anyone else.
It is important to know,
however, that care provided
in our nursing homes is held
to a rigorous regulatory and
professional standard,
including annual inspections
by the Department of Human
Services, which is responsible
for inspecting facilities and
enforcing regulations at
nursing homes throughout
the state. Last year,
Woodford Park's annual
inspection resulted in no
citations for inadequate
nursing services. We are
confident that any review
today would result in the
same positive conclusions.
It is not unusual for
individuals whose loved ones
are experiencing changes or
declines in their conditions to
become fearful, angry, or
otherwise distressed. Unfortunately, those emotions can
sometimes result in assigning
blame to care-givers, even
when every effort toward
prompt, thorough care has
been made.
This is a situation which
anyone working in the
elderly care field is familiar
with, and one of the reasOns
why working in nurSing
homes is such a difficult and
challenging job.
Woodford Park's record of
commitment to its residents
is the result of a dedicated
staff committed to the highest
achievable standards of
nursing care for the elderly.
We hope that, in the
future, you will take equal
care in your reporting.

~~~
Susanne Heeschen
Administrator, Woodford
Park Nursing Care Center
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• He's the one, he's the one:
Legendary pianist/vocalist
Mose Allison returns to cafe no
tonight. Why say more? Sets
are at 9 &: 11. $15.772-8114.
• Sea birds - and learn more
about Maine Island Trail
Association (MITA), at the fall
Casco Bay section meeting
tonight, which is open to
members and everyone else.
Join a potluck supper from 6-7;
share island stories, concerns
and info at the biz meeting
from 7-8; and see a slide

comic sketches depicting the
human spirit through a
collaboration of pantomime,
dance and music in the final
performance of their international tour. They'll be accompanied by pianist Glen Jenks
tonight at 8 at Portland High
School Theatre, 284 Cumberland Ave. Admission's $10,
available at the box office from
6:30-8 p.m. the day of the
show. Advance tix: 775-3052.

I

its first show of the season Oct.
7-30 at the Chamber of
Commerce, ]45 MiddleSt.,
Portland. The opening's
tonight from 5-7.772-2811.
•... Rowing in Eden, ah the
sea, might I but moor tonight
in thee! Have a wild night with
the Portland Symphony
Orchestra as violin virtuoso
Corey Cerovsek performs
Sibelius' Violin Concerto and
the orchestra gives a world
premier performance of
"Rowing in Eden" by
Farmington composer Philip
Yrlsen. The PSO opens its
68th season in City Hall
Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St. Tix
are $30, $24, $18 and $10; call
773-8191 to reserve them.
• Community health: USM
sponsors a four-discussion
series on what it's like to be
from a different ethnic or racial
background in Maine specifically, black, Jewish or
Korean. The first talk is tonight
from 7-9 at Portland's Temple
Church of God, 274 Terrace
Ave. Call the university's
Community Programs at 8746500 for more.

• See the great pumpkin and all his relatives - at Good
Earth Farm's annual Fall
Festival, today from 9-5. Take
pony and hayrides, enjoy live
music by John Pranio and Bill
Olson, meet craftspeople, get
your face painted, frolic with
the farm animals, find apples,
cider and all sorts of other
goodies at the farmstand, and
pick your own pumpkin in the

presentation on local sea birds
from 8-9. If you can't make
tonight's meeting, you're
cordially invited to MIT A' s
Muscongus Bay cleanup.
Options include a one- or twoday trip and bringing your
own boat. Call 761-8225 for
details.

Sea birds Thunday, Oct. 8.

J

,
I

• Ad venture: View over 600
examples of Maine's most
creative TV, radio and print
advertising free, today from
noon-3 at the Portland Regency
Hotel. If you want to see which
ones get tapped for
Brodersons, hit the 14th annual
awards show at 7 p.m. in
Portland City Hall. Tix are $45
($40 for Ad Oub &: Art
Director members). 797-9330.
• Living art: Local performers
Tony Montanaro and Karen
Hurll present a selection of

• Speak French or die! Head
up to Uwiston-Auburn
tonight for LA Public Theatre's
season opener, Moliere's
"Scapin." Julie Goell direet&
Moliere's comedy about love,
done in the rommedia dell' arte
style - an explosive, rollicking
approach, rich in movement
and dance. The newly renovated theatre is at 31 Mapl~ St.,
Lewiston. Call 782-3200 for
show times and ticket prices.

independent. Then he m~s a
friend he dares to trust, and the
housekeeper has a rival. Learn
more about the convoluted
workings of human relationships tonight at 7 or 9 at
Portland's Movies at Exchange
Street. 772-%00.

Great Pumpkin Patch. All this
for $2.99! 865-9544.
• One sky one world: Fly your
kite for world peace as part of
an international kite fly taking
place today in 16 countries.
Meet from 11-4 at Fort Williams Park in Cape Elizabeth.
Bring a picnic and spend the
day under a decorated sky.
871-0035.
• Blind trust: See "Proof," an
Australian film about a blind
photographer searching for
someone he can trust to
describe his own pictures to
him. Just a few of the plot's
other oddities: His housekeeper loves him, but rearranges his furniture because
she doesn't want him to be

Go native:
• Grandmother Tales: In
native American culture,
history was preserved through
story telling. As life givers,
women were entrusted with
keeping the oral tradition; as
grandmothers, they were
revered for the wisdom they'd
acquired through years of

experience.

• Art &: commerce: The Union
of Maine Visual Artists holds

Grandmother Tales are
symbolic stories that serve as
teaching tools for everyday life.
They provide a basis for living
in harmony with others and
walking respectfully upon
Mother Earth.
Hear Night Walker, member
of the Bear Clan Lodge, dis-

ONLY 2·1/2 MILES TO l.l. BEAN

-M
NOW PAYING
Up to

$
CASH
tor
Used CD's

of Maine

Maine's Famous
Natural Phenomenon

Giant Sand Dunes • Narrated
Coach Tours' Nature HaNS
• Sand Mist. 1783 Bam
• World 's largest Sand Painting
• Gift Shop • Store

Off U.S. Route 1 and 95
• Desert Rd . • Dept. CB •
Freeport 04032
Open May 8th
to October 12th
Tel. (207) 865-6962
WITH THIS AD. $1 OfF

Right on the corner
of Lower Exchange Street
in the Old Port • 774-6010

ADULT ADMISSION
UMIT ONE COUPON PER PERSON

ALSO . CAMPING AIIAILABLE

• "If my poetry aims to
achieve anything it is to free
people from the limited ways
in which they see and feel,"
wrote Jim Morrison. Tonight
at 8, Is Everybody In? Theatre
Company presents The
Dionysian Players performing
"Mr. Mojo Risin'," the poetry
of Jim Morrison, at The Garage
Sound Theatre, 92 Oak St.,
Portland. Tix are $9. 773-2313.
See Stage Listings for other
performance dates.

When you're strange,
faces come out of the
rain.•• FrIday, Oct. 16.
Pltoto/f.dmlllUl Teslre

• Save money! Walk over to
Portland MUseuIll-of Art
tonight to hear "Use it up, wear
it out, make it do or do
without," tips on conservation
and "budget living" from
Elaine Briggs, business
manager of the Tightwad
Gazette (founded by Leeds
resident Amy Daczyn, whose
philosophy embodies the
credos of the 1930s Great
Depression).
The talk's at 7 p.m. in the
auditorium. Admission's $5 for
the publiC, $4 for museum
members - kind of steep for
all you cheapwads, but
perhaps worth the investment.
Think it over carefully before
you splurge. Use someone
else's phone to call for details:
775-0148.

• Get (and give) some relief:
Hit a Disaster Relief Benefit
with Rockin' Vibration, Active
Culture and Only Motions
tonight at 8 at the Living Tree
Culture Club, 45 Danforth St .
Admission's $10, and will aid
victims of Hurricane Andrew
through the auspices of the
American Red Cross Disaster
Relief Fund. 874-0022.
• Masker aid: Portland School
of Art hosts its annual
masqued Beaux Arts Ball
tonight from 8-midnight.
This year marks the l00th
anniversary of the start of the
Beaux Arts Ball tradition at
L'£role des Beaux Arts in Paris,
a tradition of free artistic
expression and release from
the usual rigors of a tough
professional curriculum. This
year also marks the 110th
anniver~ary of PSA.
Patrons can buy costumes,
disguises and headpieces
created by PSA students at a
sale Oct. 13-16, from 9-5 daily,
in the student gallery at 97
Spring St. There will be a
juried costume parade with
prizes for the best disguise. Tix
to the ball are $50; proceeds go
to the school's scholarship
fund. 772-5069.

Take a ride to the Great Pumpkin Patch, Sunday, Oct. 11.

chea thrill
Rediscover dlsc-o!
Who needs baseba11- or even hockey? If you've been discouraged with the exodus of big-time sports from Portland, you'll be
delighted to discover that the city's Red Tide team will host the
Eastern New England Sectional Ultimate Frisbee Tournament Oct.
10.
What's the allure of watching a bunch of jocks run around a field
chasing after small, disc-shaped plastic toys?
What is the sound of one hand catching? Like life's other great
forms of meditation, frisbee has to do with the discovery of the
inner sense.
Catch the sense at Deering High School on Stevens Avenue.
Discover more: Call Alex Pozzy at 874-0955 for flippant details.

PORTLAND POTIERY
RETAIL STORE

Come to Freeport,

~a~:~~~~

pense her wisdom at noon
today in Portland Public
Library's Rines Auditorium, as
part of the Brown Bag Lecture
Series. Bring lunch, buy coffee
or tea there. 871-1755.
.American Indian Dance
Theatre arrives in Portland
tonight - drummers, dancers,
singers and flutists from 15
tribes celebrating humankind's
relationship to the creator and
to nature. Curtain's at 7:30 at
Portland's City Hall Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St. Call
Portland Concert Association
at 772-8630 for tix info.
• You be the judge: Find out
what lurks in the hearts and
minds of the people doing you
justice. Meet members of
Maine's District, Superior and
Supreme Judicial courts at
"Meet Your Judges," and ask
them all sorts of questions
about law&:stuff - tonight at
7:30 in Deering High School
auditorium, Steven's Avenue,
Portland. Call the Maine State
Bar Assoc. at 622-7523 for
technicalities.

Creating a new tradit ion
for your home

~11

. great food
• great music
• great beer & wine

• T"""day, Odoo.r BI"
'The l.ef!end Ret....... -

Mooe AIIioon
• Friday, Odo""r 9th

•

•
•
•

'The Otorlie Kohlhue Quintet
Saturday. Octoo.r 10
Willner Playa Monk 'The Gary Willner Quartet
Sunday. Ocloo.r 11,,,
Open jazz jam ""';on 4,30-8,00
T....,day. Octoo.r 13
Open Poetry
Wedne.oday. Octoo.r 14
Vintase Repertory Co. BeckeU'. Endgame
~.tion.

we]come
eJoeed monday.
20 danrorth .t. • 772-8114

t~.A~EI
;81.1. ~AAAAm.ba
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UOlque

Is Everybody In? Theatre Company

pottery

THE DIONYSIAN PIAYERS
performance of

presents

items
handcrafted

MIl.MOJO RISIN

In

JIna Morrison

Portland,
Maine

the poetry of
at The Garage Sound Theatre
92 Oak St.
Portland

October
16-17 23-24 29-30
Bpm

0rIy 15mln.from R:lrtIand

118 Washington Avenue

Roule One.Yarmouth

lntown Portland

Cost of Trip'· 119 at the door
fmi ± reservations 77a.2313

207·772-4334

Cast • Koger Dutto..

YARMOUTH MARKETPLACE
841>-4711
Open Daily. IOo.m. to

l~,m.

James
Keelagha'n
Friday
October 16th
8pm
USM's Luther Bonney
Auditorium
More Info: 773-9549
$2 DISCOUNT
With this Ad!
Good only on
One $10 Regular
Admission
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The Mighty Ducka
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..

sf

Emilio Estevez stars as a former hockey
player picked up for drunk driving. Instead of being sent to the pen. i.e .• the big
penalty box, he's sentenced to coach a
losing pee-wee hockey team. From
stephen Herek, diractor of "BlII and Ted's
Excellent Advent..e."

-

Join the Party
Sat. & Sun. Afternoons at

8'.$

Tom Selleck stars as an aging basebal
player who strikes out for Japen to try and
revive his car_.

Run into old friends.
Catch up on local news.
Relax with a Bloody Mary
8< the best steamers in town.
• ESPN for all the games •
Maine's

fi}

;~:thentiC

Oyster Bar

and

MlJdng Good People, Good :00II
Good Drinks for 13 Years.
5 Portland Pier' 772-4828
Full menu from llam - midnight

l'

to scheduHng changes after
caw goes ID press, movie goers
are advised to confirm times with
()Je

9' Ouotel'
ril"

Mr........11

SILVER
SCREEN

theatres.

General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road,
Portland
774-1022
Dates effective Oct 9-15

s.

Olengarry Olen Rou (ft)
1 , 3:10,5:25,7:45,10

BatmIIn Retume

~~~1f~~~~~~~::J

A mock documentary about a yuppie
right-wing buSinesSm8n, who also happens to be a folk singer, who's running a
popuist campaign fora Pennsylvania U.S.
Senate S9Bt. Roberts tools around the
Keystone state in his bus, The Pride,
Singing his songs about CIIlCk in the ghettos, social inequity and prayer in the
schools - all things he supports. Writerl
director Tim Robbins plays the title role in
this timety parody of the U.S. poitical
process. Gore Vidal stars as the liberal
patrician inCurrDent against whom Bob
runs.

Deeth

Hi, I'm
Dr. Bruce L.
Abelson, D.C.
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you know that bec:oming certi.fied as a. c~iropractor
requires a minimum of SIX years of highly specialized college
and graduate school training?
Today's Doctor of Chiropractic. must comple~e .4,48~ hours ~f
classroom instruction and must pass a ngld chIropractic
board of examination before earning a license. In most
states, continuing educational seminars must be completed
for annual license renewal.

PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition, I have completed courses in sports injury
rehabilitation, workplace injury prevention and personal
injury. My undergraduate studies took place at Northeastern
University in Boston. I have also earned the Doctor of
Chiropractic degree from. Northwester~ Colleg~. of
Chiropractic in Bloomngton, Minnesota. Dunng .my traI~ng,
I was elected to Who's Who Among Students In American
Universities an'd Colleges. And, I have visited a number of
other chiropractic clinics to study their methods and
procedures.
Additionally, three days out of each month I attend
nationwide seminars in Chicago, Atlanta and New York, to
stay current on the latest chiropractic advances.
This is the kind of training and profeSSionalism I offer you.
If you have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps you
didn't know that chiropractors go to such. great le~ths to
continue their education in order to proVIde you With the
latest techniques and the most quali fied service. Call me
today and let me help you.
,
The symptoms most commonly treated by chiropractors are:

o
o

Back Pain
Neck Pain
Stiffness
Numbness

0
0
0
0

Headaches
Arthritis
Bursitis
Hip Pain

0 Painful Joints
0 Shoulder Pain
O ' ArmfLeg Pain
0 Cold HandslFeet

~-------------------~
To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic,
please accept my special offer:

I
I
I

I
I
I

~

FREE EXAMINATION DURING OCTOBER

FREE!

FREE!

This examination normally costs $65.00 or more. [will
include orthopediC tests, neurological ~ts, .a blood pre~sure
test, a spinal alignment check, an examinatIOn for restrIcted
or excessive motion in the spine, muscle strength tests and a
private comprehensive consultation to discuss the results.

I 846-6100
Dr, Bruce L_ Abelson
I ABELSON CHIROPRACTIC
I 76 Main Street, Yarmoulh
I

,--------------------~

a.com.. Her

a...ball (PO"13)

12:30,2:45,5:10,7:30,9:50

Sneaka,. (PO-13)
1 :30, 4:05, 7, 9 :45

Mr. anurdlly Night

ton.

o

Mr.

Batmen (Michael K9Bton) retums to battle
the combined forces of the Penguin
(Danny DeVllo), an evil industrialist(Christopher Walken) and the Catwoman
(Michele Pfeiffer). Directed by Tim Bur-

Bob Roberta

o

WHAT'S
WHERE

In his directorial debut, Billy Crystal stars
as Buddy Young Jr., a 73-year-old man
who's looking beck over his ~fe and careerasa stand-up comic on the fringes of
show busIneSS. The story focuses on
Buddy's relationship with his brother and
manager stan, who has aided and abetted him in his unsuccessful attempts to
claw his way to the top. Also stars Dallid
Paymer and Juie Warner.

htrtoto._

Harrison Ford steps in for Alec Baldwin as
CIA analyst Jack Ryan In this sequel to
''The Hunt forRedOctober." lntemational
tenorists and an IRA splinter group target
Ryan and his family after Ryan foils their
attemptto kidnap a member of Engla nd 's
royal family. Also f9BlUres Anne Archer as
Ryan's wife and. Thora Birch as their
daughter.

Singlas (PO-13)
12:45,2:50,5, 7 :10, 9:20

Unc!.... Siege (R)
12:50,3,5:15,7:30, 9:50

School Ties (PO-13)
12:45, 3 :05, 5:25, 7 :45, 10

last of the Mohicans (ft)
1 :15,3:45,6:50, 9:40

Hoyts Clark's Pond
333 Clark ' s Ed., S . portland
879-1511
Dates effectiVe Oct 9-15

Honeymoon In Vegas (PO"13)

1 :40, 4:20, 7 :40, 10
Two narcissistic women - an actress
Sarafina (PO-13)
(Meryl SIreep) and an author of besuty
books (Goldie Hawn)-lIie forthe love of
1 :30,4:10,7:30,9:55
a plastic surgeon (Bruce Wills). Both will
Mr. Saturday Night IR)
go to any lengths to defy the aging pro- P~
12:40,3:10,6:40,9:10
Martin, a photographer who has been
cess - with dire consequences. Directed
blind since birth, searches for someone
H ...o (PO"13)
and produced by Robert Zemeckis and
he can trust to describe his own pictures
12:50,3:30,6:50,9:30
Steve Starkey ("Who Framed Roger Rabto him. Ha wants "proof' that what people
bit? ").
Hu"nds and WIve. (R)
tell him about the dark wor1d around him
Enchanted AprIl
1 , 3:40,7,9:40
Is true.
Four British women rent a castle n9Br
Mighty Ducks (PO)
Portofino, Italy, to escape their troubled . .l1I1ln.
1 :10, 3:50,7: 10, 9 :45
A group of students from the impoverlives and to "sit in the shade and rememished neighborhoOds of Soweto valianlty
Bob Roberta (R)
ber better times and better men." The
struggle to gel an education and put on a
besuty of Italy rejuvenates the women
1 :20,4, 7:20,9:50
show under the strictures of emergency
and helpS them rediscover their romantic
1492IPO-13)
rule. Told primarily through the eyes of
and idealistic selves. Stars Miranda
12:30,3:20,6:30, 9:20
Sarafina,
a
young
black
girl
who
dreams
RichardSon and Joan Plowrlght.
of changing herworld, the narrativeS8fVes
'4U
as a compreSsed history of South Africa
A biographical drama baseO on the life of
The Movies
from 1975 to t965. Based on the 1988
Christopher ColumbUS, told by
10
Exchange
St., portland
Broadway musical. Stars Whoopi
ColumbuS's i1egnimateson, who is trying
772-9600
Goldberg.
to polish his father's tamished reputation .
Matinees Sat & Sun
Atter ali, the man n&Y&r did discover a School TIes
A talented high-school quarterback, who
Voyaget' (PO-13)
route to the East Indies. Stars Gerard
iust heppens to be Jewish, wins an athDepardieu, Sigourney Weaver and Frank
Oct 7-11
letic scholarship to an elne prep school In
LangeJla . Directed by Ridley Scott
Wed-Fri 7,9:15; Sat-Sun 1,7
New
England.
Anti-Semitism
turns
out
to
("Thelma and Louslsej.
Proof (R)
be the social norm at the schooi, and what
GlengarryGIenRseemed
like
his
big
break
turns
into
a
Oct
10-13
SUrllival of the fittest beCOmes surllival of
struggle to gain acceptance. BrerKlan
Sat-Sun 3:15, 9:15; Mon-Tues 7, 9
the sleaziest when a group of small-time
Fra_ (the Neanderthal from "Encino
unscrupulous salesmen compete against
Tale of Springtime (R)
Manj again plays the kid who doesn't
9Bch tither to sell worthless real estate.
Oct 14-18
quite fit in.
Based on Dallid Mamet's Pulitzer PrizeWed-Fri 7 , 9:15; Sat-Sun 1, 7
and Tony Award-winning play. Stars AI Sing'"
Six unattached urbanites living inanapartPacino, Alec Baldwin and Jack Lerrmon.
ment compleX In Seattle search for love,
Nickelodeon
Hell.....r 3: Hell on Earth
success and happiness with varying deRich and spoied nightclub
J.P.
Temple and Middle streets,
grees of success. Directed by Cameron
Monroe accidentally drips b100d on a
portland
Crowe ("Fast 1imes at RidgemOnt High"
pillar he has purchased from a mysterioUS
772-9751
and "Sey Anythingj. The ensemble cast
art gallery and unknowingly re\ees8S from
includes Bridget Fonda, Matt Dillon ,
Dates effectiVe Oct 9-15
the pilar's confines Pinhead, the Black
CampbeI Scott, Kyra Sedgwick. AccuSecond shows run Sat-Sun only
Prince of Hell.
rately captures the nuances of 20-someEnchanted April (PO)
Hero
thing relationships - and n' s funny, too .
Dustin Holfman plays a fugitive con man
1 :50, 4;30, 7:20, 9 :50
who rescues pessengers from a plane .....kerS
Batman
Returns lPO-13)
A
group
of
security
experts
are
hired
to
crash. Fearing the resuJting pubicity will
break into "impenetrable" places to test
1 :10, 3:50,6:30, 9 :10
blow his cover, he lies low and watches
9-'CUrity systems. They are led by Martin
another man (Andy Garcia) take credit for
Unlawful Entry (R)
Bishop (Robert Redford), a fugnive from
his deeds. Also stars Geena Dallis. DI1 :40, 4 :20, 7:10,9:30
the '60s. When a government agency
rected by stephen Frears ("TheGrifters;.
DeIlth Becomes Her (PO.13)
discOvers Bishop's true identity, he and
.......,moon In Veg&8
1:20,3:40,6:50, 9:20
his "sneakers" are blackmailed into parSerah Jessica Parker plays a New York
ticipating in a covert operation. Directed
Hellral. .r 3 (R)
schoolteacher who heeds to Vegas with
byPhiAiden RobInsOn ("Field ofDreamsj.
2,4,6:40,8:45
the intention of getting manied. Things
get dicey when her fiance (NIcolas ~e) T... of .".ngtI....
Patriot Oanws (R)
A philosophy teacher Is forced through a
treats her like a chippy and loseS her n a
1 :30, 4:10,7,9:40
variety of circurrstances to stay first at a
high-stakes pokergame. Also Stars Jamee
student'. apartmantand then at that same
Casn.
student's country home. In both places
Husbands .nd ~
she runs Into the student's father. The
Woody Allen's 22nd film focuses on two
married couples who are forced to review teacherhes a boyfriend and the fatherhas
a girlfriend, but neither can deny the roand r&-evaluate their ideas concerning
rrenticand sexual tension between them.
marriage, friendship, fidelity, trust and
Eric Rohmer directs.
love. Life Imitates art. Great - Hdiscom-

0_

I
I
1

1
I
I

1

1

I
I
I

)

fiting - ftick. Star.; Allen, Lysette An- Und«S!ege
A group ofterrorists capture a U.S. battlethony, Judy Dellis, Mia Farrow, Juliette
ship on Its way to being mothballed, inLewis, Llam Neeson and Sydney Polack.
terKling to sal its nuclear warheads. The
The Laet of the Mo/Ilc8n.
entireskeleton crew is drugged - except
Basad on James FenimoreCooper'sclasfor one man, a former Voetnam vet and
sic novel of colonial America, In which the
CIA operative, played by steven S9Bgal
French and Engish, each allied with Na-whoetse?
tive American tribes, waged a fierce and
Vapget
Sam Shepard plays Waner Faber, a rational
bloody battle for the newcontlnent. Amid Unl8wful Entry
Atter
a
young
couple's
home
is
vandalmiddle-aged engineer, who faces a neartheconftic\, Hawkeye, a frontiecwnan born
ized, the police officer assigned to their
death experience, the death of an old friend
of English perents but raised by Mohicens,
rescues and falls desperately In love with case begins to tarroriZethe victims. Stars and pr_ures to marry his girlfriend wnh
Kurt Russel, Madeleine Stowe and Ray
barely a blink of the eye. But his emotional
the daughter of a British officer. Stars
Liotta, who does a nasty tum as the cop.
repr.sion ends when he takes a voyage to
Da,niel Day-Lewis and Madeleine Stowe.
This movie is excessively IIiolent and has
France and falls madly in lewe with a young
"Miami VICe" creator Michael Mann d~
little redeeming social value.
recled and co-wrote the ~ . VIvid,
woman he meets on the ship.
violent, and Invigorating.

STAGE
American Indian Dance Theat ...
S9Bdancers, singers, drummers and Hutists celebrate nature Oct 14 - Wed 7:30
pm-at Portland CilyHali Auditorium, 30
Myrtle st, Portland. Tix: $28, $23, $t7,
$10. 775-3331 . lroquoisdancerswill perform Oct to at 1, 2 :30 and 4 pm at the
gym, USMlPoriland. Free. 780-4640.

FOOD FROM

Portland's
largest
selection of
Maine-made
foods - preserves,
syrups, candy,
salad dressings, mixes
and more! Come see!

1\ Jr11TJ.'lELY r - -FALL SPECIAI.!- - 1VJ[~ HAIR: Color Analysi~ & :
.c.tIIrIt .. IItJIng.CoIoring ....... inII.Whi"ll.

JU ST

Eo. PIon:Ing ...._

1m

490 CONGRESS ST, PORTLAND 207-775-4860
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• Color AnoIIfOo'

I
I

Make-up Session
Gall For M Appointment

I

@RE!?l~t'i~RODUCTs : BRING THIS AD FOR :
Royal Ave., Freefl!?'l"
$5 00 or:r:
I
9-6:30"
Sat 8-3 1- ___ "__ !:"'.:.. __ ..
13
Mon-Thu

865-9214
Fn 9-4 :30'

"Ba...foot In the PIIrkStudio Theater presents Nei Simon's
comedy aboutnewJyweds Corieand Paul
Bralter Oct 16-18, 23-25 - Fri-Sat 7:30
pm, Sun 3 pm - at Center for the Arts at
the Chocolate Church, 804 Washington
St, Bath. TIx: $10, $8 for students and
seniors. 442-8455.
MEndgame"
Vintage Rep performs Samuel Beckett's
classic absurdist piece about existence
in a harsh world Oct 14,21 &28and Nov
4-Wed 8pm-atcafeno, 20 Danforth
st, Portland. 1ix: $6. 772-8t 14.

Our Biggest Sale of the Year'
Up to 30% Off

•

ShawMark-

There are nineteen
Carpets including all
of the Anything Goes series on sale now (all Anything Goes
have the best warranty in the industry - see us for details)
From October 9 to November 30, carpets ranging in pri~e
from $11.95 sy to $36.95 sy will be available for up to 30%
off.
Couple this with our excellent service and your home can
be transformed in time for the holidays.
Save. Come In nowl

"Henry V"
American Renaissance Theater presents
Shakespeare's play Sept 3O-Oct 4 and
Oct 7-11 - Wed-Sun 7:30 pm - at
GarageSound and Art Gallery, 92 Oak St,
Portland . TIx: $10, $7 students and seniors. 871 -9325.
'

Free EItinItII e FInancIng tlallablll~

"Me end My Girl-

Credit Cards Accepted

A rellival of a.1938 musical Oct 2-Oct 24
- Fri-Sat 8 pm, Sun 2:30 pm - at The
Portland Players, 420 Cottage Road, S.
Portland . Oct 11 per10rmanceinterpreted
for the hearing impaired. 799-7337 .

Mod.... DIonce
The Bates Modem Dance Company under the direction of Marcy PJallin, 'presents an evening of dance selections Oct
9-10 - Fri-Sat 8:15 pm - at Schaeffer
Theatre, Bates College, Lewiston. Free.
786-6161 .

Th. Montanaro and Hurll Theat... of
Mime and DIonce
present a selection of cornic sketches
using pantomime, dance and music Oct 9
- Fri 8 pm - Portland Hig h School
Theatre, 284 Cumberland Ave, Portland.
Proceeds to benefit Maine Art College's
scholarship fund . Tile: $10. 775-3052.

Christmas is back in the Old Port!
Featuring
Byer's Choice™ Carolers ,
hundreds of Santas,
ornaments and decorations.

"Mr. Mojo RI.ln'Is Everybody In? Theatre Company presents the Dionysian Players performance
of the poetry of Jim Monison - Oct 1617, 23-24, 29-30 - Thurs-Sat 8 pm - at
The Garage Sound Theatre, 92 Oak St,
Portland . Tix: $9. 773-2313.
MNoir ausplcions"
at The Mystery Cafe Dinner Theatre
Verrillo's Restaurant, 155 Riverside Drive'
Portland. Shows every Saturday at 8 . Fo;
info and reS8fVations call 693-3063.

You'll also find a wonderful
selection of every day
prints, wreaths, dolls,
cotton throws,
country furniture, etc,

"Scapin I"
LA Public Theaterpresenls Moliere'scornedy Oct 9-11 , 15-18, 22-25 - Thurs-Sat
8 pm, Sun 2 pm - at LA Public Theater at
lisbon and Maple streets, Lewiston. TIx:
$ to, $8 students and seniors. 782-3200.

"Uncomn-. Women and OthersMasque and Gown perform Oct 9-10 Fri-Sat 7:45 pm- at Pickard Theater,
Memorial Hall , Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. TIx: $2.50. free with Bowdoin
J.D. 725-3201 .
Walt DI.nay'. World of Ice
See an ice show based on Disney's
"Beauty and the Beast" Oct 14-18 Wed -Fri 7 pm: Sat 11 :30 am, 3 :30 pm,
7:30 pm: SUn 1 pm, 4:30 pm - al
Cumberiand County Civic Center, One
Cillic Center Square, Portland. TIx: $9.50
& $12.50. 775-3458.

"Who'. A,..ld of Virginia WooIt?Spend an evening with George and Martha
Sept 24-Oct 25 - Thurs-Sat 8 pm, Sun 7
pm - at Mad Horse Theater, 955 Forest
Ave, Portland. Tix: $14 & $16. 797-3338.

'
·
·
9\[pe[ 8

Experience the
Uncommon
5 Dendrobium Orchids
(wrapped)

$15

Open daily 10-7, Sun, 12-5

Coun~ry

:·.~;:::t··.

Cnnstmas, etc.

.. ..:":: .-

57 Exchange S!. , Portland, ME04101 ' 207-773-721 7

*-

~~~'S~~~A~;~!
Portland
774-5946

Delivery AvaUable

1(1 N ·G

D .A VID
A dramatic oratorio by
Arthur Honegger for_narrator,
- soloists, chorus and orchestra

Cent... of Mo_ment
is looking for a few really good tap dancers to join its company the "Happy Hoofers .· So bring yourtap shoes and audition
Oct 7 at 8 pm at Route 25, Gorham
VUlage , upstairs above the Gorham Flea
Markel. For more info call 839-DANS.

Narrator: Robert J. Lurtsema
with Deborah Hall as the 'Vitch of Endor

Motet No.1 by ],S. Bach - For two choruses and instruments

L_-budget Film
Two men and three women are needed
for a short dramatic film to be shot in late
Oct. Call 774-8363 for more info.

'!\vo performances: October 17, 8 p.m. and October 18, 7 p.m.
Portland High School Auditorium

The Portland Community Choru.
is looking for new members, especially
tenors and basses. For more info call
829-9437 .

The Portland Lyric Theater
is auditioning kids 8 years and up and
adults to appear in its holiday musical
''The Reason for the Season" Oct 24 from
3-5 pm and Oct 25 from 5-7 pm at 176
Sawyer St, S. Portland. Bring your own
music. For details call 7~4802 .

Continued on page 24

Concert sponsor: M"uriee E'-itch M~I F....d

.

.

Tickets: $12 ($8 students and seniors)

Available m Portland: Gallery Music, Starbird Music, Amadeus. Available in Brunswick: MacBean's Music

To order tickets, call

.'

~ct;;;.'lft;l"-"'''·'~·

at 828-0043

Westbrook
854-2518
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Entertainment

RECEIVER
L1ST~

$285
BeST
BUY

Sunday October 1 1
$5 cover

9-1

THE MOON DANCE CLUB

f}..[g.w 'Eng[ana %-:Fi

427 FORE ST.

NEW NAME, STILL THE SAME

772-1983

Continued from page 23

CLUBS

colorfUlly Decorated Ttf'r a cotta

THURSDAY 10.8

~Bird Feeder

•

SALE

Martin Ktod. (original, inventive music)
Gene's, 13 Brown St. Portland. 772·7891 . .
South.rn Cultur. on tho Sklda
(psychobilly) Granny Kilam's Industrial
DrinkhoUSe, 55 Marl<e! St. Portland. 7612787.
Mind Mold (arts fest) The Living Tree Culture Club, 45 Danforth St, Por1land. 874-

Astonishing

10% off the month
of October

Talent and
Ingenuity"
The
Yorker

Bowdoin College Pickard Theatre
Friday, October 23, 1992 - 8 p.m.

"'0':':' """ ","'" ....

Infor~ation 725-3375. Charge by phone 725-3201. Tickets. at:
Moulton Union Information Desk; Macbeans MusLc, BrunsWLck,
Amadeus Music, Portland. $13.50lpublLc $5/Bowdom ID

Feeling listless?

' Wed'~~sday, October 14,7:30 pm

Casco Bay Weekly seeks a
part-time Listings Editor. This
is a great opportunity to keep
the community informed about
what's going.on in Greater
Portland by entering CBWs
renowned public service and
music listings,
The successful candidate
win be wen-organized,
knowledgeable about
Portland's music scene, able to
write well and type quickly.
This 10-hour-a-week job offers
a flexible schedule. Hourly
compensation depends on
experience,
Don't sweat over your
resume. Just send a letter
describing your qualifications
for the job to Listings Editor
Search, usco 8ily Weekly, 551A
Congress St., Portland, ME
04101. No phone calls please.

The collective unconscious of the American Indian p'syclhh<: is p:eserv~ in ~esetr:~tk~~e~~!;:~c~~l~~~t\~~~
a traditional dance company, the performers are tnba . Isto,:,ans, c arge WI
~..
from a foreign yet oddly familiar past. Their energy WIll InvIgorate you long after the ancIng IS over.
On Saturda ,October 10, 1:00-5:00 pm at USM's Portland Campus, Portland Concert Association wil~,host. a free preview,opcl~, to the public. The
review in~ntid ationof American Indian DanceTheatre'sperformance will feature the premiere o( Natlve An:-erlcanNlghts ,at the Southworth
~laneta~um and ~emonstrations by championship Iroquois dancers. Contact PCA for specific times and locabons of all preview events.
Sponsored by
l

Tickets $10, $17, $23 $28

COMING SOON

Wed.,
Oct. 21

~;f~don.· rGJiI\
1.• I I
11/
lI!
PCA

:~~~
of Shanghai

Wed.,
Nov. 4

I~AIP IXm[~~~j

CLARK'S

P6~NDPLAZA:SOUTHPORTLAND

(BElWEEN OLNE GARDEN & RED LOBSTER)

772-1400
PRUL MITCHELL
SIGNRTURE SRLON

OPEN:
MON-FRJ 9 TO 9

FRIDAY 10.9

SAT9T05
SUN10T05

:....... VJ2C)[)UCTS ....... :

·: . Purchase Any 2 Paul Mitchell Products .
And Receive a 3rd Product
FREE

~
•

Please: pracnt coupon' Expi",. 10.1 5.92

Be whot you want, but always be you.

.,....

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 11 .&.1.-J' ,... ...•............. -,•
~

~

Designer
Haircut, Shampoo, & Style"" ,now only 9,95
: *Color Cut &Sty!e" ..... """".nowonly26.80 &up
"
; *Perm, Cut, & Style" """,.""" now only 26.80 & up
: *Design Perm, Cut, & Style."."now only 46.90 & up

.

;r

Advanced
Designer
13.40
29.95 &up

Master
Designer
16.75

•

33.50 &up

29.95 & up 33.50 & up
50.25 & up 53,60 & up

·•

~

Only $2.00 per visit
or 26.80 per 30 day membership

:

.......

........................ .

All 11 il'enlll,),

Please: present coupon' Expires 10.15.92

....

~AILS

........... -

All Nail Services
1/3 OFF

:

i~

" 0 fh au
'Prices depend oolenglh & condiUoo
• :
: No othcr ditcounts apply • Plcas<prcsentthiseoupoo' ExpireslO.15.9: ••••••••••••••••••• ~: ••••••
:
,

•

~

.........•..................

:

.

~

..Please.. pracnt
.. .. coupon'
.. .. ..Expires
.. ..10.15.92
.. .. .. .. c:..

Sale October 1 to October 15 1992

Zootz offers frenzied psychedelic
dancing under a full moon

0022.
Blcycl. ",1ftH (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Marl<et St, Por1land. 774-5246.
Hot Cherry PIe (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
MouHon St, Portland. 774-0444.
at_ Forbort • bond (folk rock) Raoul's
Roadside Attraction, 865 Fores1 Ave,
Portland. 773-6686.
Annl Clali< (folk rock) Repetes, 128 Free
St ~and. 774-1114.
DHiay Rock'"' Ruaty (karaoke) Spring
PoInt Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S. Por1lard.
767-4627.
Jenny Woodman (rock) T-Birds, 126 N.
Boyd St, Portland. 773-6040.
Dooj_y Grog P_ _ (karaoke) TIpperary
Pub, Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Por1lard.
775-6161 .
Open Mlc wHh Ken Grlmal.~ (b.y.o.
acoustic) The Wrong Brothenl Pub at
Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portlard.
775-1944.

New

780 Bridgton Rd, (Rt 302) Westbrook· 854-0160

Rave all night:

M_ AI_on gazzlblues) cafe no. 20
Danforth St, Por1land. 772·8114 .

"Dancers of

CO':::::}:::}"~:,::': CO:': ",:",,'""''''''' "", ..'.':..",:"".

25

Tom Kennedy (acoustic) Bramhall Pub,
769 Congress St, Portlard . 773-9873.
Chartl. Kohlha. . Qulnt_t (jazz).cafe no,
20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
Eye to Eye (rock) Chappies, 1192 FOI'8St
Ave, Portland. 797-9155.
7th Day ChaIn and Th. Wannabooa
(rock) Gena's, 13 Brown St, Portlard.
712-7691.
Fly SpInach Fly (funk dance) Granny
Killam's Industrial Drinkhouse, 55 MarI<et
St Por1Iard. 761-2767.
Wen Man (Dead cover bend) The Living
Tree CuHure Club, 45 Danforth St, Portland. 874-0022 .
Blcyclo ",10_ (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Marl<et St, Por1land. 714-5246.
Hot Cherry PIe (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St, Por1Iand. 774-0444.
Claron~. Gatomouth Brown (blUes)
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Fores1
Ave, Portland. 773-6686,
Damlon • tho Dirty Da.,_ (rnatal)
Repetes, 128FreeSt,Por1Iand. 714-1114.
Lynn.&MlI (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175
Pickett St, S. Por1land. 767-4627.
Jenny Woodman (rock) T-Birds, 126 N.
Boyd St, Por1Iard. 773-6040.
Conlin~d on

page 26

• By Patti umigan

"A rave looks like religion, People's hands are
up a lot. The music is fast, so they dance more with
the upper body. The bass heads lean into speaker
stacks, worshipping the god of the beat," said Kris
Clark, owner of Zootz nightclub in Portland and
the first to bring the British-inspired, West Coast
phenomenon to Maine. "So many people are tuned
into the same energy and beat of the dance music
that a rave has the communal aspect of a '60s rock
festival."
Twenty-something years later the love and
happiness wavelength vibrates much faster at a
rave, and the satisfaction comes from a more hightech sensory smorgasbord. Zootz's third rave,
"Crusade," promises all-night dancing and a
carnival of sights and sounds on the Oct. 10 full
moon,
Raves started in London in the late '80s as illegal
parties produced by deejays in abandoned warehouses. Because the promoters were subverting the
system, raves were frequently busted by the British
authorities, Eventually promoters moved the raves
to fields outside London and passed out maps to
the secret locations
at the last minute.
Thirty-thousand
people attended
Crusade rave runs from 9 p.m.'
the outdoor raves,
clawn, Oct. 10-11 at Zootz,
which received a
31 Forast Ave., Portland.
lot of bad press
773-8187.
due to the presence of drugs and the death of one youth attributed
to the mixing of drugs and alcohol.
Raves hit the United States in the '90s, when
British promoters moved to Southern California.
Now they're filtering back East, and moving into
clubs and legal venues in England and the States,
"A true rave, where you break into an abandoned
warehouse, is hard to pull off on the East Coast
because police know about them, and most old
warehouse space is used by artists," noted Oark,
Though the Zootz rave is legal,
the use of a secret warehouse
gives it the feeling of a true
rave.
"The music is very psychedelic and fast," said Clark,
"Most dance music has 100-120
beats per minute. Techno
music has 130-140 beats per
minute, so you have to dance
more with your arms, head,
shoulders and head," he
added, demonstrating a few
moves. Techno music, derived
from acid house and often
created with samplers (machines that record sounds so
that they can be mixed with
other sounds or with live
musicians) by non-musicians,
emphasizes the bass, beat and
energy,
The music at Crusade will
mix up the beat, allowing
people to dance all night
without collapsing. Deejays M
Gee 333 from London; Overload, Seanne and Mayhem
from Boston; and Dale Charles

music

from San Diego will spin in hourly shifts from 9 to
dawn. Charles, who does raves all over the country,
plays a funky brand of tribal and ambient house
music.
"We're getting new stuff in next week from a
friend in South London," said Paul Slater of M Gee
333. "A lot of it is home-grown, local stuff made by
kids, We have a lot of older records that kids here
probably haven't heard, slower stuff that goes back to
the roots of house music,"
"To get away from the beat you can go to the
ambient room," said Clark. "Every rave has an
ambient room. It's a chill room where you can go and
hear your thoughts. It's quiet and dark, decorated
with black lights and candles. You can listen to things
like Brian Eno, white noise, and environmental tapes
of birds, waves and the rain forest.
"If you get tired on the dance floor and do a Smart
Drink it seems to revive you," said Clark, The Psuper
Psonic Psyber Tonic and the Energy Elicksure are nonalcoholic, fruit-flavored drinks that contain vitamins
and high levels of L-Phenylalanine, an amino acid and
legal stimulant. The drinks are thought to provide
stimulation without the buzz and crash effect of
caffeine. "Raves are non-alcohol oriented because
alcohol is a depressant which decreases dance energy,"
explained Clark, While Ecstasy and other illegal
stimulants are part of rave culture, Oark saw no
evidence of drugs at his earlier raves.
Jolly Ranchers and Pop Rocks were top sellers at
the last rave. Candy and toys will be available this
time at Sin-dee's Fun Bar. People also bring toys,
glows ticks, silly putty, costume jewelry and whistles.
They use the whistles to interact with each other and
the music. Most ravers know the music and blow
their whistles during certain parts of songs, adding to
the cacophony,
"Clothing at raves is very colorful, the opposite of
the black, cool look," said Clark, ''The whole thing is
to be playful and colorful, not stylish." Very baggy
pants, colorful T-shirts with bold graphiCS, shoes by

Dr, Marten or Vans, and hats are staples of
ravewear (which is closely related to skateboard
fashion).
Rave clothes may be anti-style, but ravers pay
$20-$100 an item at shops in Boston and Portsmouth for them. A hat is practically essential.
According to Clark, Cat-in-the-Hat hats, stocking
hats and puffy, Mad Hatter hats are popular
choices. "A rave kind of looks like a Mad Hatter
Tea Party," he said.
"In England rave hats are a huge thing, It's cold
there, and people need hats for outside raves,"
explained David Mayer, designer of Big Fun House
hats, which will be sold at Crusade. "My most
popular design is like a floppy ski hat with a
drawstring at the top to let out heat."
"The whole thing with raves is to have as many
sensory experiences as possible," Clark explained.
Opulus, an MIT graduate who designed
brainwave goggles, is one of the upcoming rave's
star attractions. Computer-driven LEOs in the
goggles create a light show synchronized with
music inside closed eyelids, Using the goggles,
Opulus will offer 10-minute psychedelic experiences without drugs.
Additional eye candy by Videoport will consist
of continuously running movie clips from '60s Bmovies. Meanwhile, Intellabeams will cast polka
dots, spirals, narrow beams and wide floods of
colored light on the dance floor.
Crusade's invitation logo, a takeoff on Cascade
dish washing powder, was designed by John
Cromett. "Conceptually, rave design fits in with
techno music -sampling ideas and turning them
into something else," said Cromett. "That may be
how the prod uct thing came in," he said.
Other rave invitations have used "Energized," a
psychedelic version of the Energizer rabbit;
"Quest," a twisted toothpaste label that fights
negativity; and "Pure," a new and improved
laundry detergent promising nine fluid hours. Such
graphics seem to reflect a culture
that has replaced literary allusions with advertising allusions,
"At the first rave in Maine one
kid showed up with a flag from a
gas station that said "Open," said
Mayer. "It captured the spiritto be yourself and have a ball."
"The whole philosophy of
raves is you can't beat the system
- go with the flow," added
Clark. ''Though it is a philosophy
of peace and love, it's less
politically overt than that of the
'60s, It's like Zen, Don't fight the
system. Operate outside of it or
through the cracks."
While they have gotten a bad
ra p because of their illegal roots
and associated drugs and
psychedelia, raves are on the rise
in the Northeast, The raves
produced by Zootz in Maine seem
largely to be good, clean, crazy
fun. For those who remember Kris
Clark's chern-free dance parties in
the early '80s, the Oct. 10 rave will
be his wildest to date.•
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TaA Wharfs End, 52 Wharf st. Portland.
773-0093.

BOOKS ETC

Entertainment WEDNESDAY 10.14

\

Sarah Weddington,
the lawyer
who won
Roev. wade
and
the author of
A QUESTION
OF CHOICE,

will be here to
sign her book
SATURDAY,
ocrOBER 17th

2 to 4 p.rn.
from G.P. Putnam's Sons
$21.95

38 Exchange Street, In the Old Port" 774-0626
Mon. - Sat. 10·6, Sun. 12-5

L-_ _ _ _

What do you want?
Che vuoi?

(kay VWay)

eGood Homemade Food
eLow Prices
eHuge Portions

.

* Lasagna* Chicken CUllets P)~a~nn~*~::=

.

* MealbaIIs* Sausage, Peppers & Onions Boston Itallan*
Tuna, Roast Beef, Turkey Pizza & Calzones

*

EAT IN or TAKE OUT

,

r

Having a ball . . .

TUESDAY 10.13

Omtinued from ptlge 24

CLUBS
Moore ....nn (acoustic) Tipperary Pub.
Sheraton Tara Hotel. S. Portland. 7756161.
K8.... (rock) The Wrong Brothenl' Pub at
Port Billiards. 39 Forest Ave. PorUand.
775-1944.

SATURDAY 10.10
Tom Kenn..., (acoustic) Bramhall Pub.
769 Congress st.• Portland. 773-9873.
GaryWlt..... PI.,. Monk Gazz) cale no. 20
Danforth st. PorUand. 772-8114.
Eve to Eve (rock) Chappies. 1192 Forest
Ave. Portland. 797-9155.
Frenkle'. B'Day Ba.h, The Two "Int.,
The Qu. . . .nd Th. Org.n Donora
(thunderoU surf/grunge rock) Geno·s. 13
Brown St, Portland. 772-7891.
The Bon.he.... (bluesy rock) Granny
Killam's Industrial Drinkhouse, 55 Mar1<et
st, Portland. 761-2787.
Wln8ton Orenn.n (godlather of reggae)
The Living Tree Cu~ureClub. 45 Danforth
St, Portland. 874-0022.
Bicycle Thle_ (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Mar1<eI st. PorUand. 774-5246.
Hot Cherry Pie (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton st. Portland. 774-0444.
Swinging Ste.ka .nd Cattle C.II (country rock) Flaoul's Roadside Attraction, 865
Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6686.
Daml.n • the Dirty D.wg. (metal)
Repetes. 128 FreeSt, Portland. 774-1114.
Shirley Lewl. (R&B) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickett st. S. Portland. 767-4627.
Jenny Wood.... n (rock) T-Birds, 126 N.
Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040.
P.r.gon (pop/rock) Tipperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 7756161.
Kan.gl (rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at
Port Biliards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland.
775-1944.

D.J. Lend.., (acoustic rock) Geno's, 13
Brown St, Portland. 772-7891.
Dirty F.ce, ~ Dree.....nd J.ck
Towle (alternative rock and comedy) The
Living Tree Culture Club, 45 Danforth St.
Portland. 874-0022.
TaA Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
The N_ Engl.nd Electric Quintet Gazz
fusion) Raoul's Roadside Attraction. 865
Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6686.
Heedllner Comedy Night with Mik.
Moto and gu. .t (comedy) T-Birds, 126
N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040.
TaA Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St, Portland.
773-0093.
JeaM Simone (acoustic)TheWrong Broth91'5' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave,
Portland. 775-1944.

MONDAY 10.12
Big Brother (bluesy rock) T-Blrds, 126 N.
Boyd St. Portland. 773-8040.
So.M.. Blu.. &oclet}' (all blues jam)
Flaoul's Roadside Attraction. 865 Forest
Ave, Portland. 773-6686.
TBA Wharfs End. 52 Wharf st. PorUand.
773-0093.

TUESDAY 10.13

1

I
J

wish you were here.

p

A}) I S. I
...!!r.A.!~g [;
$

va~e,$5atdoor. 72H949.

De.j.y Dick R.ymond (karaoke)
Cheppies.1192ForestAve,Portland.797Co..., C.rovaek • 1'80
9155.
(classical violin) 7:30 pm. Portland City
Open Mic with J _ J.m. . (b.y.o.
Hall Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St. Portland.
acoustic) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland.
Cansen's Rowing in Eden, Sibelius' Violin
772-7891.
Concerto. Dvorak's Symphony No. 9. TIx:
T8A The Living Tree Culture Club. 45
$10, $18, $24. & $30. Free concert preDanlorth st. Portland. 874-0022.
view at 6:30 pm. 773-8191.
Bacheton' Night (topless) Moose Alley,
46 Mar1<et St. Portland. 774-5246.
Th. U .... Rocketll (rock) Old Port Tavem,
11 Moulton st. PorUand. 774-0444.
"Bop JIIzz Enaemble Gazz) The PorthoIeRastaurant.20CustomHouseWharf, J ...... KeeI.gh.n
Portland. 772-5575.
10116192 (folk) 8 pm, luther Bonney AuRoomful'" 81_ (big-band R&B) Raoul's
d~orium, USMIPortiand. Tix: $8 in adRoadside Attraction. 865 Forest Ave.
va~e. $10 at door. 773-9549.
Portland. 773-8886.
John Schnell. Moork M.nduc.
Open Mic Night with Darnl.n • the
10/16192 (classical to jazz) 8 pm, Corthell
Dirty Dawga (metaQ Repetes. 128 Free
Concert Hall, USMIGomam. Tix: $8, $4
St. Portland. 774-1114.
for students, seniors and USM faculty
T8A Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St, Portland.
and staff. 780-5555.
773-0093.
au.. n Shipley .nd R.y CornU.
Open Mic Night with Th. Cool Whlpa
10117192 (baroque) 7:30 pm, Saco RiVer
(b.y.o. jam) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at
Grange Hall, Selmon FaNs, Bar Mills. Tix:
Port Billiards. 39 Forest Ave, Portland.
$7, $5 kids and seniors. 929-6472.
775-1944.
Ju.tln• • Joyce .nd Nurud."""
10/17192 (folk singe~ and percussionist)
8 pm, luther Bonney Auditorium, USMI
Portland. Tix: $10 in advance, $11.50 at

SUNDAY 10.11
Any Sub Sandwich,
Dinner or Whole Pizza
with this coupon at
•
Anthony's Italian Kitchen .•
Expires 10122192
:

Reel Folk
(Iolk) 7:30 pm, The Chocolate Church,
804 Washington st. Bath. Tix: $6 in ad-

UPCOMING

DANCING
QotU

D.nce, Inc., locations to be an-

nou~ed.

Smoke- and chern-free dances
with swing. latin & ballroom music Fridays from ~ 12 pm & SUndays from 3-6
pm. $5. 773-3558.
The Uving Trea Culture CI ub, 45 Danforth
SI. Portland. African, world beat. reggae
and alternative rock. Open Tues-SUn. 8740022.
M.lne Ballroom, 614 Congress St, Portland. Every Set ~midnight. Cost: $5. No
reservations required. 773-0002.
The Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland. Open
nightly, 8 pm on .. . Naked Thi~tdays: no
cov..-, drinks $1.25 & drafts 25¢; Fri-Sat
until 3 am; SUn-Mon: chern lree. Cover:
$3. 772-1983.
. .Iut. ., 20 Milk St, Portland. Open nightly
until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
T-Blrd'., 126 N. Boyd St. Portland. SUn:
comedy night; weekdaYS: special events;
Fri & Set: rock & roll, dance. 773-8040.
Wherehouae D.nce Club, 29 Forest Ave,
Portland. Progressive music. Fri: chem
free. all ages with deejay; Set: women's
night from 9-1 with deejay Deb. 8749770.
Zootz,31 ForestAve, Portland. Wed: chernfree; Thurs: cutting edge dance; Fri: live
national acts; Set: deejay tiN 2:30 am, liVe
at The Cave; SUn: request night. 7738187.

door. 92~3866.
The M.ln. Ch.mber En.amble
10117192 (new and old classical) 8 pm,
United Baptist Church, Main Street,
lewiston. TIx : $10, $5 lor students. 783-

4006.
Rockln'Vlbnltlon, ActlveCulture & Only
Motion.
10/17192 (reggae and world beat to benefit Hunicane Andrew victims) 8 pm, livingTreeCunureClub, 45 Danforth St. Tix :
$10.874-0022.
M.lne Country Mu.lc A_rd. Show
10118192 (country) 1 pm, Fanny's, Ex~ 13,
lewiston. Tix: $7. 799-8938.
Portl.nd R....lnl Club
10/18192 (classical) 3 pm, Trinily EpisCOpal Church. 113 Coyle St, Portland . Free,
but donations accepted. 829-3393.
The N_ Engl.nd PI.no Qu.rt.tt.
10120192 (Brahms) Olin Arts Center Concert Hall, Bates CoUege, Lewiston. TIx:
$8. $4 Bates faculty and staH, students
and seniors. Bates students freew~h 1.0.
786-6135.
O-rae Wln.ton
10/2Ml2 (pop instrumental) 7:30 pm,
Portland City Hal Auditorium, 30 Myrtle
St, Portland. Tix: $17.50 & $15.50. 7753458.

ART
OPENING
Oreanhut Gallerl. .
146 Middle st. Portland. Opening receplion and brunch Oct 18 from 11-2 for
"Maine Women of the '90s," a show of
paintings. jewelry, Rottery and painted
floor cloths. Donation: $5 for opening
reception and brunch to benefit Maine
Women's lobby; 20 percent 01 all sales to
benel~ Maine Women's lobby. Through
Nov 10. Gallery hou~: Mon-Fri 10-5:30.
Sal 10-5. 772-2693.
Pine Trea Shop & Ba",I_ Oall...,
7fJ Mar1<et St, Portland. Opening reception Ocl 9 from 5-7 lor group show 01
gallery artists. On view through Oct 30.
Gallery hours: Mon-Set 9:30-5:30. 7733007.
portt.nd Ch.mber of Commerce
145 Middle St, Portland. Opening reception Oct 13 from 5-7 for "Wor1<s on Paper.• On view through 30. Gallery hou~ :
Mon-Fri 8-5. 772-2811. ext. 223.
Velkko Ahven.lnen
(classical & Finnish accordion) 7:30 pm, The Trove Oellery
112 High St. Portland. Opening reception
Corthefl Concert Hal, USMlGomam. Tix:
Oct 15 from 5-8 for "Paintings." the wort<
$6, $3 for seniors and students. 780of Richard Wilson. On view through Nov
5555.
8. "A Spud in Every Pot,"paintings by
Tamar Etingen and Peter Heney continues through Oct 11. Richard Wilson Gallery ho.....: Thu~ 5-8. Fri-Sat 12-5, Sun
12-4. 772-1961 .

CON

CERTS

THURSDAY 10.8

The Stllte Street TredlUon.1 Jau Band
(New Orleans-style jazz) Cebele's Bistro.
57 Wharf st, PorUand. 934-9040.
Wlndoz (classic rock) Chappie., 1192 Forest Ave. Portland. 797-9155.
Open Mlc with Nell Collin. (b.y.o. electric) GrannyKilam's Industrial Drinkhouse,
55 Mar1<et St, Portland. 761-2787.
MIcI-Cont Chamber Oreh. .t,.
Deej.y o.c.r (colege night) The Living
(classical) 7:30 pm, 159 State Street
Tree Culture Club. 45 Danforth st, PortChUrch. Portland. A catered reception
land. 874-0022.
follows. Tix: $8. $5 seniors and students.
The Um. Rocket. (rock) Old Port Tavem,
725-5657.
11 Moulton st, PorUand. 774-0444.
"'rlcen Importa .nd N_ Engl.nd Ana
1 Union St, Portland. Original artwor1< &
Open Mic Night with Rare Form (thrash)
advice to collectors. Hou~ : t 0-9 Mon,
Repetes. 128 Freest. Portland. 774-1114.
Sat. 12-6 Sun. 772-9505.
Bob Ruth.rford .nd R_ Kul. (folk)
Flaoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest
Alberta'.
21 Pleasant st, Portland. ·Interiors," the
Ave, Portland. 773-6686.
Jon8th.n St_n., Ann. DocIeon, Coay
realist paintings of Sherry Edmonds,
Open Mlc Night with Pet.. Ol....n
Sh.rld.n • Chrta P_me
showing through Oct 17. Hou~: 7 am-I 0
(acoustic) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett
(folk) 7:30 pm. Saco River Grange Hall,
pm. 774-0016.
St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Bar Mills. Tix: $6. 92~4034.

FRIDAY 10.9

AROUND TOWN

SATURDAY 10.10

Th. Art 0.11..., .t Six D_rlng BtI'tHlt
6 Deering st, Portland. Watercolors 01
Edward Minchin. On view through Oct24.
Gallery hou~: Tues-Sat 11-5 the firsl two
weeks of the month; thereafter by chance
or appointment. 772-9605.
Th. Baxter 0.11 • ..,
Portland School of Art. 619 Congress St,
Portland. ExhiMion of student wor1<.
Through Oct 18. Gallery hou~: Tues-Sun
11-4, Thu~ 11-9. 775-5152.
Congre. . Squ.re Oall...,
42 Exchange St, Portland. Group show of
gallery artists including lindsay Hancock,
Henry Isaacs. Meg Brown Payson and Jil
Hoy. showing through Oct. Gallery hours'
Mon-Set 10:30-5.774-3369.
Danforth Art O.II.ry
34 Danforth St, Portfand. "Migrant Within,"
paintings _of Franco-American artists of
New England. On view through Oct 15.
Gallery hours: Tues-Set 11-5. 775-6245.
Dean V.lentga. Oalle..,
60 Hampshire St. Portfand. Paintings,
prints and constructions ofChanes Hewitt.
Through Oct 11. Gallery hours: Thurs-Sat
11-4, Sun 12-4 and by appt. 772 -2042.
Free Street Studio
8City Center. Portland. Sculpture by Karen
Dow, paintings 01 Chris Mir and paintings
and sculpture by lyn Mir. Through Oct.
Gallery hou~: Mon-Set 10-7, Sun 12-5.
774-1500.
Froet Oully 0.11...,
411 Congress St. Portland. Wor1< of gallery artists. Gallery hou~: Mon-Fri 12-6,
or by appointment. 773-2555.
J._I... Work
30 Exchange st, Portland. An exhiMion
of jewefry by eight designers. No set gallery hou~.
Je_1I 0.11...,
345 Fore St, Portland. Impressionist and
realist oils and watercolors by BiN JeWell.
Cynthia McMullin and other local artists .
Stained and painted glass by Bill Jewell
and Burt Weiss. On view through Oct.
Gallery hou~ : Mon-Sat 10-5, or by appointment. 773-3334.
K.tehdln R. .t.urent
106 High St. Portland. The wor1<s of Zoo
Cain from Oct 15-Dec 1. Hours: MonThu~ 5-10, Fri-Sat 5-11. 774-1740.
L_I.O.II...,
Portland Public Library, 5 Monument
Square. Portland."Viewer Created Reaities," the paintings and sculptures of John
Riveg~a showing through Oct 31. Gallery
hou~ : Mon. Wed & Fri ~6; Tues & Thurs
12-9; Set 9-5. 871-1700.
Meine Color Servlc. Gelle..,
4 Milk st, Portland. "Maine Business/Art
'92" an exhibit of Cibachrome prints 01 1 t
local commercial photographers. On view
throuQh Nov 15. Gallery hou~: Mon-Fri
8:30-5:30. 774-4300.
Nancy Margoll. Galle..,
367 Fore St, Portland. Decorative arts,
including jewelry by Ronald Hayes
Pearson and ceramics by PeterSeengher.
Through Oct. Gallery hours: Mon-Set 106, Sun t 1:30-4. 775-3622.
M •• nder 0.11...,
40 Pleasant St, Portland. "Mythscapes:
Aboriginal Dreaming," showing through
Oct 31 . Gallery hours: Tues-Set 12-6, or
by appointment. 871-1078.
On Bal.nce
4 Milk St, Portland. "An Intimate Portra~
of the People 01 Nepal," photos by Ma~i
Greenhut. Showing through Dec 6. Hou~ :
Mon·Set ~1 , and by appt. 772-9812.
The Photo Oellery
Portland School of Art. 619 Co ngress St.
Portland. large scale color photography
by Stephen Scheer, showing through Oct
9. Hou~ : Mon- Thu~ 8:30 am-9:3O pm,
Fri 8:30-5, Set-Sun 11-4. 775-3052 .
Portl.nd Coff•• Roa.tlng Comp.ny
til Commercial St, Portland. "The It of
This,"thephotosofTom Marino. Through
Oct 15. Hou~: daily 7-7.761-9525.
Portland Mu••um of Art
Seven Congress Square. Portland. Hou~:
Tues, Wed, Thurs to-9. Fri & Sat 10-6,
Sun 12-5. Admission: aduHs $6, senior
citizens and students with 10 $5. youth 618 $3.50, children 5 and under are lree.
Museum admission is half-price 10-noon
Saturday. 773-2787.
"End.ngered Lend..,.pe.
lynn Butler photographs places threatened by development. lrom New Yor1<'s
Coney Island to the south of France.
Through Nov 1.
"The Holoca u.t
Contemporary American sculptorGeorge
Segal's ~fe-size composition of haunting
white plaster figures. Through Oct 18.
"Artlm You Love: Monet. Renoir .nd

POP IBB

POPCORN SHOPPE

99

EXCHANGE
STREET
PORTLAND

TK

berry Street

871-0380

Treat yourself to our delicious gourmet popcorn, the perfect light
snack for munching on at home, at work, or on the go. Our
beautifully decorated canisters make excellent gifts.
See us for parties , fund raisers, etc ...

NEW THINGS ARRIVING DAILY
located beside Mary Alice Reilley Antiques
83 India Street Ponland ME 04101 (207) 775-5011 • Mon-Sat 11-5

BAGELS IN THE OLD PORT!

October Special

ALL ITEMS PRICED
AT $15 OR LESS

PUMPI(IN BAGEL
y.
try it with any of our delicious
@ cream
cheeses or tofu spreads. . open til 5pm daily
'~/
879-2425 • 15 Temple Street. Portland

Open Daily· 56 Main Street" Freeport, Maine
865-6369 " Open Daily

Wednesday, October 21, 7:30 pm - - - The extraordinary Japanese violinist Midori has been
heralded by critics, audiences and fellow musicians as
one of the most remarkable artists of this century. In
tremendous demand throughout the world she has
appeared with virtually every major orchestra and

conductor in Europe, North America and the Far East,
winning unanimous praise for her total mastery of the
violin. A child prodigy, Midori, now 20, is a veteran of
the world's greatest stages. The raves are endless and all
concur: Midori just gets better and better.
Sponsored by

Tickets $10, $17, $23, $28

~ __

Key rl\101 ~pony

otM..,.

1:0-..
~

COMING SOON

Shanghai Acrobats
and Dance Theatre Wed.,
Nov. 4
of Shanghai

.~

IIIQIII
--.-

Tues_,
Nov. 17

GOOD EATS AND DRINKS

Oth.,M••ters
Works by European masters of the past two
centuries Irom the Joan Whitney Payson
Calleclion and olher plivate lenders.
"SllentWltne..
Judy Ellis Glickman's photographs of Polish
ghettos and death camps of Treblinka,
Auschwitz and Biri<enau, taken over the
past four years. On view through Oct 18.
"The Eleg.nt Auto: F••hlon .nd Design

ofth. 1930a
One-ol-a-kind automobiles, art-deco fur\ niture and jewelry, period paintings and
other products fromthisera of revolutionary industrial design. Through Nov 8.

Continued on page 29
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THREE DOLLAR DEWEY'S

446 FORE STREET • OLD PORT • PORTLAND, MAINE
207,772,3310
VOTED BEST BAR
Maine Times and Maine Sunday Telegram
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Order and proportion 'reign at the Danforth:
I

"The Migrant Within" celebrates
Maine's Franco-American artists

:

1, I!

ii
j

• By Claire Holman

FAX

SEE PAGE 38

FREE

THURSDAY
....

PUBLIC FORUM
ON

CASCO BAY
Saturday October 10,
from noon to 5:00
At Holiday Inn By the Bay
88 Spring Street, Portland
Plenty of parking available.
An opportunity
for all bay residents .. .

to learn about
the health of the bay
and to shape the future!
Free Admission.

~

j

r
,
1

I

I

Sponsored by the
CASCO BAY ESTUARY PROJECT
for more information call 828-1043
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A HEALTHY
MARKETPLACE
I

Exercise your right to be part of Casco Bay Weekly's '
Quarterly Wellness Report.

I

*89% of Casco Bay Weekly readers actively pursue a
lifestyle designed to maintain good health.
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Make plans now to reach this exceptional market.
·Wmbwsll fI AssociaId, 1991 Ratkr Swrwy.

On the stands: Thur., Oct. 22

Ad deadline: Thur., Oct. 15
For rates and information, please contact:
Maureen, Marilyn, Gayle, Sarah or Larry.
551A Congress St.,
Portland, ME 04101
207.775.6601 Fax 775.1615

wedding dress. "Ca doit etre franco, ou je ne
Ie verrai pas," he said. (It must be Franco, or I
wouldn't see it.)
Others pointed to images of textile mills. In
Richard Marion's gesso on mat board diptych
"Mist in the Mills," the mills' stark white
forms loom over a dark, greenish surface.
This is Lowell, birthplace of the artist, and
cradle of the industrial revolution in the
United States.
A more oblique Franco-American connection, though just as fundamental, is the
Catholicism that peeks through in priest Paul
Plante's meditative I,Ilultiple studies done in
vi vid oil pastels on
paper. Each is a
series of small views
of part of an object,
arranged in a grid,
as in "Plum Offerings for Saints
Helen, John Endes
and Bernard." Art
work is a spiritual
discipline for Plante,
who Rrays and
chants psalms
before he begins.
Celeste Roberge,
one of the jurors,
said she'd expected
more interiors, since
so often a sense of
roots springs from
the home, the
private inside.
Instead she found
landscapes aplenty,
an apparent connection to the great
landscape tradition
of France.
But the influence
of Franco-Americans lies not in how
they have looked at
landscape, but in
what they have
done to it. Typically,
everything is in its
place. There is a
careful balance of
color and detail the picket fence, the
lawn ornaments, the
well-tamed, never
over-abundant
Paul Fortin: "ThreaD, Bate. MRI. Maine 1.972,' black and white photo.
flora. The feeling is
reminiscent of Versailles, the formal French
dants of Quebecois who migrated for jobs in
garden -lots of minutiae, very tightly
textile mills. Up in the St. John Valley, many
ordered .
Franco-Americans are Acadians who fled to
Looking around the gallery, there's not a
Maine instead of Louisiana. It's not surprising,
single work that leaves the outcome to
then, that the exhibit at the Danforth Gallery
chance. These works are not wild expressions
challenges the viewer to make sense of a wide
of
seething chaos. Most of the work is
diversity.
representational.
Even the few abstract pieces
Art in the exhibit ranges from works by the
like
Marc
Choiniere'
s intaglios "Road Kill"
autodidact to the highly schooled. There is the
and
"Astronaut
in
Denial"
reflect attention to
intricate mill town scene of Moosup, Conn., by
order
and
detail.
self-taught painter David Dupree. On the
This sensibility may be the mysterious
schooled side, there' s Paul Berube's sophistithread
that ties this wide-ranging exhibit
cated and intellectual sculpture, "Birch Bier,"
together.
But don't be distracted by the search
made of sticks, turkey bones, feathers and wire.
for
the
Franco-American.
Ethnicity, like so
The diversity is just as great in subject
much
else,
no
doubt
lies
in
the eyes of the
matter, ranging from Joan Sebastian Poe's
beholder. Go for the seeing, for there is plenty
applique quilt work of intimate interiors to Tom
to be had.
Paquette's oil painting of a lone car heading
"The Migrant Within" will visit Lewiston,
into a horizon of shifting light and clouds.
among other Maine locations, before winding
But what in all this diversity gives the
up at the Maine Festival next summer. The
exhibit a cachet franco? Though many of the
exhibit also includes a series of panel discusviewers at the opening were Franco, they were
sions on Franco-Americans, art and identity.
generally unable to pin down anyone element
Dennis Ledoux, Norman Beaupres and others
that made the exhibit obviously Francowill read from their work at Portland's
American.
Danforth Street Gallery, 34 Danforth St., on
Yvon Labbe runs the Centre FrancoOct. 8. The exhibit will show there through
Ameridiin at UMO. His eye was caught by
Oct. 15. 775-6245. •
Jeanne Lachance's "Victorian Woman," a large,
detailed colored pencil drawing of a Victorian

"The Migrant Within" is an exhibit of
Franco·American artists in New England Franco as in French, or more precisely, French
Canadian. People in other parts of the country
think things French are infallible hallmarks of
sophistication, or at least of tasteful passion. But
anyone who is from Maine knows that here
French means Franco-American, the group that
has been freely put down for just being itself:
working-class roots, a Catholic take on the
world and possibly a lilting accent.
Franco-Americans are New England's largest
ethnic group, and a pretty diverse one at that.
The majority of Franco-Americans are descen-

Entertainment

BECAUSE
YOU SEEM
SO WEIRD
TOME
Look far research findings

u."ti"ued from page 27

JAIl • BLUES. ROCK
Beginner to Professional
17 years teaching
experience.

November 19 .

ART

Also .. .

"'i~6
Gu·,t",p
Lf $sons

"The Art of Dlacovery

0'

An exhibnion
maps from the age
exploration. Through Dec 13.

0'

Robert J. Bame. fnterio ...
1 Monument Way, Portland . Bolanical
paintings of Sarah Elizabeth Look, showing through Oct 24. Hours: Mon-Fri 11 -6.
Sat-Sun 11 -3. 773-3481 .

The Beamen'. Club Restaurant

Community
Cable Network

Guitar Studio
Workshop
Private Professional Instruction

SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH

WESTERN PROM, PORTLAND

302 Stevens Avenue
Portland. ME 04103
(207) 772-8277

773-3444
ENROLL NOW
FOR FALL &
WINTER LESSONS

Rev. Ken Turley
SeNice; lOam Sunday
Magical MUSIC
Ch ildcare p'rovid ed

week of 10/9/92
• NORTH AMERICANS IN THE
AGE OF COLUMBUS (1 hr)
• PORTLAND GAY RIGHTS
REFERENDUM DEBATE (1 hr)
• POWER &STEELE ON
THEATER: A Review of Local
Area Theater Productions
(112 hr)
• USM CLOSEUPS:
Christopher Cotumbus (1/2 hr)
Programs premiere Frl: 7·10pm, and are
repealed Sal.- Mon.l·4 & 7-1Opm and
Tues., Wed .• & Thurs. gam·noon.
Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So. Port·
land, cape Elizabeth. Falmouth, & Scar·
borough. Channel varies in Gorham.

t Exchange St. Portland . "Spirited Gardens! " the work of Joyce Coyne and Chris
Sheridan . Through November. Hours: 1111 . 772-7311 .

The Stein Oallery
20Milk St. Portland . "'North Carolina Glass
Show," worn from 12 new artists , showing through Oct. Gallery Hours: Mon-Sat
11-6, Sun 11 -5. 772-9072.

Delicious. Homemade

~FALL

Tho.. Mo.., Cabln4ltmake...

SALE

415 Cumberland Ave. Portland. Woodcut
prints by William Evaul and paintings by
Lynne Knobel . showing through Oct 10.
Oils ,pastefsandsculpturebyDianeBowie
Zaillin from Oct 14-Nov 21 . Hours: Mon-

~

ALL 1992
MODELS ON
SALE NOW

~;:; .~,

Free

4-week
repair class with
each bike purchase

OUT OF TOWN
Art Oallery
USMlGomam. "To Visit and to Share a
Meal with the Dead." contemporary Soviet photography. Through Oct 15. Hours:
Sun-Thurs:J 2-4.

Bowdoin College Mu....m of Art
Walker Art Building. Bowdoin College.
Brunswick. The museum is open to the
public free of charge. Hours: Tues-Sat
10-5, SUn 2-5. 725-3275.

333 Forest Ave. Portland, Moine

e

.AMIGO S

9 DANA ST.
OLD PORT,
PORnAND

MEXICAN FOOD SINCE .972

772-0772

- LUNCH Wed-Fr1 11 :30-2:00 - DINNER T-Th 5-9, Fr1-Sat 5-10 - LOUNGE Tues-Fr1 11 :lOam-doslng. Sat-Mon 4pm-doslng -

(2071 773-6906

·Leu I. Mont: The Print a. Miniature
Wo",s from the permanent collection exploring the nature of the " cabinet print. "
Through Nov 22.

'looklng at Print.
Selections depicting the historical techniques and processes of printmaking .
Through Nov 1.

• ... ul Strand: The Mexican Portfolio
The m3Jor photogravure reproductions

0'

Paul Strand's photos of Mexico published in
portfolio format in 1940. Through Oct 11 .

"VInelha""n at Bowdoin
The creative and technical processes of
printmaking through the eKamination of
contemporary prints produced at
Vinalhaven Press. Through Nov 29.

OFFICE MANAGEMENT

·Ann Orlmm

A Career

Acrylic paintings of landscapes and buildings. On view through Oct in Moulton
Union. Lancaster Lounge. Hours: MonThurs 7 am-12:3Oam, Fri-Sat7 am-2am,
Sun 7 am-II pm.

of J)istinction

'The North Amerlcen Indian
The photos of Edward S. Curtis. On view
through Dec in the Hawthorne-Longfellow
Library . Hours: Mon-Sat 8:30 am-12 am,
Sun 10am-12 am.
The drawings of Kate Furbish On view
through Dec in the Hawthome-Longfellow
Library . Hours: Mon-Sat 8:30 am-12 am,
Sun 10 am-12 am.

The Chocofate Church Gallery
804 Washington St, Bath. "'EKpressions
in Fibre." ajuriedtextileart show. On view
through Oct. Gallery hou", : Tues-Fri 9-4,
Sat 12-4. 442-8627.

The Oallery at Widgeon Cove Studios
Route 123, S. Harpswefl. Worn of gallery
artists. Through October. Gallery hours:
Thurs-Sat 11-4, Sun 12-4, or by appointment. Closed Oct 9-11 . 833-6081.
Hardware Caf6 & Oallery
115 Island Ave. Peaks Island. Worn of
printmakers from Peregrine Press; Greg
Frangoulis, ceramist; and Chris Gerquest,
SCUlptor. Through Oct 12. Gallery hours:
Mon-Fri 11 -7, Sat-Sun 10-6. 766-5631.

Icon Contemporary Art
19 Mason St. Brunswick."Overthe Rainbow," the tapestries
Morris Davic
Dorenfeld. Through Oct 17. Gallery hours:
Mon-Sat 1-5. 725-8157.

0'

Maine Maritime Mu_um
Maritime History Bldg. 243 Washington
St, Bath. Hours: daily 9:30-5. 443-1316.

'The Maritime Folk Art at A. De Clerck
Paintings by Belgian artist portraying the
coastal and deepwater vessefs that entered the ports of Antwerp and Liverpool
in the last days of sai. On view through
the year.

u."ti"""d 0" poge 30

ANDOVER COLLEGE
INTRODUCES
NEW CAREER DIRECTIONS
IN OFFICE MANAGEMENT

• RECORDS & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
• OFFICE SUPERVISION
• ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
earn Your Associate Degree evenings
Tuesday & Thursclay. 5:30-10:30 In only ZO-ZZ months

'Tha Flora of Maine

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accounting
Accounting/Paralegal
Business Administration
Business Administration/Paralegal
Business Administration/Real c.state
Computer Sciences
Medical Assisting
Office Management/Administrative Assistant
Office Management/Supervision
Office Management/Record
&. Information Management
• Secretarial SCience/Paralegal
• Paralegal Certificate

29

It's not too late
to start fall classes.
Call for our November
schedule. 774-6126 or
1-800-639-3110

CLASSeS BeGIN NOVeMBeR 16
901 Washington Avenue. Portland, ME .04103 • 207-774-6126 • 800-639-3110

OcIDM- 8, 1992

30

Introducing
Sunday Brunch
October 11,
llam - 2pm
Dinner served tinily 5 to lOpm

BREAKFAST OPENING COLUMBUS DAY (10/12) 6 AM
~
LUNCH - EVERY DAY 12-4pm
~~
DINNER - 4pm to CLOSE EVERYDAY

j ;

Annella Brown, collector and Art Deco
jewelry expert, leads the discussion Oct 8
at 7 pm at Portland Museum of Art. 7
Congress Square. Portland. Cost: $301
series (members), $35Iseries (non-members), SI01class (members), $12/class
(oon-memberS). Call 775-6148. ext. 252,
to register.

ART

Rare world maps and nautical charts,
early navigation instruments, illustrations
of fine art and archaeological material
bring togetherlheOid and the NewWorlds
in the Age of Discovery and beyond. On
view through the year.

W1l1

Vork lnetltut. M....um
371 Main St, Saco. "From Town to City:
Saco in 1867 ,"photos, art~acts and documents depicting changes in Saco life. On
view through the year. Hours: Tues, Wed
& Fri t -4; Thurs 1-8; Sat 1-4. 283-3881.

OTHER
Carlo Pittore offers private art lessons
and ife drawing classes at his studio in
BowdoinhameveryThurs from 7:30-9:30.
For mora info call 666-6453.

I'

t \

Art Dlsc....ton.

1"

"SUMMERTIME AND THE LlVIN' IS EASY". ,. at

Bring your lunch and hear art students
Robert Diamante, Melissa Bach and
George Libby discuss their work Oct t 4
from noon-l pm at Baxter Gallery, Portland School of Art, 619 Congress St.
Portland. 775-3052.

Celilgraphy Work.hop.

Music, theater, art, restaurants, sho pping, special outdoor activities .. . it's all
right up the street or jUst around the comer from BACK BAY TOWER. Or if
you prefer the comforts of home - you can share a cool drink o n the terrace
with friends, swim in the private pool, worko ut in th e exercise room and
enjoy a sauna. Whatever yo u choose - out on the town - or the co mforts

~f

home - Back Bay Tower can make your summertime living easy . We provide
state of the art security.
Stop by during the hours listed, or call for an appointment.

12-4, Tues & Thurs 10-6.

1-800-545-1833 ext 191

1

! '

772-7050

401 Cumberland Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101

I

I

I1

, I

*PERSONAL INJURY. WORKIRS COMP
CML LmGATION

I 1

,1

JOHN J. SEARS

, I

Attorney At Law

)

1
1

*Free Initial consultation for Injury cases.
Fees paid only upon recovery.
EvenIng appoIntments available.

f

l
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I

I
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Scarborough Land Conservation Trust
present. a lecIure and slide show Oct 13
at 7:30 pm at Scarborough Public Library,
48 Gomam St. Scarborough. For more
details call 761-8225.

SkySh_

See a new show. "Native American

Nights," Oct 10 at 1. 2, 3, & 4 pm at
Southworth Planetarium, 96 FaimouthSt,
Book Signing
Portland. Free. Call 780-4249.
Steven Riel. poet and author of "How to
Dream" will be signing copies of his book Writing for Movl .. & TV
Screenwriter and novelist Mika KimbaM
Oct 14 from 7-8 pm at Drop Me A Une,
offers a oots-land -bo~s intro to the me144 High St, Portland.
chanics of writing screenplays Oct 10 at
Cenclld_ FonIm
Maine Writers Center. 12 Pleasant St.
The Arthritis Foundation sponsors a foBrunswick. Cost: $35. $30 MPWA memrum to discuss the Issues of heafth care
bers. Pre-registration is required. Ford&and the eIderty Oct 20 at 9:30 am at Parktails call 729-6333.
Danforth. 777 Stevens Ave. Portland .
Participants Include congressional candidates Linda Bean and Congressman
Tom Andrews. For details call 772-6039.

•

774-7500
1-800-870-4555
97 A E.xchange St.,
Portland, Me.

780-4390 for the schedule.
Law & P.. bllc Servtce Lectu ..
OIie Rau will deNver a speech "The Nomination and Confirmation Process for Supreme Court Justices," Oct 13at 7:30pm
in Portland High School. 264 COO1be~and
Ave. Portland. The speech was written by
Ms. Rau's late husband Joseph Rau to
honor Judge Frank M. Coffin. Coffin and
retired U.S. Supreme Court Justice Wil~
iam J. Brennan will offer comments on the
lecture. For more info call 780-4521.

pm on the eighth floor at Key Bank, Canal
Plaza , Portland. CaR 773-9072 .

M.ln. Folk: A Vlaual Approach

on the last Wed of every month. for blood
pressure and testing for sugar. anemia
and cholesterol , from 11 :30 am-I pm at
the Peoples United Methodist Church.
310 Broadway, S. Portland. CaH 7673326 for appointment and further info.

Donna Cassidy. USM assistant professor
of art history and New England studies
leads a discussion Oct 14 at 7 pm at
Portland Museum of Art. 7 Congress Approach .. to Enllght.nment
Tibetan lamas Khenpo Parden Sheras and
Square. Portland. Cost: Free with Elegant
Dongyal Rifl1XlChe, renown scholars and
Auto admission. Call 775-0148.
meditation masters, discuss the Tibetan
Mlltlovlch Society
Buddhist tradition Oct 12 at 7 pm at the
Mo Baxley and Derrick Livingston disYarmouth Meditation Group . 24
cuss the "April 25. 1993 March on WashCumberland SI. Yarmouth. For details
ington for Lesbian. Gay and Bi Equal
call 848-0764.
Rights and Liberation" Oct 8 from 7 :30-9
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The Casco Bay Estuary Project releases
~s preliminary management plan forCaseo
Bay Oct 10 at noon at Holiday Inn by the
Bay. 88 Spring St. Portland. Leam what
actions ara being proposed to prevent
pollution and preserve the health of the
bay and what part you can play. For more
info call 828- 1043.
brings together people who enjoy the
outdoors. MOAC offers trips and events
tb people of all skill levels, beginner to
expert. Upcoming: Oct 11 ,Maine Coastal
Clean-up (761 -8231); Oct 11. Dead River
whitewater rafting (829-5932); Oct 23-25.
Black Angel trail maintenance (846-5936).
Ongoing: Mackworth Island walk Thurs at
6 pm. For updated trip info, call the Outdoor Hotline at 774- 1118. For club and
membership information call 772-9831 .

A support group facilitated by Louise
Bennett will explore this vital time of life
and those that follow. Call 772-t910.

TALLY HO LOUNGE

.... _..............-

andlhe

Every Tuesday • Wednesday • Thursday

......~II:..~

Main. Outdoor Adventure Club

offers nature programs on weekends in

NESS

SIP(!~IRlrS

C.sco Bay Forum

Wolle'. Neck state Park

WELL

PlrRY Illr rR16rRlllrl

RESTAURANT
and
PORTlAND
CONVENTION
CENTER

Main Island Trail Association needs voluntearn w~h or without boats to help with
a one- or two-day clean-up. For details
caU 761 -8225.

in beginning Italic and Italic Hand for the
intermediate start soon. Class size limpm at Rines Auditorium, Portland Public Back M.... ge Wori<ahop
~ed . Cost: $90. For mere info call 799USM lifeline offers a lecture plus handsLibrary. 5 Monument Square. Portland .
on experience Oct 8 from 6:30-9 pm in the
6857 after 5:30.
For more info call 657-2850 .
Mu~ipurpose Room, USMIPorIiand. Cost:
Clay Play
N.tlv. Amerlc.n. & Europe.n.
$19. To pre-register call 780-4170.
Leam how to use this versatile material·
Emerson W. Baker, II. discusses "Close
Tuesdays. Oct 13-Nov 17, from 7-9 pm at
Encounters of the Historical Kind: Euro- FIrst Aid Cia••••
American Red Cross offers an eight-hour
The Center for the Arts at the Chocolate
peans and Native Americans in Early
program including adu~ CPR information
Church. 804 Washington St. Bath . Cost:
Maine" Oct 19at noon at Maine Historical
and certification Oct 13 & 20 from 8-1 0
$60. For more info call 442-8627 .
Society, 485 Congress St. Portland. Cost:
pm. Oct 14 from 8:30 am-5 pm. Oct 19 &
Mu.lc, MovI. . . nd Memori. .
$2. free for members of society. For more
26 from 8 :30 am-12:30 pm. Oct 28 from
Portland Museum of Art presents two
info call 77 4-1822.
8:30 am-5 pm. Call 874-1192 .
films from the '305, "The Woods are Full N.tIv. American T_chlnge
of Cuckoos" and "Swing Time" Oct 13 at
Portland Public Library' s Annual Brown FItn_ Yoga
7 pm at the Lower Level, 7 Congress
Elaine de Greck holds a two-hour Introduc Bag Lecturaseriescontinues with "Grandtory workshop Oct 10 al10:3O am at The
Square. Portland. Cost: $3; $2 memberS.
mother Tales," Native American teachseniors. USM students and kids; or free
Racket & Frtness Center. 245 Congress St.
ings by Night Walker Oct 14 at noon in
with Elegant Auto admission. For more
Portland. Call 871 -8964 for details.
Rines Auditorium. 5 Monument Square.
info call 775-6148.
Portland, 04101 . FordetailscaI1871 - 17oo. Flu .hot.
Comroonity Health Services will sponsor
Paint Vour H..rt Out
Portland Human Right. Ordlnanc.
Classes for women in painting and drawan adu~ flu clinic Oct 15 at N. Yarmollth
On Nov 3. citizens of Portland will vote on
ing begin Oct 11 at Women's Art Works,
Town Hall, WalnutHill .N. Yarmouth. Cost:
the city's proposed gay and lesbian civil
64 Godman St, Portland. For more info
S10. For mere info call 775-7231.
rights ordinance. Be informed. Listen to a
cal 775-2442.
panel discussion and participate In the H.th. Vog. for Peopl. with AIDS
is available every Wed and Fri from 12 :45Portland Chamber of Cornn.rce
debate Oct 15at 7:00 in Portland City Hall
is looking for Maine artists to share their
2 pm at 22 Monument Square. Portland.
Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St. Portland. For
Cost: $1 , for those who can afford it. For
work. Forinfo aboul showing yourworkat
more info caM 871-1700.
the chamber call 772-2811 , ext. 223.
more info call Portland Yoga Studio at
R.productlv. Rights
797-5684 .
Portl.nd Public Ubrary
Sarah Weddington. theattomey who won
invites area artists to submit.applications
Roe v. Wade in 1973 will discuss the H~.'~orkahop.
for a one-month exhibition within the
Crystal Springs Farm & Center S8fVes as
recent Supreme Court ruling on reproaleaming center and provides a variety of
library's Lewis Gallery. Call 871 - t758 for
ductive rights and how it impacts the Roe
herbal and educational workshops: Oct
more info.
v. Wade decision Oct 17 from 8-10 pm at
11 from 1-4 pm, "Full Moon Facials.
VIsual Art LAet ....
Holiday Inn by the Bay. 88 Spring St,
Footbaths, TLC," $35; Oct 18 from 1- 4
Painter Deborah Remington, whose work
Portland. Cost: $25. All proceeds to benpm. "Foraging Class," $35. Held at 70
has been exhibited in the U.S. and Euefit the Maine Choice CoaHtion and Safe
Hollis and Buda roads. Dayton. To regisrope. speaks Oct 8 at 4:30 pm at Luther
Abortions for Everyone (SAFE). Inc. Ms.
ter call 499-7040.
Bonney AudHorium, USMlPortland. For
Weddington wil be signing her new book
more info cal 78Q-5460.
"A Question of Choice" Oct 17 from 2-4 M.mmography Project
Women interested in taking part in the
pm at Books, Etc., 38 Exchange St. PortV.nk. . ArtINn
American Cancer Society's reduced-cost
Is looking for Maine craftspeople to parland. For more info call 622-7524.
mammography project should call 1-800ticipate in a year-round craft cooperative.
AC5-2345 by Oct 16.
The last jury for 1992 is Oct 13. For info
PI.nned .....nthoocl
cal 443-8215.
of Northem New England helps t~g
ersatitsWalk-lnCllnicFri.I-4:30pmand
Sat, 9 am-noon, at 500 Forest Ave, Portland. Confidential services include birth
control. pregnancy tests, pap smears,
STDscreening andlnlatment. Fees based
on ability to pay. Call 874-1095.

•

OUT
SIDE

Muacongu. Bay CI.an-up

L_gu. of Women Vot...
hold their board lMeIing Oct 10 at 6:30 Adult &creenlng Clinic

AriCla_

f

Scarborough Ma..h Forum

A four-discussion series to leam about
bridging communication. racial and cultural differences In Portland begins Oct
13 from 7-9 pm in Temple Church of God.
274 Tenace Ave (off Brighton Avenue.
near Pine Tree Shopping Center), Portland. For more info call 780-5385.
FIction Workshop
Nicoled'Entremont teaches "Sudden Fiction: The DoorWrthln the Door," Oct 17O'farrell Gallery
18 at the Maine Writers Center, 12 Pleas58 Maine St, Bn.nswick. "Artists for Freeant St, Brunswick. Cost: $70, $60 MWPA
dom of Expression.· the works of 16 New
members. For detais call 729-6333.
York artists. Through Oct 16. "Meaningful
LanlJU8ge T.bIea
Figures," the paintings and drawings of
Students and community members are
Sigmund AbeleS and sculpture by Chrisinvited to participate In informal sessions
topher Gowell. Through Oct 17. Gallery
to ~ve their French. German, Portuhours: Tues-Sat 10-5. 72G-8228.
guese, Russian and Spanish skills. Call

..

Open Sun.

Elaine Briggs, business manager of the
Tightwad GluBtte, offers lips on conservation and budge/living Ocr 15 a/ 7 pm at
Portland Museum of Art, 7 Congress
Square, PortJand. Cos/: $5, $4 for musoom members. Forde/ailscall775-6148.

Faunce Leavitt. focusing on his mad&from-memory renditions of the last generation of coasting schooners that plied
the coast of New England until the late
19309. On view through the year.
Mu.... m of Art, Olin Arts Cent...
Bates College. Lewiston. Paintings. pmts
and sculpture by Lewiston-bom artist
Charlie Hewitt. showing through Oct 18.
Hours: Tues-Sat 10-5.800 1-5. 786-6158.

60 Ocean St., So. Ptld· 767-7119

Route 24,Great Island. Worksby21 Maine
artists_Hours: Tues-Sun 10-5. 833-5717.

i

"vlng Money

'80m from Coalltlng
This exhibit includes watercolor paintin9'l, drawings. sketches and oils by John Community Building

. .basco deg.n Artlata Gall.ry

,

SENSE
Art Deco ....elry

...... WorIda: North Atlantic Seafaring
In the EN of DIscovery

" liOlJF-S

"Swine

Entertainment
Colttiltued from 1"'gt 29

Located 1 mile north of Route ~02 on Rt 85 in Raymond.
~eservations Accepted 655-7841· Visa & Mc Accepted

r
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to visit
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Every day is a Bargain Day at Play It Again Sports.

Live Music Fri Oct 9 & Sat Oct 10

311 MARGINAL WAY· PORTLAND· 773-6063

" 2 MENY "
155 Riversidc St., Portland, ME 04103
Call 775-6536 • Reservations Welcome

A series of workshops to assist college
preparatory students at Warren Memorial
Library. Westbrook. Upcoming : "Preparing an Effective Application." Oct 21 at 7
pm; · Understanding the Financial Aid
Process." Oct 28 at 7 pm. For more info
can 797-4442.
Th. Children'. Mu..... m of Main.
invites kids to enioy its workshops:
"Haunted House." Oct 13 from 10-1 tam;
"Monster Alley," Oct 13 from 3:30-5 pm.
Free with museum admission. For additional info, call 759-5483.

10 - 6

HOURS:
Mon., Tues.,
Wed., Thur., Fri
Saturday
Sunday

Round trip airfare from Portland
4 days 3 nights at the French Quarter Suites Hotel
Dinner for two at the Rendez-vous Rib House
Visit Sun Studios and the Memphis Pyramid

ardship of Casco Bay." Oct 10; "Nature
Legends." Oct 11 ; "Before Our Time."
Oct 12. Meet at 2 pmatthebenches inthe
second parking lot. Call 287-3821 .

Pu..ulng College

We buy, sell, trade and conSign
used and new sports equipment.

GRAND PRIZE FREE TRIP

Oct . Upcoming : "Protecting Our Environment." Oct 10; "Baykeeping: the Stew-

FOR
KIDS

Sports Equipment That's Used •••
But Not Used Up.

10- 5
12 - 5

NOW
OPEN

Play It Again Sports in Auburn

250 Center St,
777-7427

Moose River
Moccasin Co.
"Deals so good we can't advertise the prices"
Boots, shoes, slippers, clogs, moccasins _.. .. . while they lastl
Tent Sale Sat-Mon Oct 10-1 2 1Oam-6pm
OPEN 7 DAYS • 32D Main St (across from Mikasa)

Enrichment Program.
The Saturday Academy offers classes for
children in grades 1-8 in design and technology. cooking. theater. aviation. art,
Macintoch computers and mora beginning Oct 10at North Yarmouth Academy .
t23Main SI. Yarmollth. Formorainlo call

846-2380.

F.mlly ~ori<ahop
Portland Museum of Art offers "The Headless Horseman of Sleepy Hollow." a parent-child art and crafts workshop Oct 11
from 2 -4 pm. on a drop in basis, at the
museum, 7 Congress Squara, Portland .
Cost: $2 over museum admission. For
more info call 775-6148.

Frid.y Night Special
Portland Recreation offers organized gym
programs for middle school children at
Riverton Comroonity Center. 1600 Forest
Ave. Portland. Cost: 5OeIv1sH. For more
info call 874-8793.

Qymna.tlc.
Leam basic floor exercises. vaulting and
balance beam Sat from Oct 17-Nov21 at
Reiche Comroonity Center, 168 Brackett
St, Portland . Cost: $25. Register before
Oct 15 by calling 874- 4473.

HomeAlon.
Portland Recreation offers a Red Cross
programtoteachchildren ages&-12years
to be home alone safely Oct 14 from 3 :305 pm at Reiche Community Center. 168
Brackett St, Portfand . Free. Register bafore Oct 9 by caning 874-8793.

"Ktahkomlg, Maine 1492"
This Children 's Museum of Maine exhibit
focuses on kids and their interaction wHh
the environment and explores how chidren lived 500 years ago in an exhibit that
runs through Oct 12, from to am-5 pm at
Smiling Hill Farm , 781 County Rd.
Westbrook. For more info call 797-5483.

Parents Night Out
Take the evening off from your parenls and
enjoy an open gym, quiet games and a
movie Oct 9 from &-1 0 pm at Reiche Community Center, 168 Brackett St. Portland .
Cost: $8/child; each additional chid $4 .
Register before Oct 4 by calling 874-4473.

Coltlinued on 1"'ge 32
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TOO BEAT
TO COOK?

USED CAMERA
SA
• 4 x 5 Crown Graphic w/1ens & shutter ........................... $295.00
• 4 x 5 Speed Graphic wllens, film holders
&Polaroid Back .............................................................. $289.95
• Canon AE-1 SLR Camera w/SOmm lens,
Auto Manual .................................................................. $229.95
• Canon AE-1 SLR Camera wi 50mm lens & 28mm ... $289.95
• Canon AE-1 SLR Body (Spare Body) .......................... $169.95
• Canon EOS 630 SLR w128mm lens ............................. $399_95
• Canon flash' for EOS above ........ _......... _............. _...... _.__. $49.95
• Canon T-50 SLR Auto w/lens, built-in drive ............. _.. $169.95
• Nikon F Camera. no lens .........................................._... $149.95
• Mamiya C330 Camera w/Porro finder with 55, 65, 80,
135 lenses ready for Pro and wedding shooting ........ $799.95
• Yashica FX-3 Camera SLR w/50mm lens ................... $109.95
• Yashica FX 103 SLR w/42-75mm Zoom lens ............ $249.95
• Leicaflex SLR w/50mm lens .......................................... $499.95

plus many more cameras & flashes!

f otoshons
:~~:!pass~r~
IMc,
511 Ca ••mllt, '.rtIID~

VIlA I Allex Iccepted

(" IUeI",B .--I
OOE
I
Take 'n Bake
I 16" or DEEP DISH PIZZA
I
at Foodee's
I
Portland Or)ly
\

exp 11/15/92

$1.00 Off

\

OOE
Take 'n Bake
10" or 12" PIZZA
at Foodee's
Portland Only
exp 11/15/92

~------------------~

I
I
I

I
I
J

688 Forest ""e. Portt.md, ME 107-774-4100 FAX 107-874-49ZZ
Hours, Mon.-Thurs. I IAM-9PM FrI_-Sat. I IAM-IOPM Su
4PM - 9PM

October 8, 1992
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KIDS
Portland Public Ubl1lry
invites chidren to enjoy its upcoming
programs: Tales for Twos, Oct 9 at 10:30
am; Finger Fun for Babies, Oct 13 at 1:30
pm and Oct 14 at 9:30 am; Preschool
StoryTInns, Oct 14atl0:30am; Tales for
Twos, Oct 16 at 10:30 am; Family Story
TInns, Oct 17 at 10:30 am.The library's
located at 5 Monument Square, Portland.
For more info call 871-1700.

P,.HIIIIoween Fun
Vis~

TOSHIYUKI SHIMADA, MUSIC DIRECTOR AND CONDUCTOR

COREY CEROVSEK,

VIOLIN

TUESDAY. OCT 13 • 7:30 PM
CARLSEN Rowing in Eden
(World Premiere)

SIBELIUS Violm Conceno
DVORAK Symphony No.9

the Great Pumpkin Patch at Good
Earth Farm, 55 Pleasant Hill Road,
Freeport, and enjoy a hayride, pick a
pumpkin, eat an apple, visH farm animals
and check out the hay playground. The
larm is open SUn-Sat ~5 until Halloween.
Call 865-9544 for more info.

Riverton Ubrary
offers Toddler Time for 1- to 2-year olds,
including games, stories and songs, Wed
at 9:30 and 10:30 am & Fri at 9:30 am;
Preschool Story Hour for ages 3 to 5, Fri
at 10:30am. The library's located at 1600
Forest Ave, Portland. Call 797 -2915.

T. .nOpenOym
Teens ages 13-18 play basketball, whiffle
ball, noorhockey and more Mons& Weds
from 7:30-9 pm at Reiche Community
Center, 166 Brackett St, Portland. Cost:
SOC. For more info call 874-8873.

("New World")
TICKETS: $10, $18, $24, $30
(student/senior discounts available)
PORTLAND CITY HALL
AUDlTORIUM
Concert Preview at 6:30

Riders are wanted for a self-supporting
commuter van from Portland to Augusta .
Regular and occasional riders welcome.
Stops in Freeport and Yarmouth . Fordetails cal 287-2271 .

SPORT

Craft Fair

Aq"atle Fltn_ .nd Aqu. -'-robles

Enriched Oolden Age Center

Roed Race

This Weekend, Bring
Home Some Tak:e-Out
i

r
,I

'f

Nothing goes better
with weekends than
a beautiful bouquet
of flowers. So stop
in and treat yourself
A
to something
special. It's just
what your weekend
needs.

USM Lffeline holds aSK road race Oct 17
for people of all fitness levels. Register at
8 am at thegyrn, USMlPortland. For more
info call 780-4642.

invites men and women, 60 and over to
daily luncheons at 297 Cumberland Ave,
Portland. Donation: $2.SO. Join them Oct
14 at 12:30 pm lor the Ms. Senior Maine
Talent Show. Formore info call 77 4-6974.

Eq",,1 PrvtectlonlPortland

OhouIIahO......

ACT UPIM.lneIAIDS COIIlltlon To Un-

I•••h Powe"

Family Patch garden center offers games,
Including pumpkinbowting, Oct 12from9
am-5 pm at Routa 1, Scarborough. Proceeds go toward the purchase of books
for the Scarborough Public Library 's
Children's Room. Call 883-4723.
Hospice . . .ka Volunt....
Bath-Brunswick Hospice's Grief Recovery Programs are seeking volunteers to
wof1( with children, adolescents and
adults. Training for sessions begins Nov 6
from 8-9 pm a nd continues Nov 7, 14 & 21
from 1-7 pm. Call72~3602 .

is a diverse group corrrnitted to nonviolent, direct action to end the AIDS crisis.
Our goals include the establishment of a
Maine AIDS Resource Center and the Jitterbug Swfng Dance
se~-empowerment of People Living with
Cut loose 10 solid '50s rock , rockabilly
AIDS Community. Meetings open to the
and classic swing recordings the second
public and held every Mon from 7-9 pm at
Friday of each month at Casco Bay Mov72 Pine St, Portland (Andrews Square
ers Dance Studio, 151 SI. John St, PortBuiding). New members welcome. Wheelland. Beginner wor1<shop begins at 8 pm,
cha ir accessible. For more info write ACT
Dance from ~midnighl. Smoke and alcoUPlMaine.P.O. Box 5267, PorUand041 01 ,
hol free. Cost: $5 .
tel. 774-5082 or 828-0401.

FREE
FREE

Meat Yo"r Judges
Members of Maine's District, Superior
and Supreme Judicial Court are awaiting
your questions Oct 14 at 7:30 pm at
Deering High School audnorium, 370
Stevens Ave, Portland. For more info call
622-7523.

The
Boslon

Globe

Konica Film
-and-

Accept all wood cabiJ>etry for
the WD<: price as mort stock 1iaes..
Coniider sh1riJl8 in the w:itemenl of
creating dUtinctiYe l:ik:hcn&, haw '"
other room designs
and enjoy it ! _

Allow ont of 4 woods, 9 stains and 14
door styles to be hand cnfted fIX' YOU !

2nd sel 01 prinls

Experience:

EVERYDAY

Pynn:rty

The Cecilia Smith Quartet
and Spedal Gu"

Sunday, October II, 1992
Portland Performing Arls Cenler
25A Forest Avenue. Porlland, Maine
Shows al S & 8 pm' Tickets SIS
Available at Amadeus Music, al
PPAC box office or al Ihe door
Pr~sented by Ashanl Productions
Spon50red by the M.t.ine Chapter ollhe NAACP

HONEST VALUE
By Omega

OCT 10-13

SAT-SUN 3.15, 9:15

~~ MO~ruE;'.'

~

'1-,1.
i

~ .s"~9"

~ lJ~

OCT 14-18
MAINE PREMIERE

624 Forest

~
WED-FRI7,9:15
SAT-SUN 1, 7

One Hour
Service
Available

Kitchens & Interiors
Avenue

30 City Contor, Portland 772-7296
71 U.S. Rout. 1, Scarborough 883--7363

Portland, Maine

n5-fIJZT

The SmaH Business Development Center
at USM has two Lotusll BM Leaming Cenlers available 10 help people in business
leam how to use Lotus 123, One-Write
Plus and Lotus Wor1<s software. Formore
info call 780-4420.

Monday - Friday 7:30 - 6:00
Saturday 9:00 - 1:00

10 Exchanl!" St., Portland 772-9600

•
I

_ . .tAdeiln ..
invite interested women to weekly rehearsals Thurs at 7:30 pm at the Frank
Harrison Middle School, McCartney
Street, Yarmouth. Call 846-4726.

T.ke BlIck the Night
Join this women-only event Oct 1Oat 7:30
pm at Monument Square. Portland, and
help break the silence about violence
against women in the streels, on the iob,
in the community and in Ihe home. For
more info caR 879-0877.

VoI"nteer Center
needs a library aide, resource developers, office workers and warehouse workers. Call 874-1000 for further info.

We.therizatlon Workshop
Leam how to decrease your household
energy consumption Oct 17 from 9 am3 :30 pm at Machine Tool Audnorium,
Southem Maine Technical College, Fort
Road, S. Portland . Participants receive a
$50 voucher that can be used to purchase weatherization materials. Formore
info call 767-9528.

Volunteer to preserve Portland 's Human
RightsOrdinance. Helpguarantee all Portland residents, wort<ers and visnors equal
Step Aerobics
protection fromdiscrimination in employUSM Lnelinebeginsa ID-weeksession of
ment, housing, credH and pub~c accomclasses Oct 19, Mon, Wed & Fri from
modations regardless of sexual orienta8:30-7:30 am and 5:30-8:30 pm at the
tion . For more info call87~5360 or write Windham Democrat. M . .tlng
gym, USMJPorUand. For more info cal
Equal ProtectioM'ortlaDd, P.O. Box 1894.
780-4638.
The Democralic Town Committee meets
Portland, ME 04104.
Oct 13at7 pm in theannex oftheW.,dham
W.lklJogI.t..oblca
Community Center, School Street,
USM LifeHne offers its next 1D-week ses- F..... nleta Aplnat Rape (FAR)
meets Tues at 7 pm for discussion and
Windham . For more info call 892-6591 .
sion beginning Oct 19. Registration deadplanning. If you area feminist determined Zwlckerf_
line is Oct 9. For more info call 780-4170.
to help make Portland a city free of sexual
Celebrate Columbus Day weekend with
W.lleyballl
violence. call 799-7242 or 772- 5941 for
an evening olfun, food and entertainment
Casco Bay Bike Club hosts informal
location.
Oct 9 from 6:30-9:30 pm at the Percy &
walleyball games every Tlxlrs at 6:30 pm
Small Shipyard at Maine Maritime Muat the Flacket and Fnness Center, Outer Firat Aid COu.....
American Red Cross offers an eight-hour
seum. 243 Washington St, Bath. Cost:
Congress Street, Portland. Cost: $5. For
program, including CPR info nnation and
$25. Call 443-1316 for more info . •
more info cal 772-8465.
certification, Oct 13 from 1-5 pm & 6-10
pm. Call 874-1192 to pre-register.

ETC
130 ST. JOHN ST.lPORTLAND, ME
761-1580

Over SO craHspeople sell their wares at S.
Portland High School gym, 637 Highland
Ave, S. Portland. Proceeds to benem
Camp susan Curtis. For more info call
761-1200.

COLUMBUS DAY
JAZZ QUENCHER

WOULD-YOU?

transportation to doctors appointments,
support groups, grocery shopping and
other Hfe errands. Volunteers are also
needed to co_telephone lines and perform light office wor1< at TAP. For more Mind Meld
info call 774-6877.
A multi-media show featuring area artisls
Amneety Internetlonel
of all types. See and hear videos, film,
presents "The Death Penaity - Answerperformance arts, music, comedy and
ing the DifficuH Questions," a 3O-minute
more Oct 8 at 6:30 at The Living Tree
wor1<shop on the reasons to oppose the
CuHure Club, 45 Danforth St, Portland.
deeth penaHy, Oct 8 at 6:30 pm at
So eat exotic foods, drink cheap beer and
Woodfol'ds Congregational Church, 202
be meny and dance til dawn. Cost: $4.
Woodford St, Portland. For more info call
874-0022.
775-9117.
N..... Project/AIDS Me..-tal Quilt
Amneety Int....etIonel .355
holds a panel-making wof1(shop the first
holds Hs roonthly meeting and a letterand third Sun of each monlh. For more
writing wort<shopOct 13at7 pm at Merrill
info call 774-2198.
Memorial Library, Main St, Yannouth. For N_ England BoIled Dinner
more Inlo cal 846-1046.
The Missions Department of the
Ap.... Day
Woodfords Congregational Church invnes
Familie9 are invited to enjoy cider pressyou to dinner Oct 17 at 5 pm or 6:30 pm
ing-andtasting,demonstrations in apple
in the Parish House, 202 Woodford St,
trea pruning and tree boring. crafts, and
Portland. Cost:-$5.SO, $3 kids . For details
children'. germs Oct 17 from 10 am-3
call 774-8243.
pm at Maine Audubon Society, 118 U.S. Nonprofit Org.nlzatlon.
Route 1, Falroouth. For more info call
USM offers three short courses for people
781-2330.
actively involved in nonprofit organizaAuto Show
tions ortheir communities: Development
will feature over 160 new models and
Leadership: Fundraising and the Nondozens of vintage and collector cars Oct
prom Board, three Thurn beginning Oct 8
18-18at the MaineMall in South Portland.
from 4:30-6 :45 pm; Maine Legislature:
Cost: $4, $2 for seniors and sluclents.
People, Process, Polnics and Power, four
Kids under 10 get in free. A portion of all
Weds beginning Oct 14 from 4:30-6:45
ticket sales wil benefit the Portland Sympm. For more info call 874-6500.
phony Orchestra . Participate in a gala Nor'e..ter FIye..
preview Oct 16 from 6-9 pm. Cost: $20.
The kite club has reunited for some great
Proceeds to benefit PSO. For more info
fall flies. For cletails call 871-0035.
call 767-4542.
SIgn Language
Book88le
Portland Recrealion offers a beginning
The Baxter Society holds its first public
course in sign language Mondays, from
auction 10 sel old and rare books Oct 10
Oct 1~Dec 7, at Reiche Community Cenat 1 pm al F .0. Bailey Auction Rooms,
ler, 166 Brackett St, Portland. Register
141 Middle St,PorUand. For more info cal
before Oct 16 by calling 874-8873.
799-8095.
Small B".ln.....

Commutera

USM Lifeline offers 1D-week sessions
beginning Oct 19. Registration deadline
is Oct 9. For more info call 780-4170.

1

The AIDS Project
has an urgent need for volunteers with
cars who can assist clients who need

oftop-of-the-ine collector cars Oct 18 at
1 pm at Showcase Galleries, 267 Warren
Ave, Portland. Admission : $5. Proceeds
to benefit Portland Symphony Orcheslra.
For more info call 797-4465.

c"nc::::~:~HHElm

Maine AnI",.1 a.nct"ary

Are you angry that people are dying beholds regular meetings the second and
fourth Tues of every month at CIar1< Mecause individuals In the federal and local
government are ignoring lhe fact that we
morial Church, 15 Pleasant Ave, Portare in a heeHh crisis - and that because
land. For more info call 773-S054.
oflheirignorance, prejudiceand learnoth- M.lne HI.torlc.1 Society
ing seems to be getting done? Join us.
presents ·'On the Shores of Gitche
We are a grassroots organization of volGumee': Myth-Making and NativeAmeriunteers dedicated through non-violent
cans in the 19th Century," an exhibHion
direct action to ending the AIDS crisis by
exploring how Inerature, popular culture
dispelling ignorance through education .
and ethnography combined to make the
Open meetings are Sundays at 7 pm at
myth of the noble savage. On view through
the YWCA. 87 Spring Street, Portland .
Oct 16 at the Maine Historical Society
Wheelchair accessible. For more info call
Library Gallery, 485 Congress St, Port828-0566.
land. For hours call 774-1822.

car Auction

• PSO 68th Seasvn 1992-93 •

~VE 2S%! When
i;;;J you buy tickets to this
concert and any two other
Classical concerts.

ACT UPlPortland
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yarn, needles,
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Variety &
Restaurant

Moose RiV er
MoccaSin' Co '

sue~e

32 Main St (Across from Mikasa) • 865 1444 •

LIVE AT
~
MUSIC EVERY WED· SAT ~'

After 4 Special..
Two Comfslete
D(6 in
h ners 9.95

•

NA.OT Nature

with the purchase ofdinncr for two.

:
Open seven d~y~~:e~V:ilable)
I
• Breakfast anytime • Eat in ortake out
327
Main Street, Cash Corner, South Portland
I
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LARGE OR X-LARGE
PIZZA
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exp.12.31.921
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Wed - BeBop Jazz Ensemble
' \,,Thurs - Windows 60's Rock
Fri-JeflAumulierguitar& banjo origs.
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF

t . .,

NOCOvtR Sat-NawwaveRoNcOkMtNI_

'Iii:i:i;,

PORTLAND'

ALL VO~ ~AN EAT:
FISH N CHIPS
$4 • 00 wr'th coupon

,iii.1 \n%

I Send
Your Sails Away For A Little R & R
S 2.50 Lb_ WASH, CHECK, MINOR

I

$1.00 OFF

REPAIR & STORAGE (with this coupon)

I

SmJlII or Medium PlzzJI

I

773·2751

I

854·0430

I tel
(207) 828-0003
fax (207) 828-0003
I Portland

~ 72 Pine Street f'TLD.
543 Main St. WTBK_

Good at :2 LocatIons
I_~sent thl~coupon for picku~Offer
01'_de2!very~x~10/:5..!!~

I

($10 minimum theck)
Monday - Saturday after 4:30pm

I
A7i n:
I
Ve,M/---:----:---: ____'_ _ _ _ _ __
lI~C1.Nt3'ONE MONUMENT WAY. PTLD
I
,
},,;/7"" f 772-7299 • FAX 772-9662
I
l '

,--------'2.00 OFF--II- OVER-WORKEDSAILS?------II

I
I

------------------~r-------------------

HOME COOKING
AT ITS BEST

I

I

_

Code West Boots. Minnetonka Mocs,
Sandals. Moasehide &
Deerskin macs,
shearling slippers.
fringe Jackets.
and all things moose!

Ticket

,I
I

valid thru Columbus Day Weekend

I

_

Sail

and RIGGING

CO

~

I
~
L 58 Fo!! Str~t.!ort1and..: 828-0001, _ .::'1~1A::'R.~

_L

W kl' CI

&
ee y s ip
Save Section, contact
your Adv'ertl' SI'ng

Representative:
Maureen, Marilyn,
G
a IeS h
y , ara or
Larry at 775 ..6601 •

__________________ _
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real uzzle

BI/

URE

Don Ru//ill

High Marx
We've put Groucho glasses on several tamous personalities whose initials appear below.
See if you can match them up

W.S.

H.d.T,-L,
T,
M.L.

Covergirl Model 72 HHH
PANDORA PEAKS

T.R.
R,R,
L.v.B.
F.M.
R.v.R.

E.A,P.

L.d.V.
A.E.

ELL

OVER 100,000 READERS

body" soul
BEYOND RECOVERY: The Journey to
Discovery. ~workshop for people who
want more out of recovery and life.
Trainer. David Lee, M.Ed. October 24thPortland. November7th·Waterville. For
brochure: 1-1100-639-3609, X586CB.
CIfANNELING fOR PERSONAL
GROWTH. Call TYler 774-1183.
CHANNELLED READINGS- A posilive
medium for initiating change both personally & professionally. Call 839-4965,
evenings.
CHILDSPLAY fOR GROWN·UPS. Rediscover spontaneity. Rev~lize your
senses. Join us in lewiston on 10117
for aday·long piayshop for adults. For
details call Rheatha Forster, 874-2970.
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE· KarenAusten,
MA, L.M.T., Ucensed Massage Therapist. Alleviate chronic backaches, heed·
aches, neck and Shoulder stiffness, sci·
atica, stress, improve floxibility, muscle
tone,circulatio n, athletic perlo rmance. By
appointment 865-0072.

fa
~

EUROPEAN PSYCHIC- Jonathan Marl<s,
MSO· Predicting & analyzing past happenings, present problems and future
wents. 1!2·hour/hoursessions. Psychic,
Tarot & Counseling. Portland, 775-2213.

4~
.i-

Penthouse Cover8irl

FOOT REFLEXOlOGY- Head, neck,
shoulders massage· En joy foot
reflexologytreatmen~ improvecircula·
tion, releasestress. Combinewith head,
neck & shoulders massage. Elke
Rosenberg, MS.T., 774·8889.

Alexis Christian

HEALING AS INTUITION, MAGIC &
RITUAL - On-golng training designed to
facilitatethe bodymi nd connection. First
session meetsOcl. 24, 9-4 p.m. Winter
Robinson. 929-6960.
HOLISTIC MASSAGE· Yoga and medi·
tationoriented. 25'kFalidiscounl. Sf 5112 hour, 525lhr. Mohammed Braine,
774-7648.

200 RIVERSIDE 8T - PORTlAND ME - (207) 772-8033 -1-800-992-0006

Portland's Largest Adult
Entertainment
Center!
/

Offering a huge
selection of videos,
magazines and toys
for the discriminating
adult ...

PORTLAND
• VIDEO EXPO.
,

,:

I

Also in KITTERY
• VIDEO EXPO.
Roule 236 • 439-6285
Open M-Th. 10-10 • Fri.-Sat
10-11 • Sun. 12-9pm

LEARN HOWTO RELEASE pent·up an·
ger and pain safely through individual
orgrouptherapy. CaJIJane Gair, LCSW,
for more information and an appointment 774-8633.
11

Can you solve the Real
Puzzle? There is a $20 gift
certificate from Alberta's for
the first-prize winner. The
second.prize winner
recei ves two free passes to
The Movies at Exchange
Street. Winners will receive
their prizes in the mail.
Drawings are done at
random, Contestants are
ineligible to win more than
one prize in a four-week
span, Only one entry is
allowed per person per
week.
All entries for this week's
puzzle must be received by

Wednesday, Oct. 14, The
solution to this week's
puzzle will appear in the
Oct, 22 issue of C.asco Bay
Weekly , Send your best guess
to:
Real Puzzle #144
Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04101
This week Ann Pinnette of
Portland and a friend will
dine at Alberta's. Linda
Doughty of Portland and a
friend will take in a flick at
The Movies at Exchange St.

LET'S GET PERSONAl! (Fitness Train·
ing, that is.) Energy, motivation, specialized programming, fitness evaluations, all in the privacy of your own
home. Trust us with your body. Eric &
Sharon, 774-3435.
MONEY IN OUR LIVES, A Day-long
Worl<shopfeaturing Lu Bauer, CPA, on
a crucial, yet very intimate, topic: a look
at our r~ationship with money. Lecture, smallilroup exploration and SUI}port, and resources. Friday, October
23, Kennebunk location. Fee $50. For
more information call Richard Wa~zkin ,
MSW, 985-8043.
PSYCHIc.cLAIRVOYANT· Astrological
wisdom solutions to decisions- Regarding
roN & '93! Your health, pb, stresses,
financial problems. pets, rm'ing, disabll~
ties from accidents. f-kJIid;r,- office party
entertainment Appointments 883-3223.

TAl CHI CHUAN is an ancient Chinese
Martial Art, based on mental and physical balance. One learns to blend w~h an
opponents force to control it TAl CHI is
a fluid system based on meditation in
rTlOYement Excellenttorspiritualgrowth,
radiant physical heanhand unequaled in
reducing the effects of stress and tension in ones life. Beginners through
advanced classes, including Push·
Hands. Visitors welcome. For information call Gene Golden, 772·9039.
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE· Safe, nur·
turing, deep muscle massage. stress
reduction, chronic pain, pregnancy mas·
sage. Excelilent, self-caring compliment
to recovery process. Joanne Nelson, by
appointment 772·5860.
WOMENSONG-A~singingclassfor

women in which we learn bruathing &
singing skills. Songs of, by, tor & about
women & how to havefun! Begins Mon.,
Oct. 19th, 6-7: ~m. Call Ed~h Doughty,
443-9603. Lirriled enrollment

CAPE ELIZABETH· Huge, sunny 4 BR
hoOse, WID , oil heat, at ocean, needS
responsi ble, over·30 women. $250/mo.
pi us. 799-6005.
EFFICIENCY· VERY NICE, small & beau·
tiful. Boulevard area, private, near
busline. Would like relativ~y quiet per·
son. References, security, $751wk.Avail·
able immediately 871·90651772·2427.
FEMALE NlS TO SHARE large, sunny,
quiet. 2nd floor duplex, convenienUy
located with Back Bay views, parking,
storage. $250/mo. +1/3. 774-3014.
FEMALE, 25·35, TO SHARE 2 BR, 2 bath
condo, Eastern Prom, beautiful water
views, tennis courts, pool in summer,
parking. S450/mo. includes all utilities.
773·3176, leave rrossage.
FEMALE· MMClUSM AREA, two roo","
males wanted for comfortable apl. in
nice neighborhood. Off-street parking.
$2OOImo., all utilities included. 761·
0336, call after 5.
FUN-LOVING, NlS, NlD female to share
spacious home in safe, Western Prom
area. Privacy respected. On bus line and
near hospital. S751wk. 772·1402.

categories
o S82 atuflfor .ale

11)

15)

For more puuJes by Don Rubin, sa his book Brainstorms, published by

Harper and Row.

ROOMATE WANTED to Share house.
Non-smoker or drinker preferred. 567
US 1 Scarborough, 112 rent and ults.
Call after 6 p.m. 883·8092

ELM ST., SOUTH PORTLAND· New 2
BR apI., parking, heat, fully carpeted,
electricity included, S5751mo. +deposit
799-2682.

ROOMATES WANTED· To share apart·
ment. Parking, busline, utilities included.
$65 perlwk. 773-8201.

FORESTAVEI756-1stfloortwo BR, 1.5
baths, LR, DR, parking, small yard.
Glearring hardwood Hoors,oil heat S575
plus utilities. Phillips Property Management, Inc. 772-5345.

GORHAM- 2 BR RANCH to share. $3001
mo. tdepositincludesall utilities &cable,
HBO. Furnished, nice. Female preferred,
quiet, NIS, Nlpets. Call Brent, 839-4670.
HIGGINS BEACH- NlS to share light airy,
brand-new3BRhousewfincredibieviews.
A must see! Price negotiable. 883-5514.
MlF ROOMMATE TO SHARE modern 2
BR off Forest Ave. Pool, laundry, parking, DfW and more. Semi·furnished.
$2751mo. +112 utils. Bill, 797-0084.

SEEKING COMPATIBLE N/S ROOM·
MATE for big, beautiful Eastern Prom
areaapl. with LF, 37, and cats. Inexpen·
sive. L or G, over 28, lease. 772·6953.

M/F ROOMMATE TO SHARE sunny,
spacoius 2 BR apt in Woodford's area.
$2501mo. +112 utilities, sec.dep., refer·

Try Our Wheels Deal

o hou,",rent
o offtcaalrent
o bu"ne.. rentala
o studIo./rent
o ....onaVrent

Oyard .....

o arts I. crllfta
o gardena
Ow.tted

o compute"'

Oreal aetat.

Omualc

o bu....... property
o land ule
o auction.

Owheela

o theater at1a

OchUd care

Olumlng

o help wanted
o jobs w8l1ted
o buelne.. services
o buelne.. opportunltlae
o financial
o dating services

o publlc8tlona

Oboa1s

Oanlmala

o lost & found (free)
o legal notices
o bulletin board
o ride board

GRAND BEACH- FURNISHED EFFI·
CIENCY, untill mid June. $9OIwkincluding utilities. Super location, 20011 front·
age, overlooking beach. Great parking
883-5711 .
HIGH ST. '72· Spacious 2 BR with enclosed sun porch, WID hookup, eco·
nomical gas heat off street parking,
$650+ utils. Phillips Property Managermnt, Inc. 772·5345.
MIDDLE STREET 'ISO- Luxury 2 BR
corner unit in secure building, gas heat
and range, high ceilings, laundry facils,
$625+ utils. Phillips Property Management, Inc. 772-5345.
MUNJOY HILL· Large, very sunny 2 BR
on quiet street Hardwood floors, nice
features. Off'street parking. Avail. 1111.
S475/mo. +utils. Lease; no dogs. Call
775-0619.
NEAR MMC· Sunny 1 BR efficiency on
first floor, 2 bay windows, hardwood
floors, bath w/shower, parking. $3801
mo. includesall utilities. 773-2696, eves.

TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SPECIAL PARKSIDE- Large 3 BR, hardwood
~~~~~_~~L~IMI~T~ED~-T~I~ME~O~FF~ER~.:.-.
_____.J flloors, off-street parking, laundry, stor·
L
MUNJOY HILL· One large, sunny 2 BR
apt in newly renovated Victorian 3·
un~, $55OImo . includes new appliances,
heat, water & parking. Available imme·
diately. Call 773-9549.
NORTH DEERING· Colonial needs 2
housemates. Convenient, 4 BR, spare
room, ample parl<ing, WID, French
doors, Ig. yard, deck. $285 includes all
except gas. 873-2312.
NORTH DEERING· NlS F to share
Northwoods condo. Large BR wi sunny
loll. Cats OK. $350/mo. includes heat,
electric & HW. 797·2315.
PORTLAND- N/Sche","free, responsible,
12-step program, male roommate wanted
to share 2 BR apt, quiet neighborhood,
central location, beginning Nov. 4. S300I
mo. includes utils. 874-0074.
PORTLAND- Two NlS, quiet, profes·
sional men seeking athird housemate,
MlF, for spacious, well-equipped,
intown house. Space available is large,
bright and private. Yard, laundry, some
parking included. $300/mo. +1/3 utils.
Call David, 773-9733.

the sure sell

Oaptalrent

6)
12)
17)
16)

DEERING OAKS AREA- Warm2 BRapt in
2·farrily house. S57!>'mo. heat included.
NeN appliances, off·street parl<ing. Sec·
tion 8 approved. Call Mike at 774·3392,

USM, PROFESSIONAL NEIGHBORHOOO, private, sunny home. Female
professional wa nts 2female roommates
to share 4 BR home. $301l/mo. +utils)
phone. 773-8206, answering machine.
WEST END- RESPONSIBLE , non·
smoker to share comfortable, sunny
Victorian with 2 mature professionals.
Fireplace, laundry, yard, garden. $3001
mo. + phone. References & sec. dep.
772·1831 .
WESTERN PROM- Female to share
pleasant sunny 2 BR apt Hardwood
floors, yard, parking.S285/mo. includes
heat. Lindsay, 774-8734.

apts/rent
COZY ROOM IN QUIET VICTORIAN·
Hardwood floors, large windows, storage, laundry, walk to USM, all utilities,
$285/mo. Call 828-1426.

CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM

(Word.games)

oailing, goll
baaeball, football
bas. ball, tannil, goll, bridge
boxing, billiards, basketball
lailing, football
wr.otting, goll, bowling
ba.eball, bowting, fishing
ba.ebalt, football, ba.ketball, goll
football, fishing
Iwimming, galt, craw, basebalt
bal.ball, filhing, football
•
baseball, cricket, gall
baseball, tennil, balketbalt, football
bittiardl, football
.. .
hockey, balketball, Ikiing, lurflng, dtv.tng
basketball, football, hockey, hOrl. racIng
bowling, football, billiardl

RESPONSIBLE N/S FEMALE over 30 to
share large 3-story duplex. Please enjoy
cats, but have none of your own. Don't
need alot of furniture. Security deposit
$2851mo. includes heal. 874-6997.

ANIMAL LOVING N/S fEMALE ROOMMATE 10 share large 2nd floor, 3 BR apt
near Eastern Prom. $2501mo. includes
heat, hardwood lIoors. Call 871-7253.

O.tulfforaale

20)
7)
13)
3)
10)
18)
1)
8)
4)
14)
2)

GMARTIST NEEDS ROOMMATE to share
space located nearUSM. Must be neatand
responsible.$3OOImo. +1l2utlities. Avail.
immediately. Call 773-4900.

AIRY, BRIGHT, 3-storey Spruce SI. apt.
to share: Wood floors, WID, spacious
and inexpensive. SI87.50/mo. +114 utils.
Seeking pleasant, responsibleN/S. Avail·
able now! Call 773-2181 .

o dining

19) horsa raCing, billiards, golf, basebalt

COZY, YEAR-ROUND COUNTRY 1 BR
house, large deck, lake access, 8 miles
from Portland, heated, $395Imo. 8928206.

6 DARTMOUTH ST.- OM, 25, seeking
MlF to share 2 BR apt. Righton jogging
path. $301l/mo. +112 utils. 775-7933 or
827 -4366 anytime.

o body & 80ul

9) sailing, horsa racing
5) sailing, boxing

PROFESSIONAL GM, 26, requires clean,
responsible roommate, M/F, GIS, to
share2 BR East End apt WID, $247,501
mo. includes heat PieasecaIl761-4091.

roommates

O roomm8t..

1) STRIKE
2) FLY
3) BREAK
4) TACKLE
5) SPAR
6) PITCH
7) SACK
8) DRtVE
9) TACK
10) HIKE
11) POST
12) SET
13) ACE
14) STROKE
15) POCKET
16) BOARDS
17) SAFETY
18) PIN
19) SCRATCH
20) FORE

GF LOOKING FOR GF to share large, spaciousBack Coveapt Rreplace,WID, porch,
parking, safe. $3OO'mo. plus. No deposit.
Pet possible! Available now. 773-3764.

YOUVE HEARD ABOUT IT, now it's Ii me ences. Please call~76;1~-O;4;56;."",",~--'===::;;;:;;;:;;;iiTIZ;S;;:;;;;;~
10 try H· Polarity Therapy can help you
awaken your truest self and bring balance back intoyourl~e. Heather Kenison ,
C.P.T., 873-2690.

Solution to Real Puzzle # 141
•

CALL 775-1234 OR FAX 775-1615

age room, fenced yard, small .arden,
lease, sec.dep., Nlpets. $5701mo. +utils.
1·363-5544, leave message.

PLEASANT ST. '124· One bedroom in
historic renovation building, hardwood
floor in LR, parking for one, laundry.
5550 plus utils. Phillips Property Management, Inc. 772·5345.
PORTLAND·2·3BEDROOM, hardwood
floors, decks, WID, fully applianced, fireplace,S minutewalktoMMC & USM, 99
Grant St S601l/mo. + utilities. SecUrity
deposit Call 874-2448.
SCARBOROUGH- Beautiful, large 2 BR,
1-112 bath townhouse, inexpensive
monitorheating, WID hook·up, storage,
parking, yard, convenient to everything.
S700/mo. Low utilities. 774-1067.
SPACIOUS 213 BR + Dining room in
safe, owner-occupied building in West·
ern Prom area near Waynflete. Entire
1st floor w/hardwood floors, fireplace,
yard, and laundry. On bus line. $6951
mo. 772·1402.

TORENTYOURAPARTMENTFASland
to the highest caliber tenants, call 775·
1234. THE SURE SELL CLASSIFIEDS.
and reach over 100.000 people throughout Greater Portland!
VERY SMALL STUDIO· 10'x 22', East·
ern Prom, water views, seperate entry,
parking, month to month. $3251mo. plus
shared utlities. Call Rick, 775-3184days,
773·1932 nights.
WESTEND·QEAN, WELL·MAINTAINED
apartment building, laundry facilities,parl<ing, 24 hr. maintenance, heat & electric
incuded, 2 BR, from S5401mo. Sorm income guidelines apply. Danforth Heghts,
48 Salem SI. 772-4386.
WOODFORDS· 2 BR renovated 3rd floor,
full bath, cor;, large yard, roof deck.
parking, storage. Deposit + S480/mo.
(802)436-3273, after 5.
WOOODFORDS- Spacious 3 BR, WID
hook·upwith WID if needed, all utilities
included, $601l/mo. 772-5311.

houses/rent
FOR RENT TWO BEDROOM RANCH
STYLE HOME: Energy efficient fruit
treesJyard, washer/dryer, wlw carpet
yardcare, lease, security deposit for
appointment 773-5144, sorry no pets.
FOREST LAKE- FURNISHED 1 BR COTTAGES, newly renovated, gas heat,
woodstove, 15 rrinutes from Portland.
Seasonal, S4OO1mo. (Year-round, S5SG'
mo.) plus utlitiesand security. 774-4255.
OAK HILL SCARBOROUGH· Small 1 or
2 BR home, great for single or couple
convenientto werythingS450 per month
plus utilities 885·5448.
PEAKS ISLAND-Small waterfront house,
spectacular views, private deck, fuel effiCient, partly furnished, good for 1 per·
son or couple. Close to ferry, looking for
the right person for this much-loved,
unique house. $430/mo. 508-487-2416,
leave message.
PEAKS ISLAND· Year round or winter
rentals available! Furnished & unfurnished startingatS475/mo. Waterview,
village or wooded sellings. call Port
Island Realty, 775-7253, M-F, 9-5.
PORTlAND, DEERING CENTER- Cor; 2
BR house, large LRlDR with fireplace,
WID , finished basement, garage. S62!>'
mo. +utils. call after 5:30, 377·3086,
leave message.
SINGLE HOUSE· Three rooms and bath
with sunporch, oil heat S450!mth plus
sec. deposit and utilities. 856-6031 .
SOUTH PORTLAND AREA· 3 BR cape,
washer, large yard, deck, on bus line.
$65O/mo. 767·3779.

pia.. I'Bcycl, 11111 PIPII'

BY PHONE: 775-1234 BY FAX: 775-1615

your ad:

25 words ... $11 per week
additional words .. . 50¢/word/week

Phone it In: 775-1234 (visa/me)
FAX It in: 775-1615 (visa/me)
WalkIMaillt in: Caseo Bay Weekly
551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101
Attn: Classifieds

'.

deadlines
Une ads: Monday at 6PM
Display ads: Friday at 5PM
Call 775-1234 for display rates.

fine print

=

aaa.lled ado roost be paid ror n ad-r.w1te with cash. per.onaI
cMd<. money order, Visa or Mast...CMl. Lost & Rxnd item. isted
_ a8lllled ado .... non-retLfl_e. Clfflslilll not be liable for

:r

apNea errors, orrissons. Of cha1ges in the ad 'IoNch do
the v_ or conIent 0( OLilot~ange the merlng

of the ad. Cmdtt wII be lnued 'Atlen
e error has been
determined 'Wtthln one week of p.Jtiicat\on, Tea- sheets awiI~e

ror S21cor>i.

Phone# '

Number of words:

Name:

Number of weeks:

Address:

Ovisa 0 melt
expo date

First 25 word.
$11 per week: $

+ add. words 0 SOC!: ea.: $
Total: $

36 OIsco Bay Weekly

business services
'''CANING OF CHAIRS'" All types
774·2940.
'

,

<

SHIATSU
ACUPRfSSURf

I

Ucenaed Psychologist

KEEP YOUR BUSINESS HEALTHY
with Casco Bay Weekly's ne~

Weekly· Wellness· Directory

G~ntle. rdaxing, healing.
expui~na of dup balance

,(
r,

I

Dr. Kathy Karpeles 11 :''=~.III;

An

Adult Intensive
Psychotherapy

Lk:enMd Psychologl.t
Individual Coooseling for Adu.s
and Adoiescellls
!
Cot.pIes and Family Therapy
Emphasize Adjustment Issues:
ACOA, Depression, Stress
Stu Zubrod, Ph,D. n4-S741

Jungian Orientation
Cheryl Aronson
M.A" LC.P.C,

774-4436
Glenn Morazzini

Attract new clients,
announce upcoming workshops.

""'"' ACUPUNCTURE
WITHOUT NEEDLES

L.e.S.W.

879-1981

t
BASICS OF CONTINUUMWORKSHOP

SUNDAY, ocroBER !STII
IOAM-4PM
Cmtinllum- iJ • body/Joul CJIIplontioo
iuvolvin& breath, sound &. mic.ro-lllOYCment.

WORKSHOP FOR

Lucy C. Chudzik, LSAC

MEN

Licensed SubstanceAbuse

Counselor

883 - 4989

582 - 45 8 0

761-9096

H

E

RA

P

Y

A New andAnc1enl
Way 0/ Healing
Workshop
Saturday, October 17
9:30 am·12 noon, Fee: $20
Discussion and
Introductory Regression

Ilona Silverman, llMT
Thaapeutic Massage
Swedish

Neuromuscular Technique
871-1300

who want to talk
honestly with their
father, or their son

"PLEASE

• opening doors to
communication
• healing conflicts
• grieving a lost father
or son

PAS TOOL I F E
T

RESOURCE

Addictions· ACOA Issues
Co-Dependency, Individuals
Groups' Couples

June Lizotte, LSAC
O.ui Provithr

Cathy Erikson
LSAC,LCSW

Addictions, codependency,
childlwod issUI!s, dreamwork

Call Kathleen Luke, M.A.
10 register, 799-4927.
Umlted enrollment
... .. ... ',
' : .....

OON'TSIT
ON YOUR KIDS!"

Patrick Conwell, 883-0557
Rich Lynch, 874-0681

..
MONEY IN OUR LIVES

'.
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PROFESSIONAl OFFICE SPACE- Victorian carriage house, 3 blocks from the
museum. 2 floors and basement 1000
s.f.lftoor. 3parking spaces. Creative and
elegant renovation. Short or long term
lease. $I,55IVmo. triple net NO BROKER PlEASE. Call Denise at 77SoI059.

00 YOU HAVE A HOUSE FOR SAlE? $51,400198414')(76' PARKWAY- FURWhy not advertise it through THE SURE NISHED with 12x15 addition, two bedSElL? Call 77So1234 or 883-4149.
roomsw/baths &awhirlpool bath. Adult
lAND,CHEBEAGUE ISlAND- 5wooded park in Scarborough. Excellent condiacres, private w/electricity, on paved tion, call 883-5065 or 892-2177.
road, tested & approved good building
Site, surveyed. Served by 2 ferries.
$39,900. Possible financing. OWner
(207)637-2216.

PORTlAND- 311 CUMBERLAND AVE.,
corner of ElmSt. Heavy traffic. Excellent
visibility. 1,600 sq. ft. store/office, heat
included, parking available. 772-6527.

,j

,
I

I,

:

studios/rent
TWO LARGE ROOMS-Ideal fordancing,
martial arts, photography. One with mrrors. Hardwood floors. $~hr. each. Call
Portland Yoga Studio, 616 CongressSt
797-5684.
VACATION OVER? Rent a working studio with olher artists/craft people at 31 7
Cumberland Avenue. lights, heat lurnished. Parking available. Call 772.f.527.

auctions

OLDER HOME IN QUIET Fam~ area of
Munjoy Hill·Just renovated, L , eat-in
kitchen, large DR. den, 1-112 baths, 3
BRs, laundry & workbench in bas&ment oil heat $78,000. Call 773-8422.
POlAND-WATERRIGHTSTOSANDY,
private, assoc. beach on upper Range
Pond. Newsplitfoyer, 3BR, I 314 bath,
garage(underneath), I acre, deck, passible mother-in-law apt. SI09,900. By
builder 883-5057.

real estate

SCABOROUGH HOME W/5 FLAT
ACRES, 3 BM ranch, barn, 2 car garage, paddocks, riding ring - great for
children, animals, garden, privacy
$110,000 Call 839-8060.

", '

$97 ,000 CARL RD. BUXTON- 5 acres28x48 Ranch, 2 BR, hot tub in finished
daylight basement Many extras. 3 miles
to Gorham Village. By owner 92~3943.

TWO BR HOUSE, INSULATED; entry
and front porch. S17,OOO includes
house and move to your land. Hwithin
nearby area. with no difficulty; $15,000.
Call Merry Bldg. Mover, 83~3213.

J;

2 BORM CAMP ON 15 ACRES LOCATED
IN Springfield, ME. Excellent hunting,
snowmobiling, close to lakes. Must sell
$19,500CalIJimM-FSam-3pm885-5532.

ii:,
1.
I;

),

r

r
I

WINDHAM- Newly renovated, small but
spacious 1-2 BR house, large kitchen,
den, living room, new chimney, new
bath room, oil & wood heat. New 26x30
2-story garage, excellent workshop. I1/4 acres, 579,900. 892-897B.

I,

i.;

Come Down and See

~. !

",'

"I

--.J '

Why We Ire the Largest
New Eng/and Fleetwood Dealer!
New Fleetwood (#3257) 70' x 14', 3 BR$13,895

It

,I

"
"I)

mobile homes

- or $1,390 down, 180 months at $142.

$22,899 or Norris 80' $24,595
or 16' wide - $28,895

Champion 80'
-

(

.... ;.;.;.

LUV

<hOMES

Dail~ 10-7 • Sunday 11-5

t 26, Oxford, ME
207 -539-4759

1992-1993

BATH
ANTIQUES
SHOW
Sunday OCT. 11
10 a .m, - 3 p,m.
Bath Jr. High School
Bath, Maine
(Exit U.S. I at Congress Ave.)

P.T. Promotions Inc
P.O. Box 333
Bath, Maine 04530
2071443·8963

child care
PART-TIME BABY-SITIlNG, affer-noon
and after-school care. Mon-Fri, South
Portland in my home. Call 773-3118.
Leave message.
TEACHING SEXUAl SAFETY TO CHILDREN: A Workshop- November 7, ~12
a.m., Brunswick. Learn how to identify
and help prevent child abuse. Excellent
for parents and health care providers.
Led by Michele Authier, MSW. Michele
has appeared on videos, television, and
has led over 100 workshops on this
topic. CEU'savailable. Call Bellville Counseling (207)729-8727, for registration
and more information.

The Sure Sell!

Give us a call!
775·1234

AlTERATIONS BY ' JUST SEW"- For all
youralterations& repairs. Dresses, suits,
siMs, pants, jeans, etc. Custom available. Reasonable. 774-2700.

DYER'S REMODELING- K~chens, baths
additions, vinyl siding, windows, roofing:
r9palrs. QUality workmanship. 18 years
experience. Call 761-7967.

BOOKKEEPING& WORD PROCESSINGfor small businesses. PersonalilBd qualityserviceatreasonable rates, Peachtree
Accounting. OVer 15 yrs. experience.
Call The Small Business$pecialist, 8788354 leave message.

ElECTRICIAN- CAlL 'FORREST" at Town
& Country Electric for lowest prices in
town. Lis. & insurOO- Fuses to breaker
panels aspecialty. Contractors- CAlL US!
m-S257.

C&M GUTTER CLEANING SERVICEAutumn leaves will soon be falling. II's
tIme now for a thorough gutter cleanIng! Preventative maintenance saves
money on a roof replacement Residential service mnimum charge $25. Single
famly homes. Fully insured. Please call
761-4203 or 1-800-63~7707.

CARPENTRY & CABINETRY- Projects
detailed and styled for your home or
business. Call Paul Keating 84&-5802.

ProftoulIliftg Eftglish as i

CARPENTRY- AlL PHASES, no job too
small or large. 20 years experience,
references available, reasonable rates.
Call Bob Thompson, 775~309.

Second Languagt oIftmi in
small group or individual
classes beginning this faiL

Consultations, Home VWIs

LINDA E. HUSTON

\Ill"", ArmsIrotIg, MS., CCC.sPIL
Spudolu..glllJgePalhologiJI
LictllSld aNi Ctrti[1Iii

Early Childhood

Behavioral Consultan!

879-0509 (am. mach.)

879·/886

work on their own issues and
keep their issues out of their work
Judith Coughlin & Charles Flynn
Psychotherapists. 772·7125

CONNOLLY'S PLUMBING AND HEATING Fully Insured Master Plumber.
Quality work at reasonable rates new
constwction renovations, Senior Citi·
zens dIscount 883-2213
D.G. MASONRY 7!&3827. SPECIAlIZlNGin residentialchimrej repair and cleaning.AlI aspectsof masonry, freeestimates.
Domermlc Germano 7'»3827.

HANDYMAN WITH TRUCK AVAIlABlE to
do odd jobs and rroving, locally or long
distance. Experienced & dependable with
references. Call for low rates, 774-2159
anytime.
HOUSEClEANING-Lowrams.Referances.
Call m-5257.
ITS TIME FOR FAll ClEANUP! Leaves
raked, brush hauled off. Call Pete at Magic
Mowing and Snow Plow. 892~74.
l. GAllANT CONSTRUCTION· 'We Do
Everything Paving, excavation, asph:Wt repair, backhoe work, sealcoating, grave/,
sand &loamdelMlry. Free Estimal8s7274200. Tur1<sy Lane, Buxton.
lET Tlf' KUMON MATH METHOD· help
your child beat report card blues d9Yeiop
better math understanding, concemration,
confidence. IndividualilBd, self paced programfrom preschool to college level. Free
enrollment ($30) from Oct 1-31. Sally No
879-0182.
LOTSct.EARE()..IOIsq.ft,stumpRIITDI/ai
wood harvesting. 37 years experience:
Will pay tOIl dollar for standing timber or
logs. Callforyourfreeestimate. 943-20881
893-1043.

DESIGN SERVICE for new houses, additions, or commercial buildings. Creative
architectural design at a price you can
afford. Call Nick Pighills, 361-1747.

NEED ELECTRiCAl WORK DONE? Best
dealsonselVicechanges, "Fuses to Breakers". Cailingfans-you buy,lasserTiJleand
hang. Anything electrical, no jobtoo big or
small. Quality work at very reasonable
rates. Free estimates. Master Electrician
insured. Gerry's Electric, 773-5897.
'

Professional Cleaning
and Maintenance Company

CllARLES B, MELCIIER

AnENTION SCARBOROUGH RESIDENTS- PARTTIMEJOB- Earn 520-$30
per week for 4-5 hours delivering
Penny$avers and Magazines. Walking
and driving routes available. Call Advanced Delivery 883-1735.
CRUISESHIPJOBS· UptoS90OIweekly.
Free roonv'board , now hiring skilled!
unskilled, men/women. No experience
necessary. 81 B-960-91 44, ext. C909.
DO YOU LoVE MONEY?FUN? PlANTS?
You need to call Magic Plants. Do home
demonstrations teaching people how to
grow hydro-culture plants. Free Training. Call 1·000-992-6043.
EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! assemble products at home. Call toll free
1-800·873-6365 ext 1379.
EXCITING CONCEPT In home party
plans. Seeking kitchen consultants to
demonstrate unique high quality kitchen
products. Earn extra 5SS. Low start
costs. No deliveries. Call Dot for inter·
view, 897-5698.

FEMAlE MODEL NEEDED BY ARTIST to
pose nUde. SIOIhr. For more information please call Don, 783-4317. Transportation provided.
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND ASSISTANCE regarding the investigation of
financing, business opportunities and
work at home opportu nities, Casco Bay
Weekly urges iI's readers to contact the
Better Business Bureau, Inc., Maine Division, BI2 stevens Ave., Portland, ME
04t03·2648.
HAIRSTYlIST!ESTHETICIAN: To serve
in Maine'sfirstAVEDA ConceptSalon. 1f
working in a relaxed atmosphere helpi ng peoplelook great interests you, send
resu me: Picture You rself, 57 Exchange
St., Portland 0410t .

MARKETING- I am looking for an individual to learn my business. The indlvid ual must have adesire to learn quickly
and accept major responsibilities. Send
resume to: PO Box (oJ' Biddeford, ME
04005.
PART-TlMETILE GLAZER-Some painting/glazlng experience necessary. Patience and good eye for detail a must
772-4334, IOam-12noon only. Ask for
Nancy.
WRITERS/wORDSMITHS-Smalldirect
marketi ng company looking for writers: Translate information Into specific
marketing commun ications usi ng
words. Per proiect basis. Nest & AssoCiates, 767-4466.

Our display advertising
deparunent has a full-time
opening for an outside
salesperson, Previous sales
experience is a must. Thi s
person also should have
strong organizational and
interpersonal skills,
enthusiasm and own a car,
This position involves an
established account and
prospect list. Base pay plus
commission.
Join a hardworking team
that consistently delivers an
outstanding product. Please
send resume and cover
letner to:
Advertising Manager

MAlNETIMES

One Main Sreet
Topsham, ME 04086
or call for appointment
1-800-439-5866

SUNSHINE CLEANERS- Housecleaning
weekly or bi-weekly, by professionally
trained slaff. 16 years experience. Af.
fordable rates, excellent references, insured! bonded. Free estimates. Greater
Portland. 7'»5323.

brunswick ~ porUand
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listing
might
read:
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or

~ in Bath, Mon-Fri

I live m sacos~~~ vehicle , gas, and
Sam.- 6pmc· II Ted 777-7777.
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$92 Stuff
for Sale

Is your

$94 OR BEST OFFER- Queen slzewaterbed
wlbumpers, baffles, heater. Call 773-B431 .

I'XTKAOIWINARY POHTRArrS

wheels

job fun?

14K RING: OVAl GARNET surrounded by
eight diamonds. Great deal $92' 8785127.

Do you r goals matc h
you I' sk ills? Do you
kno w how [ 0 markel
you rself? Are. yo u longue
lied a l interviews?

AOUARIUM- Fully·equipped, 20 gallon
tank, filters, plants, cleaning and other
stuff. $92. 7'»28811776-7112.

There Is a job for you .

,"11/
207/799-3344

NEED HELP?
Carolyn Pardi
Certified Paralegal
• Wilh
• L;yUw WillJ'
• POwtr ofAltClrMY • Divorc~
• Snlliu COIIIracb • BlNIkTuplc:y

Reasonable Rates

772-6620
74 Wilson St, Portland

business opps

BIRCH FIREPLACE LOGS- $1 each or 2

,,::======77=3:-1=5:5~k==
50~Portland
I=c~u~m~bc~r~I.~n~d~A~VC='=~
r

for $1.75. Call Candie at 893-1043 or
943-2088.

CertainTeedC-I SOLID VINYL
REPLACEMENT WINDOWS •••

ELECTROlUX OCTOBER CLEARANCE
SAlE. Save upto $33O+on selected packages. No payments until t993. Ask about
our new Epic series calI8n .,tI6to.

porUand ~ brunswick

l1atll

.

WE PROVIDE LAWNCAREANO INSTAlLATION. Hedge trimming and installation fall clean ~p and snow plowing and
more. Freeestimates. Call for more info.
Call 883-8207.

AiRliNE TICKET- I person round-trip,
PortJandto Indianapolis. Leave Oct. 29th,
retum Nov. 1st Best offer. Call 761-8372.

• Free Estimates

1-800·540-1455

A sample

VOILA- House·Sitting, pet-sitting, errands, and light house-keeping. ·Competitive prices. Call Kathi, 7!&0279.

stufllor sale

BICYCLE- MEN'S 12-speed, 2r Fuji,
Kryptonite lock, pump, rack, S92 or B.O.
828-5345.
DOUBLE BED-Maple frame. mattress, box
spring. Good condition. $92. 797-5784.
GUITAR STAND, 3 sets of acoustic guitar strings, & guitar body, all for $92.
799-9040.
TECHNICS STEREO RECEIVER and turntable, excellent condition. $92 for both.
773-8830, leave message.
THULE RACK w/bike rack for VW.s or
otherforiegns; Harwicl<apt~zegasstove,
good condition. $92 each. 828-0241 .

arts 8. cralts
MASKS FOR HALLOWEEN- Unique,
handcrafted masks and mask kits. Kids
Iova them! To order or see masks call
892-2501 evenings.

yard sales
wanted

WANTED: Pine, Oak, Fir & Spruce LogsWill pay top dollar! Ask for Candie, 893·
1043.

music
GROUP PIANO CLASSES- Now forming
for chIldren and aduHs. Special introductory price of $24.95 includes six
lessonsplusmusic. Piano not necessory.
SheilaKnight839-6192. Private lessons
also available.

SSCASH CASH CASH$$- V,HWJLAWAY
JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS, any condition,
S91en days a week, ~9. 773-6878

FURNACE DEALERS & CLEANERS, WOOD & COAL
STOVE MERC HANTS, FIREPLACE EXPERTS & CHJMNEY
SW EEPS, lNSULATION lNSTALLERS, AND ANYONE ELSE
IN TH E BUSINESS O F KEE PlNG C I3W READERS WARM:

HOME HEATING
RESOURCE
will appear in Casco Bay Weekly

'e'

. "tiin it SEL.IJS!
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1985 PAMPERED PONTIAC FIREBIRD·
Excellent condition, one owner,low mileage, T-Bar Roof, needs nothing except
to replace cracked windshield. $3500
firm. Steven 767-3288.

WHAT'S SO DIFFERENT ABOUT The
Happy Jack 3-X Flea Collar? It works I !!
Contains NO synthetic pyrethroids. For
dogs & cats! OAK HILL AVE HDWE
B83·5058.

CHEVY CElEBRITY, 1983- V6 auto., air,
AmlFmcass., new brakes exhaust tires
and sticker. Minor body cJ3mage $1200.
773-7701.
'

visual arts

CHEVY NOVA 250, 1973- SIOOO, has
rust. BB3·9133.

bulletin board

CORVETTE $400, BRONCO $50; '89
Mercedes $200; '87 BMW St 00; '65
Mustang $50. U.S. public auction
Druglordproperties. Choosefromthou:
sands starting $25. FREE information24 hour hotline. 801-37~2930. Copyright IMEI14RC.

'''PUBLIC AUCTION''' Knights of
Columbus Hail , 89 Saco Street
Westbrook, Friday, October9, 6IJm. Pre:
view 5: 00~:OOPrTl AUction will be catered. Consignments welcome, 10%
buyers premium. Melicll 002 Flanagan
Auction Service 767-2939.

DODGE MOTORHOME I 8'-Shower, toilet, stove, furnace, fridge, sleeps 4. No
wst, runs well, newly renovated inside.
A great getaway vehicle. Always nego..
tiable- $4300. 967-3767.

'DATELINE' AduH singles dance every
Friday night at 8pm at Portland Marriot
Sables lounge. Exit 7 off Rt 95. OJ,
buffet door prizes. cover, NO JEANS!
207-871-8000.

FORD BRONCO II, 1988- 4WD, clean,
excellent condition, PStPB, black/silver,
one owner. Asking $4,700. Call 8711534 after 6pm
FORD E-ISO CONY. VAN, 1989- High
top, long body, AC, color TV and other
extras. Low mlage. SI6,000/0ffers. Day,
766-2912; after 6,797-9109, Jerry.
HONDA ACCORD, 1982- 130,000 mles,
new clutch, radiator & tires, great stereo. $1,200. Evenings, 775-6301
Charles.
'
JEEP WRANGLER, 1988- Black, new
wheels, newtires, oneowner, well-maintained, great shape, 54K mles. $9,SOO.
774-IS05.
OLDS 88 ROYAlE- 4 DR, V6, hi-way
rTIIles, loaded, no rust, pretty car. New
engine, brakes, excellent condition spotless inside and out $3,SOO. 883-8382.

=~;~:~, =~s:;

animals

Before our readers hunker down for another
Maine winter, they should know where their next
BTU is coming from,

Can Sheila or Michael at 775-1234
Advertising deadline: October 9

Classifleds 775-1234
L----------___________

PHOTGRAPHY LESSONS- B&W image, aestheticsand darkroom technique.
All levels. Photography Co-op, 547 A
CongressSt,/33, Portland, 781 ·4578.

CHEVY S-IO BLAZER, excellent condition, 4wd, loaded (PIS, P/B, cassette,
tinted WIndOWS, PII., Pfw,) new tires
battery. Asking $4,495 883·9178.
'

.0

lost 8. lound

IT'STHE CATS PAJAMAS· Bed &Break·
fast for cats, offeri ng NO·CAGE
accomodations. New, large uutdoor
enclosed play area and TlC for your cat
While you're away. Call 883-9611 .

I 973 CHEVY NOVA 2SO- SI000 has
rust. BB3-9t 33.
'

SUBARU GL WAGON, 1982- Loaded,
FREEZER- 10 CUH. UPRIGHT-Great SONGWRITERStMUSICIANStVOCAlSt many new parts, running, sticker, some
condition $75 , Rug shampooer, Studio with engi neer forsong on forelg n rust, runs well. $500, negotiable. Must
EletroJux accessories $50, Large chair, project, creativity, w/pro working atti- sell. 774·2012.
FREEl
stereo speakers. 76H)886.Leave mes- tude essential. Need music for lyrical
TOYOTACORROLLA,I987-4-doors,5·
Order your CartaWeId Solid
sage.
base and specific idea. Hungry types speed, 9OK, great condition inside and
Vinyl Windows by CertainTeed
only,
please.
Tim,
781-7517.
out, no rust, AmlFm cassette stereo, 2
& teceive Low 'E" Glasa with
GLYCERINE TO PRESERVE beautiful
Argon Ga. at no axtra
snowtires, weil-maintained.S3500. 353autumn
leaves.
One
quart
for
$15.95
SPINET
PIANO
by
G.
Steck,
excellent
conchatge through October 31.t.
2183, leave message.
includes tax and shipping. Simple di- dition. $1,200. Call 874-0074 evenings.
(Nallable In whle or natural tan)
rectionsinciuded.lmmediateshipment
TOYOTA LANDCRUISER, 1972- Long
Call Us Today For
Send checkor moneyorderto Pine Tree TUNES BY BILL- Professional D.J. Ser- body, excellent shape, 74K miles, needs
. .IIIIIIII. . . . . . FREE ESTIMATE
Industries,lnc. PO Box I 178, Scarbor- vice, All occassions, all kinds of music. newclutch. SI ,600. Call Rob, 766-2650.
Reasonable rates. Call Bill at 883-6021.
ough, ME 04070-1178.
Call today!
TOYOTAMR2, 1986-TW/PLACsunroof
GUARANTEES ARE ONLY AS GOOD as
sport air package, leather interior, n~
MASTER OF MUSIC. BACHELOR OF MUSIC
the compafrl that offers them. Watch
batValt, 4 studded snows, seat covers.
Reducedto$5900, must sell. 87~901 O.
out for "money back" offers from unMUSIC STIJDIO
known companies.
VOICE/PlANO INSTRUcrOR
VW JETTA Gli 16V, 1990- Black, 5speed , loaded, BBS wheels, anti-theft
LOOKLIKEAPR()' Officially licensed NR.,
Cl4ssfcal, Operll 11M
stereo, new Yokohamas, roccaro seats,
NHL, NBA, r.t.B and college apparel and
BrtJlldwllY Musicals
West coast car, 42K miles, SI I SOO.
novaHies. Free catalog. New England
'
871-8859
3n Fore St, 637-3000.
Sports Connection, 55 Lorraine Terrace,
879·2606
~
Portland
Dept ps, Middletown, ct 06457.
YAMAHA RADIAN '8~ 600cc, bought
new In 1990 for $3800. Asking only
Guitar Studio Workshop SI999 -must sell! Under 4500 mi. Great
condo77So0626.
"1/310 Professional Instruction
6pm87~7t07.
Jazz
•
Blues
•
Rock
Descritl<! your car, truck, or cycle in
Beginner to Professional
MAnRESSES & BOXSPRINGS &
25 words or fewer and we'll run
17)18i11'5 teaching 8Xp6fiance.
\
FRAMESNew
and
used.
Also
washers
_
.. "': ,d, 6I,.t.... O~t.....s
your ad for four weeks in front of
and dryers and appliances. We also buy
WESTERN PROM PORTlAND
over I 00,000 readers
AnENTION CATS: Club Purr offers upunwanted items Cred~ available m773·3444
FOR ONLY $25!
scale
boardi ng for cats only. Watc hbi rds
5737.
ENROll NOW FOR FAll & WINTER LESSONS
If your vehicle doesn't sell. just
and falling leaves from your own win·
notify us in writing after the fourth
dow. Immaculate. Pu(rsonal attention.
REFRIGERATOR-wor1<s fine $75, bench
Vet-approved. Gorham, 839-2037.
publication and we'll run your ad
press $4O,lots of legos ($200 worth) will
agaIn FOR FREE! Theres no limit!
sell for $50. Call aHer 5pm 8Il3-6600.
DOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE and double
$25 really does sell your car.
your fun with two adult cats from the
SOLOFLEX BODY BUILDING SYSTEMFOUND- EARLY SEPTEMBER: Neutered Animal Refuge League, South Portland,
Complete system, excellent condition,
mal~ cat, 2 yrs.,.gray, tiger-striped, af- Scarborough, Westbrook, Windham, ~
S500. Call 799-9221 , please leave mes- fectIonate, Deenng St near State St. 4 Mon-Sa~ 854-971 I .
sage.
Available for adoption. 828-0618.
Ad changes are $5. No refunds.
FOR SAlE- Bagged shavings $2.50/per
Private party only. TWIN FUTON! FRAME, S130; Sony re- LOST A PET? Call The Animal Refuge bag delivered locally. 60 bag and up
Casco Bay Weekly ceiver,Sl25; dual tape deck, $125; drop League, South Portland, Scarborough, load. Can ileliver larger loads 929-5682.
551 A Congress St., Po rtland. ME 04 10 1 leaf table, $125. Call 77H734 before Westbrook, Windham, ~4 Mon-Sat Horses boarded, boxed stall, daily turn.J 10pm, leave message.
854-9771 .
out, TLC trails and more! $180.
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Just send your 20 word listing,
Wllh origination/destination to :
RlDESllARE
Casco Bay Weekly
551 A Congress Slre«
Portland, ME 04101

TEACH YOUR DOG TO OBEY- 6 week
beginner course/$25. 5 week puppy
class/SI5. Yourdog deserves the best.
Instructions with 8-30 years experi·
ence. Dogs In Training. Portland/6936212, B39-8439 or 926-3174.

"CASH WAITING"For your clean, used
Motorcycle. Call Steve at (603)528-5108.

QUAUTY&
PERFORMANCE
YOU CAN TRUST.

ATTENTION!

on October 15

Readers interes~ in fmding or creating carpools are invited 10
place FREE hstmgs Wlder specIfic calegory headings. For example:

• Chi mneys Capped

THE
EXCELLENT
ADVERTISING SALES
, OPPORTUNITY

PAINTING- Afri room size up to I 4xl 8,
$60. 15 years experience. Call George
anytime, 773-7553.

WANTED! ENTREPRENEURS motivated YARD SAlEIBAKE SAlE- st. Ansgar
by money to join a business with tre- Lutheran Church. 515 Wood fords st. in
mendous earning potential. Call 86So Portland. Sat. Oct 10th 9am-2pm.
3810 for details.

help wanted

- 60 Dealers ADM $2.50 • w!ad $2.00

DIRTY, HARD-T()'ClEAN BATHTU8? Restore the shine. 8ifSI cleaning, no toxic
odor, no fIIISS, no peeling, no down time.
Lnetime warranty. Poly-Tub Restoration.
774-ll184.

beclome a barrier to the
success you deserve?

Therapy for Therapists

real estate

MOBILE HOME BY OWNER- Excellent
Gorham location, pitched roof, new
expanSion, three bedroom, storage,
dishwasher, extras, only $3,750 down,
$21 31mth, noclosing costs. 83~4541 .

772-8214

Powerful
Opportunity

"'CELEBRITYINTERIORS'" Custom
painting and waft papering all work 100%
satisfaction guaranteed. Res. & Commercial. Let me turn your home or office
into primo within Whatever budget available, no project to large or small. I'll
come up with that special look. Call for
free estimate 892-9312.

CALLIGRAPHY- FOR AlL OCCASIONS
934-3556.

Peter A Rush, M.A., L.S.A.C .
Sandy Hinckley, M.S.W.

to

onIces/rent

business rental

1.

THE GARDEN
Unlock the spiritual energy
created by you as a couple

Call for: Individual or Group

Meanings. Myths. Memories,
New Concepts. New Tools. New Habits.
6-wee/r money-Issues groups start In November

,

THERAPY
TRAINING

Having difficulty PARENTING
in a aeative positive manner?
Tired of reading parenting
books to resolve conllid.S
with your dtildren?

Not necessary for bolh falher
and .on to be present.

Saturday, October 24th
9am-4pm
Ponland, $50

C 'ENT ER

DID YOU KNOW, a VERY thorough furnace cleaning could bean aHernativato an
EXPENSIVE service contract. KEITH'S
SERVICE 767-4531. Experienced insured
10% discount w/AD.
'
,

HEADING FOR EUROPETHIS FAlL? Jet
there anytime for only $169 with
AIRHITCH(r). Call 212-864-2000.
SUMMERTIME 'ONE DAY DIET", burn
I to 4 Ibs on diet day, eat normally the
next, loose weight naturally, fantastic
results nationwide, backed by 33yr old
company. Call 871-8082.
TENDER LOVE AND HAPPINESS
AWAITS YOUR NEWBORN BABY in our
Vermont home. Considering adoption?
Lets help each other. Call collect 802235-23t2. Ask for Tom or Ann.
WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU
HELPED save a life? Do it this week by
donating blood at the Red Cross. For
more information call us at 1-800-4280734 or 775-2367.

-FREE HAiRCOLORmodels needed for advanced
salon workshops.
For more Information, can

Panache Salon

Portland'. Haircolor Speciali.t.

772-5767

adult services
II SWINGERS HOTLINE! Girls, Guys,
Straight, Gays, Couples. 1-900-7765006, ext. 48. S2Imin.

1-900-28B-ERICA... S21min. Adults Romantic Stories. EPS Co. 708-882-7873.
CROSS-DRESSERS: Complete HIM-2FEM resources- Catalogs, fiction, boutiques, true experiences, advice, personals, events, much more. 1-900-9904843, $19.90/20 mins. OR 1-900-4462336, SI.Wmin.+ 521connection fee.
18+/or parental permission. ATS, Box
566065, Atl, GIl 31 I 56, 404-333-6464.
DROWN IN ECSTASY, SWEET AGONY!
HOO.J2-ERICIl $2.99/min. VisalMC
HEAR TAlKING PERSONALS- 1-900884-8500, $2!min. (18+) OR: TALK TO
LIVE GIRLS- 1-900-884-1220, $2.991
min. (18+). CONNECTIONS USA, Ft.
Laud., Fl. Info: 305-525-5433 (x91 22).
LOCAl WOMEN- With phone numbers!
1-900-884-DATE, ext 428., $3Imin.,
IB+. (T.V., Fort Myers, R.., tt.)
LIVE PSYCHICS INTERPRET
YOUR PAST, PRESENT, &
FUTURE THROUGH THE POWER
OFTHETAROT
1·90().933·4445
$1 .791min. '18. only
HIO()'955-5580
iniolc.c.'slmembersh4>
Whurlwlnd,lnc.
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men .. women
SWM FEIGNS DOMINANCE IN BED- 34,
honest gentle, passionate, attractive, illteiligentdancerseeks rrisc hievous WF for
loving, romantic, comrritted, ecual partnership in reall~e! 11'1256 (10126)

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY

caw

PERSONAL

(Calls cost 1.49/mjn. Must be 18 or over. Touch-tone phones only. Casco Bay Weekly 207 -775-1234)

women ... men
r

!'

ADVENTUROUSSWF, 33, petite professional, seeks NIS, educated SWM, 2835, to share outdoor activities, Quiet
times, and a wide range of activities in
between. Looking forward to keeping
warm this winter. 'D'1360 (1119)

"

ALL TROUBLESSLOWLYFAOEAWAY...
across the land, through fields of joy.
SWF, 26, pacifistic liberal activist seeking an appreciative mate, 23-35. New to
Portland, looki ng for agood friend open
to progression. 'D'1366 (11/9)

1

), ;

ALLURIING BRUNETTE SWF, 29, sophisticated, intellillent. attractive- Knows how
to live I~e to the fulest- desires attractive
man With similars. 11'1303 (11/2)
AnRACTlVE DWF, 31, STABLE, honest.
caring, rormntic, intelligent, witty, profDssionai, smoker, looking for man, 30-40,
With similar Qualities Jor long-term relationship. No druggies, heavy drinkers or
hot tempers! 'D'1179 (10/19)

.. ,

AnRACTIVE PROFESSIONAL, DWF, 38,
5'4·,1401, healthy, intelligent, fun, versatile, hopeless romantic. You need to
like kids, community activities, sports,
romance. Be attractive, 34-45, fit. Don't
wait 'D'1362 (11/9)
AnRACTIVE, PROFESSIONAL FEMALE,
late 40s, enjoys golfing, tennis, traveling, dining out- Would like to meet funloving male, 45-55, with similar interest
to share time together. CBW Box 141.
AnRACTlVE, STABLE, INDEPENDENT,
liberal, witty & positive lady, 44, would
like to get together w~h a sensitive,
financially secure feminist male with a
strong sense of humor, in the Portland
area, 40-50, over 5'9". 'D'1312 (11/2)
AUTUMN IS THE SEASON- Read your
ad & this SWF, 37, athletiC, believes we
have a lot in common, but can't contact
your call I. " interested, please call
mine. 'D'1257 (10126)
BLUE-EYED, FIT SWF, 36, seeks date
for cousin's wedding: NlS, NlD, educated, fit. articulate professional who
enjoys dancing and won1embarass me
in front of my family. Could be fun!
'D'1177 (10/19)

, 1

': ,

/.

t.

COSTARRICAN BEAUTV- Beautiful, petite Costarrican woman relocating,
wishes to meet someone special, over
35, who appreciates sensitivity, beauty,
and devotion. 'D'1355 (1119)

I i

DWF, 25, SEEKING SlDWM, 22-40,
needs an attractive, trusting, caring romantic that likes children. Are you that
person? Call me' 'D'1329 (1112)
DWF, STRAWBERRY-BLONDE, average-looking 40ish, likes younger men.
Let's make some memories! I'm a follower, you bethe leader. 'D'1308 (1112)
ELEGANT, SOFT, FEMININE SWF, 31,
attractive, intelligent. with a lot of heart
& soul desires above-average, unique
SJDM possessing that special chemistry. 'D'1302 (1112)

HAVE YOU EVER MET SOMEONE and
lhe attraclion was immediate and
strong? The sound of their voice kept
you wanting more? Blue eyes, blonde,
lovely to look at and NSi to know.
'D'1260 (10126)
HEY, GET A LIFE... with this nice SWF,
30, who wants a worXing, independent
SWM, ~35, for the real thing. Must
love books and reading. "1240(1006)
HONEST, EARTHY, CARING WOMAN

seeks like-minded, light-hearted m;J1e
who is emotionally open, "follows his
bliss·, is musical and is evolving on his
path. 'D'1173 (10119)
LOOKING FOR ANDY- We had dinner at
Anjon's. Enjoyed the conversation.
Would a short skirt and tight blouse
arouse you? You know my measurements. 'D'1374 (1119)
LOOKING FOR MORE- OWl'. 4Os. isseel<ing single man interested in having meaningful relationship. Honesty and sense of
humora must. Let'smeotand see ~weare
compatible 11'1165 (1(Yf9)
LOOKING TO GET PERSONAL- Attractive, full-bodied professional looking to
get serious and have passionate encounters with tall, attractive SWM who
enjoys lazy Sundays, candlelight evenings and monogamous relationships.
'D'1359 (11/9)
LOVE CONQUERS THE MALL! SF, 33,
blondish, IrislvWI-SP, aspiring writer,
disorganized photographer seeks rescue from N.J. by funny, hip, Renaissance man with music in his soul and
love in his heart (or vice versa). Must
love nature, plan to propagate. Write
P.O. Box 336, Livingston, N.J, 07039
and call 'D'1370 (1119)
ME: TRIPLE AQUARlAN, 35, seeking ...
YOU: Comrritted to personal growth,
grounded by Earth and guided by spiril
connected to your Inner-child, like to play,
sing, dance and pray. 11'1188 (10119)
NEWTO AREA SINCE LABOR DAY- Athletic SWF, 37, NlS, 1301bs., versatile,
loves animals, seeking a SWM, 27-37,
NlS, no dependents, with wide interests, old-fashioned, honest, for meaningful relationship, marriage-minded.
'D'1263 (10126)
NICE-LOOKING, SLIM, PERSONABLE,
5'6", intelligent woman seeking nicelool<ing man, 3~50.1 can attract goodlool<ing men, but I don1findthemoften.
'D'1199 (10/19)
NO IFS, ANDS, OR BUTS- Attractive
DWF, 46, who has her act together, do
you? Are you looking for that special
someone to have fun w~h, create memories with, ortosharewith?Then call me.
'D'1190 (10/19)
PETITE PLAYFUL SOLO LADY seeks
courageousyoungergentfeman for long
walks with cheerful, disobedient puppy.
Willing to get lost in laughter, conversations and autumn rains. "1347 (11/9)
QUIET, FIESTY, SULTRY,educated DWF,
41, 5', 100lbs., seeks an intelligen~
funny, motivated gentleman with integrity for good conversation (discussion/
debates), walks, whimsy and sharing
madcap escapades. P.D, Box 11335,
Portland, ME 0410~. 'D'1250 (10126)
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TALL, BLONDE SWF, 25, pretty, honest,
open-minded, great sense of humor,
seeks NlS male, 25+, with similar qualities, for friendship and possibly more.
'D'1372 (11/9)
WANTED: KARATE MASTER- Looking for
a special SWM that gives Karate lessons
and thinks he's HOT STUFF! You're the
onlyonelwant Pleasecall. 'D'1376 (11/9)
WANTON WOMAN SEEKS SINGLE STUD
for lively lifestyle. Butsertously,if you'd like
to meet an energetic, vivacious, professional, single woman over 45 to share
outdoor activities and lively conversatJon ...
Just Do H! Call! 'D'1244 (to/26)
WHITE GLOVES, BLACK SPATS- Let's
show those raisins where it's at. Step
ouf sun-dried prune, be my dancing
date at the cheOil-free Halloween masQuerade. 'D'f262 (10126)

.

men (.,.. women

whe/1 M('. Pile isn't

ignore his mouth MoVing 011
worc\ " fCl9 '" welter vapor Coraen,{l
I

out With frt~ sct'en{e boo/'(, Some·l-irne s
clouds lo~k liKe 11[9. thifl9S Df (ott~n
.£iAi an ill ha.JiQ..!lJ , Thes eare C" trW III S
clo!'(\s . ~~st-on jVst did thi' 1=21 thin
+0 l'rIeo. ~lrJ .
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AnRACTlVE, IN-SHAPE MALE, persoll- theday and night. Butthat's notall- Call.
able, 46, seeking attractive wormn. Tried 'D'1181 (10/19)
'5008twice, couldnlleave message.Please
DWM, 46, SEEKING LOVEMATE- GenUe
call. Others, too. 11'1259 (1 (126)
man, profesSional, will dote on the right
AnRACTIVE, SLIM, PROFESSIONAL open-minded woman. I enjoy high-brow
MALE, 20, seeks sensuous, attractive, to the exotic and expect same. lntellecclean woman to fall asleep with. Ro- tually stimulating sincerity could promance optional. Sensitivity assured. No duce long-term committment. I expect
mind/emotional games. Discretion ap- self-rel lancy, equality, and the domestIC
preciated. 'D'1307 (11/2)
tranqUility 01 sharing all . .. t348 (t1l9)
AVAILABLE: THAT SUPPOSEDLY RARE
MALE with warmth, wit, intelligence and
Ilonesfywhodoesn't talk sports, cars or
hunting. Am attractive, emotionally and
physically healthy SWM, 39, with country sense and city smarts. Seeking attractive, trim, independent SWF, 28-40,
With asense of humor and adventure and
a little craziness. Enjoy the arts, hiking,
movies,paintng, travelling, reading, dining out and x-country skiing. Excellent
conversationalist, affectionate and never
called boring. CBW Box 143. 'D'1373
(11/9)

YES, THERE IS ASANTA CLAUS' 2SWFs,
mid-30s, seek friendship, great conversation and spontaneous fun with 2 SJDWMs.
Your wish list- Secure, professional,
outdoorsy adventurers. Call before the
BAG OF DESIRABLE BONES- SWM, 28,
Chnstmas rush! 11'1248 (10/26)
loves cats, day trips, Kate Bush music.
Seeking brilliant, eminently huggable,
witty, gorgeous SF for Friday nights and
Saturdays filled with adventure. Call!
40 y.o. 5'9' RENAISSANCE MAN desires 'D'1305 (1112)
NlS, 30-35, attillctive professional who
has diverse interests. Whatareyouwaiti ng CHARMING, WITTY, HANDSOME AND
for? Call now for details. 11'1186 (10/19) MODEST. Wuddah combo! Friendship precedes all. The world's my oyster. tve you
40 Y.O. IN GOOD HEALTH, enjoys out- the pea~? Be irridescent: call! The best
door sports, hiking. NIS, easy-going, $1.49 you'll ever spend. 11'1189 (10119)
not into bar scene, knows how to appreciate awoman, looking for SWF, 30-40. COULD CBW CALL CUPID TO conjure'D'1313 (1112)
up counterpart for clever, creative, casual, childless, cheerful, charming, colAT 341 BELIEVE THAT INTEGRITY, selflege class of '74 cast-off? Could a conrespect & kindnessareall that matter in
life. If you feel the same, call me. NlS servative, caring couple come abouf?
'D'1252 (10/26)
please. 'D'1148 (10/19)

af\O forms.£lQM,s. In 0. cQrtain ~ I
Would like toStT1ash MaliJstons fOe!'.

,:
j

Each week, a Casco Bay Weekly personal ad is chosen as CBW's ·Person of the Week" and is
awarded two free movie rentals, compliments of Videoport. All personal ads are entered in the
drawing.

to swe oJ rne.
til!

DIFFERENT DRUMMER- Ash blonde,
ocean eyes, 36, 5'11·,165', handsome,
hopeful romantic,delightsinsimpleplaa.
sures: talks, walks, drives, Julia
Fordham, Pat Metheny, Everything But
the Girl, 'CLl, whoopiepies, Green MIn.
Coffee, firelillht. woodsmoke, Fall skies,
sparkling eyes, warm rain, 100% cotton, Thoeau, Emerson, Frost, Road Not
Taken, Sunday mornings, inns, seize

LOVE CONQUERS THE MALl! SF, 33, blondish, Irishl
WASP, aspiring writer, disorganized photographer seeks
rescue from N.J. by funny, hip, Renaissance man with
music in his soul and love in his heart (or vice versa),
Must love nature, plan to propagate, Write P.O. Box 336,
Livingston, NJ, 07039 and call ozr1370 (11/9)

I\.

lool<ir\9.

AnENTION SKI BUNNIES: SWM, 6',
1751, blue/brown, 38, handsome. Looking for slim female for foliage, skiing,
partying, etc. Modern home 5 min. major ski area. 'D'1350 (11/9)
. .
An,RACTIVE 28 y.o. SWM-.Ladles, d
you re looking ~or some exc~ement In
your hfe, then I m looking for you. Totally discreet 'D't 172 (10/19)

person 01 the week

B1/ Llf/lda BarrIl
~
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SWF,28, TRIM, I NEEDAREALMAN-NI
S, NlD guywho respects women, enjoys
music, movies, laughter and dirty dancing. ~I for more info. 'D'1180 (10/19)

~ i'r1aLlsj-on WhO <;;t-> In fro7)t of me iurns

I.' Z
,
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SINGLEMOTHEROF3,likescandlelighl
dinners, dancing, etc. Seeking SJDWM
who likes the same. If interested, please
contact me for a lasting relationship.
'D'1217 (10/19)
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OWM, MID-30s, SEEKING A OIAMONO,
nol a look-alike. She's honest rormnllc,
affectionate. Must give as much as she
takes. I enjoy music, movies, walks in the
pari<, holding hands, back rubs, Quiet timesAll replies answered. 'D'1304 (11/2)
EDUCATED, WITTY, ACTIVE, honest,
understanding DWM, 45, unafraid of
inti macy. Many varied and eclectic interests. Seeking attractive, physicallyl
emotionally fit woman, mid-30s to lowl
mid-40s, with asmile in her heart. Children/pets welcome. 'D'1371 (11/9)
EXACTL Y 500 YEARS YOUNGER than
Leonardo DaVi nci- Handsome
Rennaissance man desires adventurous woman (28-36) to explore terra
firma, terra incognita and the heavens.
Carpe Phonum! 'D'1322 (11/2)
FIRST TIME FOR EVERVTHING- SWM,
24, in good physical shape, blonde hair/
blue eyes, returned to live in area in June.
Seeking SWF, 21-30, in good physical
condition, to share common interests for
friendship, possible relationship. I enjoy
rroJies, travel, working ou~ and intelligent
conversation (sick of bar scene). Children
OK. 'D'1261 (10126)

GARTH BROOKS, ANYONE? I'm an attractive, slim, 23y.o., clean-cut.' blonde/
blue guy, liVing alone, and looking for a
SF who'd likea first date to bethe Garth
Brooks concert! I'm unhappily Single,
and hOPing to meet someone who values monogain¥' honesty,togethernesssomeone who"s not afraid of the word
·comrTlltment. Call or wnte soon. CBW
Box 139. 'D'1218 (10119)
HANDSOME BUT LONELY OWM, 40,
5'6", 1501bs., reti red military, enjoys long
conversations over candlelight. Seeking SJDWF for long-lasting relationship
based on trust and understanding.
'D'1255 (10/26)
HOLIDAYS ARE COMING- Let's not
spend them alone. DWM, 33, NlS, N/D,
works auf, runs, has job, looking for
active female with varied interests.
'D'1345 (11/9)
I MISSED YOU AT HEMPSTOCK- SWM,
40, who doesn1 think the '60s & '70s
were awaste of time. Desperately seeking my ·little wing·. Age, race, size unimportant. 'D'1330 (11/2)
IFYOUTHINKALL THE GOOD MEN ARE
TAKEN, think again! Happy, healthy,
humorous, attractive DWM wNaried interests and adventurous spirit seeks
intelligent. physically fit SWF, 33-45, wi
pretty face, for shared good times and
possible relationship. Let's talk and see
where it goes! 'D'1246 (10/26)
LIFE IS SHORT- Bright, healthy, SM,
twice divorced, neveragain.Seek bright,
healthy, educated lady, SJM, for dinner
and a bit of romance. Portland-Western
Maine. CBW Box 138. 'D'1195 (10/19)
MAN WITH ONLY MINOR FLAWS (fit.
active 43, 5T, 145/)wlsome education
and culture, can talk to squirrels 1 on 1
and light a fire in any weather, seeks
slim, somewhat younger woman with
adventure and love In ner neart. Gnlldren a delight 'D'1367 (11/9)
MY HEART HAS LOVE HANOLES._. but
not me! Nice-looking, athletiC OWM, 40,
6'2", 1851, active, With numerous interests. Please be 28-40, NlS, attractive,
slender, slim, 5'4·., with a lust for life!
'D'1324 (1112)
NO COSTOR OBLIGATION- Doesnl hurta
b~, do it now. In my 60s and ready to go.
Love life and enjoy many things. Your
move, let's get together. 11'1193 (10119)
ONCE IS MAYBE ENOUGH- Willing to
try again at 60• . I am interested in telling
and talking. Let'stryltoverlunch. 'D'1352
(11/9)
PORTLAND
WATERFRONT ,
HARDWORKING professional SWM,34,
BUBL, NlS, lJD, 5'11·, 160lbs. Enjoys
windsurfing, hiking, skiing, cool<ing,
dining out and dancing. Seeking active
profesSional SWF, 29-34, who enjoys
the outdoors and other more formal
acbvities, for friendship, possible relationship. Portland/Scarborough area.
'D'1323 (11/2)
SPAM SPAM SPAM SPAM SPAM- Now
that I have your attention (and you've
lost your appetrte), this ·SAM" (DWM,
40,6'0·, 170Ibs., BRIGRN, prof., NlS, NI
D) would like to meet you over dinner.
Please be intelligent, funny& gorgeous.
'D'1167 (IO/t9)

SWM, 20, SEEKS LIBERAL F- I wanll0
meelwomenwhohavean unusual sense
of humor, dislike of Republicans, and
an unnatural fear of responding to personal ads. 'D'1194 (10/19)
SWM, 25, PROFESSIONAL, inlerested
in meeting professional female, 25-45.
Likes to wine and di ne followed with
dancing. Physically fit and enjoys good
company. 'D'1331 (1112)
SWM, 28, NIS, PROFESSIONAL, considered attractive. Am seeking outgoing, personable SWF without children,
for positive relationship with direction.
Interests i ncludecarT1li ng, movies, dining ouf, sports. 'D'1311 (1112)
SWM, 28, SEEKING AnRACTIVE, NIS,
coIleg&'career-typeSWF,I8-35.l'm5'10",
1851, professional, athletic, good~ook
ing. £njoy sports, dinng ouf: beaches,
rroJies, music. 11'1326 (1112)
SWM, 29, FIT, TRIM, TANNED, secure.
Loves life, children, skiing, biking, water sports, cooking . Looking for a
woman, 18-38, to have some fun with.
Phone/photo appreciated. CBW Box
128. "1253(10/26)
SWM, 33, 6', 165lbs., darX, attractive,
sensitive to others, enjoys hiking, canoe trips in northern Maine, seeking
sensible, giving, down-to-earth SWF.
'D'1258 (10126)
SWM, ITALIAN, 32, 5'5·, 1351, secure
business man, new to Maine, seeking
SJDWF, 25-35, attractive and smart, for
dinner, romance and QUiettimetogether.
Children OK. Falmouth area. 'D'1351
(11/9)
THE BEACHES MUST BE FULL, buf we
canfindsomethingfuntodo. SWM.29,
5'7·, not Adonis, morelikeCandy(John,
that is), seeks good-natured lady, kids
OK. None of my own, so we ain'ttalking
Brady Bunch. Too cold for those long
walks anyway. 'D't309(1112)
TO MAKE A STUDY OF LlFE- Knowing
thalia feel is morethan fun and psychological, it is everything and more, like
something Quite incapable of dying because itiseverin error. "1249(10/26)
TWAS ONCE UPON A MIDNIGHT
DREARY, as I pondered weak and weary
where alriend may be. Be thy maiden fair,
reply not never more. 11'1238 (1 (126)
VERY ROMANTI CSWM, 29, stable, professional who enjoys travel, cooking,
eating out. walks, runs, sails, seeks
advenlurous, educated SWF, 22-32,
who has her act together, is attractive,
and yearns for a beautiful relationship.
'D'1315 (1112)
WALK, TALK, ROCK, CLOCK, DOCK,
buf no flock interests you? DWM, 40s,
seeks a compaionable friend, 39+, to
also cuddle on cold fall nights. We are
friendly, fun-loving, oulgoing, attractive, articulate, COrT1laSSlonate, considerate, honest, romantic, affectionate.
Capableof sharing intense feelings and
desire some committment. Greater
Portland. 'D'1349 (11/9)

FREE

WHERE'S MY DREAM WOMAN? She's BiWM, GOOD-LOOKING AND BUILT
attractive, stable, gorgeous figure, pro- wants equally good-looking, athletic
fessional, down-to;!arth, enjoys exer- man, 18-32, for exercise, fun and friendcise, indoor/oufdoor aclivities. Me?Tall, ship. 'D'1191 (10/19)
well-built. handsome, professional. Find DECENTLOOKINGGM,3O,6', 1801, seeks
me. 'D'1318 (1112)
GM, 23-33, heightIWeight proportionate,
YOU ARE THE GORGEOUS BLONDE, from GreaterPortiandforfriendship, maybe
more. Winter's too cold & long to spend it
great legs, red lips, business suits, that
alone. 11'1357 (11/9)
frequents Green Mountain Coffee, 8:30
a.m., M-F. Soconfident, soseff-assured, GOOD-LOOKING GM, 20, lookinel0 meet
so beautiful. Please call! 'D'1368 (11/9) new people. Please be straight-acting, 1825.11'1363 (1119)
YOU: CAN MAKE ME NERVOUS Withyour
smile, wit, innuendo, and use of silence, GOOD-LOOKING GM, 26, NlS, likes dancare insulted by the merely adecuate, and ing, sportsandtravei.lnterested inseeking
refuse to ·grow up·. ME: SWM, 29, With similar for friendship and maybe more.
Please call me soon. 11'1247 (1U'26)
intense job. Gall. 11'1353 (1119)

WM, 26, 6'1·, 19OIbs., BRlBL, attractive, masculine, straight-acting. Notinto
gay scene, tired of meeting the wrong
people. Many hobbies and interests,
very discreet. You: 21-30, masculine,
good-looking and straight-acting, for
fun ti mes, friendship and possi bly more.
'D'1251 (10/26)

GWM,30, NICE-LOOKING, boyish, trim.
I'm cartng and sensitive, but straight
acting- please be same, 20-37. I enjoy
drives in the country, exploring, spontaneity, quiet times, nature. Looks aren't
everything, but I'm human and likeguys
wilh a thick head of hair that isn't too
short (not a necessity!) I'm not in any
way promiscuous (been with only a
few), looking for friends and someone
special- Maybe you! 'D'1187 (10/19)

AnENTION LADIES: I will give you a
massage to remove you r fatig ue. Give
me a call and be relaxed, no one woul~
do it like me. 'D'1364 (11/9)

YOUR SEARCH IS OVER- SWM, 26, attractiveand physically fit. seeks pretty lady
who likes to laugh, for fun times and
possible relationstip. Enjoys a variety of
activities from dancing/movies toskiing &
other oufdoor activities. Quiet ti mas are
important as well. 'D'1176 (10119)

women .. women
DISSATISFIED WITH CLUB SCENE- Attractive, intelligent, ambitious but unpretentious GWF seeks same in 20-35
y.O. female seeking venturous yet
grounded romantic relationship. Love
to hear from you! 'D'1220 (10/19)
OYNAMIC PASSIONATE WOMANCome with me for achange in your life!
Will send resume if desired. My job will
be to love you. Please be 35 or older.
Senseofhumoramust 'D'1264 (10126)

GWM, 33, 5'10", 145Ibs., blond/blue, NI
S, good-Iool<ing, straight-acting, masculine, college-educated professional.
EnJOyS niking, biking, camping , travel.
Prefer similar younger men that are
truly inlo fnendship first, with a possibility 01 more. 21-36, no receeding hair,
drugs, fats, fems, activists. CBW Box
134. 'D'1185 (10/19)

GWM, AnRACTlVE, 30, CARING,
straight-acting, not promiscuous, seeks
similar who can show feelings but not
GIRLS JUSTWANNA HAVE FUN? SWF, be effeminate. I enjoy day trips, music,
26, seeking SWFs for friendship, fun easy hiking. I don't bite, unless asked,
times. New to the area? Single mother? so give me a call. 'D"1334 (11/2)
DWF? Let's team up to find intelligent, HEALTHY, GOOD-LOOKING, ENERGETIC,
good-looking men. 'D'1182 (10/19)
compassionate. I love life, the great outI THOUGHT I WI-S IN LOVE BEFORE- I doors as well as arts & entertainment
Looking forfriends that are not superficial
need you to prove me wrong! GWF seeks nor too serious. 11'1236 (10126)
fulfillment romance and understanding.
Could it be you? 'D'1328 (11/2)
I WANT SOME EXCITEMENT- GWM,
5'11 ·, 1601bs., BR hrlayes, (ENGJITA).
LESBIAN, 39, WARM, WONDERFUL & This 20 y.o. enjoys reading, running,
WITTY, seeks an attractive, intellectu- movies, art and sciences. I'm open to
ally curious, spir~ed and sincere woma n new ideas and activities. Use your imagiwho is genuine in emotion and charac- nation! CBW Box t33. 'D'1168 (10/19)
ter, for a possible connection. P.O. Box
MASSAGE- M SEEKS M, 22-35, to give
15442, Portland, ME, 04101 .
me full-body massage and exchange
SEEKING SWEET, WHOLESOME and massage. Let's hear from you. Thanks.
humorous female for a possible rela- 'D'1314 (11/2)
tionship. Please be between 28-35. Wnte MOUNTAIN MAN- Masculine, fil NlS,
me! P.O. Box 465, Saco, ME, 040n. decent person, looking for M compan'D'1346 (11/9)
iOrVhelp-mate for wood gathering, hiking, cross-country skiing, enjoying the
VERY AnRACTIVE BIFEMALE, 29, outdoors. Possible long-term companseeks ladies for really fun times. No ionship. 'D'1178 (10/19)
experience, but excited to learn. Let's
learn together? Cleanliness a must Call ROSES ARE FLOWERS, HONDAS ARE
CARS, I'm looking for a man not found
soon! 'D'1333 (11/2)
in any bars. GM, 34, intelligent, profesVERY FEMININE, PETITE BiWF seeks sional, good-looking. Raffle's for cofBiF fo r intimacy and fun. Discretion iOll- fee? "1354 (11/9)
portant. Call and we'll hot tub together
SHY AND QUIET GWM, 27, 5'7·, 135',
for some good clean fun! 'D'1321 (1112) straight-acting. Enjoys music, movies,

men (.,.. men

and clean Maine air. Wishes to meet
discreet SM, 20-32. 'D'1358 (11/9)

SOUTHERN BOY, 27, LOOKING for a
25, TALL, THIN, NON STRAIGHT-ACT- Yankee man to keep mewarm this winING boot boy seeking skinhead. 'D'1237 ter. I am full of hospitality. I enjoy movies, music, and home-cooked meals.
(10/26)
'D'1196 (10/19)
ATHLETIC, GOOD-LOOKING, intoworXWARM THOSE COOL NIGHTS! GWM,
ing out, NlS, straight-acting lifestyle,
20, good-looking, BRlBL, looking for
BR hair/eyes, seeks masculine, fit, NIS, good-looking 18-30 y.o. interested in a
good-looking, straight-acting, 21-30. possible relationship. Let's warm our
'D'1365 (11/9)
coal bones! 'D'1317 (1112)

FOUR-WEEK

PERSONAL

YOU NEVER HAD A DAD? Hmmm! Vibrant. sophisticated father-figure, 56,
seeks college-educated preppie, 25-35,
with brains, looks and a sense of humor. There's at least one auf there,
right? 'D'1170 (10/19)

others

BECKY, 24- Your ghoto was nice. Your
note was fine. However, you did not leave
your phone number, or way to contact
you. Please call. 11'1316 (10126)
HIPPYISH MWM, 30, seeks understanding fermieforlasting friendship, romance.
I'm of decent looks, sincere, open and
underslanding. UB2. Discretion a must
and assured. 11'1306 (10/26)
HUG A TREE FOR JIM HENRY!
IF YOU'VE LOST THAT Loving feeling,
like I've lost mine, call this MWM, 32,
healthy and ready. WF, 22-35 preferred.
'D'1369 (10/26)
LADIES WITH AN AnITUDE! Noed a
safe escort out for the eveing? ANYONE! Need someonetotalkto?Wantto
think positive? Call me now! 'D'1375
(10/26)
LADIES- NEED A DATE or companionship? SWM, 26, loves dating women
any age. Portland/Lewiston area. 'D'1327
(10/19)
LATE 20s MWC- You reponded to an
"others· ad on M!2. You (fem;lle) said
· Onevariance- age.·That'sfinewith us.
But you did not leave'. Please call again
and leaveyour'. Wewill returnyourcall
direct. Discretion is absolutely assured
and expected 'D'1319 (10/26)
LOOKIN FOR A FEW GOOD MENMBiWM looking for a few guys 10 fulfill
fantasy, 30-40, race unimportant.
'D'1356 (10/26)
MARRIED MALE, 27, seeks a woman of
age 18-45 for discrete physical relationship. 'D'1320 (10/19)

•
person IS

out there.
You've just
got to be

.,.

patient."
Right.
Improve your odds.
Run an ad in the Personals.
The right person will find you faster if you run an ad
in the personals, It's the proven, private way to meet
lots of bright, interesting people. People who share
your ideas, interests, and activities, And have more
to do than hang out in singles' clubs, Run your ad
now and you'll even save money,
Right now a 25 word ad with Personal Call ® is
FREE.

MWM SEEKS PLAYMATE-VIM, 35, successful, seeks SFIMF for fantasy time.
Call, it's time for fun, adventure. Make a
change with the season. Clean & discrele. 'D'1332 (10126)

To place your ad, call 775-1234,
This offer expires soon.
Do it today,
Because the right person is out
there, reading the personals.

MWM, HEALTHY MUSCLE SEEKS MWF,
25-45, open-minded, attractive, trim,
sexual, for discrete, erotic lunches/dinners with fit, clean, secure, OK-looking
rock & roller, 37. 'D'1335 (10/19)

The Phone call That Could Change Your Lifeom

SPICE IT UP! MWC will add spice and
variety to your life. Lool<ing for select
couples and ladies, beginners encouraged, limits respected and discretion
assured. 'D'1361 (10126)
TAKE A CHANCE- I'm a good-looking,
masculine, straight-acling, BiWM, 26,
seeking GlBiWM, 21-26, who is handsome, fit, masculineand readyforfriendship. 'D'1219 (10/19)

AD

..

"The right

companions

others

WC SEEKS KlnEN, SIAMESE- BiF SEEKING COMPANIONIPEN PAL -SWM,
58, with a large home overlooking a big
needed for fun and games. Sensuality a
lake in Newport, VT. I had astroke afew
must. Sports fan, music lover, and wild years ago, but only affected now With
between the sheets. Prefer between 30- speech & fine motor problems. Family
40. Call us- Life's too short to wait & friends remote. Write w/details about
'D'1310 (10/26)
yourself to: CBW Box 142.

WITH

PERSONAL

How to respond to a personal ad:

25-Character Headline: includes spaces, be creative!

category:

Just call 1-900-370-2041 any time, 24 hours a day, from any touch-tone
phone! Enterthe four-dig~" number of the ad you wish to respond to, listen
to the greeting, then leave a response. (An advertiser may not have
recordad a greeting by the time you call. You may still leave a message on
that person's line.) The dale at the end of the ad is the last day 10 reply to
that ad. You may also choose to "browse" through all ads in a specific
category (companion. and olllel'l nol available to "browse"). Calls cost
$t.491min. You must be t8 or over.
To respond to a CBW Box t, address mail to Casco Bay Weekly, 551A
CoogressS/., Portland, ME04101, making sure to print the three-digit CBW
Box t cleal1y in the lower left-hand comer of the envelope.

00000000000 000000 00000000

0 women or men
Omen ... women

Your Ad: first 25-words FREE with Personal Call®

0 women'" women

CALL ®
Omen ... men

o others
o companions

ConfidentJallnformatJon:
rNe cannot print your ad without it.)
phone: _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __

How to place YOlr persolal ad:

nrune: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

To place a FREE ad with Peroonal Call"', fil outthe coupon and mal or
FAX ~ (775-t6t5) to us. (If faxing, plea... photocopy the coupon first and
then fax it. The newsprint doesn't reproduce wei.) The deadline for placing
personal ads is Friday at noon. FREE pareonal. ads are 25 words or less
~ncluding headline), and run four weeks. No personal ads will be acceptad
OVfW the phone. Personal Call'" ads with more than 25 words cost5O¢ per
additional word. We'll send you a four-digit 11' number (to appear in your ad)
and a security code for exclusive access 10 your responses through an 800line at no cost 10 you. Ads without Peroonal Call'" cost.50 per word ~s
mail-forwarding or P.O. Box charges.
CBW Box lis and P.O. Box
cost $20 per two-week ad. Ads may be
paid for with Visa, MasterCard, local check or cash.

address: _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

c~: --------------state: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip: _ _ _ _ __

First 25 words & headline
with Personal Call®:

.S

FIH

add'J words @ ,50 each: _ _ _ _ _

HOII to use your Personal tall® mallbOl:

After you receive your .. number and private security code, you may

39

record your personal introduction. Use your introduc1ion to Iell more about

'ildelines:

yourself than your ad does. Give your first name, but DONT give your last
name, phone number or address. Make sure you ask your callers to leave
their names, phone numbers and the besltimes to call them. All introductions are reviewed by CBW and go on line within 24 hours.

Personal ado are available for single poople seeking relationllhips. Ad. oeeking 10 buy or ..1I ..xuBl
services will be refused. No full nB/'1"'l8llJ, street add,..... or phone numbers will be pubfished. Ads
comaining explicit sexual or anatomical language will not be pu~ished. We reserve the rig,t to edit,
refuee or recategorize any ad. Advertisers mJat be ewer 18 years of age.

Without Personal Call®
all words @ .50 each: _ _ _ __
CBW Box or P,0, Box (add $20): _ _ _ __
Total: _ _ _ __

40 Casco Bay Weekly
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• FIORIWARE • MONROE SALT WORKS • BUNZLAUER • FRIENDSHIP POTIERY •
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• CAMDEN POTTERY • BENNINGTON POTTERS • MAINE MADE FOODS •
,

I

"Beautiful Pottery & Glassware, Everything on Sale!"
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POTTE'RV OUTLET

...

49 Main Street,

3 GREAT LOCATIONS!
384 Fore Street, /

FREEPORT

PORTLAND
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(between L.L.Bean and the Gap)

I

865-1144
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OPEN 9-7, 9-9 FrilSal
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Visa/MCI AMEX/Discover

,

(In the Old Port)

87 -95 Camden Street

ROCKLAND
(Nautlca, Reebokllzod Outlet)

773-7977

596-0730

OPEN 9·6, 9·9 FrilSal

OPEN 10-6, 12-5 SUD

.

Checks Welcome

